
List of Recommended Special Booth Constructors

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ001
Shanghai Pinbang Advertising Co., Ltd
Room 709, building B, National Convention and Exhibition Center, Qingpu District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Will Ailie Ailie

Tel 86-021-60296200 86-021-60296201 86-021-60296201

Mobile 86-13761751980 86-13918355988 86-13918355988

E-Mail china@pinbang.com 2010@pinbang.com 2010@pinbang.com

Shanghai Pinbang Advertising Co., Ltd. was founded in 2006. The company is dedicated to one-stop service for global 
exhibition design and construction. The headquarters is located in building B of the National Exhibition and Convention Center. 
In 2022, the company was awarded the first place in the special decoration construction service provider of the enterprise and 
commercial exhibition of the China International Import Expo. It has provided the China International Import Expo exhibitors with 
fast, worry-free and professional exhibition experience for four consecutive years, and has been highly praised by exhibitors from 
all over the world. In addition, the company has won the "CIIE Green Booth" award of the national pavilion and enterprise pavilion 
of the CIIE for many times. Our services include: exhibition design and construction, Metaverse online exhibition hall, exhibition 
hall design and construction, event planning, etc. The company's qualifications include the quality management system GB/T 
I9001-2016/ISO 9001/2015 certification, member of the China Association For Exhibition Centers, the first-class qualification for 
Shanghai exhibition engineering construction, and the second-class qualification for professional contracting of building decoration 
engineering. The company has provided high-quality services for many exhibitions, such as The China Import and Export Fair, 
China International Consumer Products Expo, China Beijing International Fair for Trade in Services, Appliance & Electronics 
World Expo, Shanghai International Automobile Industry Exhibition, China International Medical Equipment Fair, etc. In 2022, our 
company will continue to uphold the keen thinking, tenacious perseverance, and meticulous design that started with the industry, 
and provide omnibearing exhibition services and relaxing and pleasant exhibition experience to global customers with high-quality 
service team, professional spirit of excellence and  management principle of continuous improvement.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ002
Shanghai YICAI Exhibition Service Co., Ltd
Room 319, building 11, No. 3855, Shangnan Road, Pudong New Area, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Rose Wang Xu jing Yuanhua Luo

Tel 86-021-61053180 86-021-61053180 86-021-61053180

Mobile 86-13621842005 86-18221710782 86-13917428766

E-Mail wanghui@yicaiexpo.com amandaxu@yicaiexpo.com luo@yicaiexpo.com

Shanghai YICAI Exhibition Service Co.,Ltd is a professional international exhibition company which focus on booth stand 
design and construction,providing global integrated international exhibition services.We have passed ISO9001 quality management 
system certification,ISO14001 environmental management system certification, and has the first-class qualification for the 
integration of exhibition design and construction of China Exhibition Hall Association and the first-class qualification of China 
Exhibition Hall Association Exhibition and Certification of Building Decoration and Decoration Engineering Professional.We  have 
offered booth design and construction for 4 years and ranked 10th for the third consecutive year; We have winned “Green Booth”-
Silver Award during past two years. Every CIIE show we have built more than 4500 sqm.and accumulated many brand clients in 
commercail enterprise area.

In the healthcare secton: Sanofi, Danaher, Alande, Mabel, Dotrey, Waters, Arnas and so on. In the food section: CP Group, 
Haolijia, A2 milk powder, SDC, Michael and so on. In the equipment sector: German Wynon, MENz, American Trimble, etc. In the 
service trade section: Marubeni, Orix, Yunna, CEIbs Logistics Park, etc. In the consumer goods exhibition : Unilever, Virenson 
consumer goods: Bobot, Husky, IQAIR and so on. In the car exhibition: Picona, Espec and so on
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ003
RIMS Expo Corp.,Ltd.
3701-3705 #568,New World Intl Trade Towel 1, Jianshe Aveune, Wuhan

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Liang zhiqi Tu jun Tian juan

Tel 86-18672784530 86-18627778031 86-18627733911

Mobile 86-18672784530 86-18627778031 86-18627733911

E-Mail liangyan@rims.com.cn tujun@rims.com.cn tianjuan@rims.com.cn

RIMS is a full service company that works based on customer demand and online strategy,focuses on the field of exhibition, 
and takes BTL experience as core.As the official recommended constructors for CIIE national pavilion & enterprise booth, we have 
provided booth design, production & construction services for global clients for 5 years, which gained unanimous recognition which 
inspiring us to forge ahead.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ004
SHANGHAI HONGDA EXHIBITION SERVICE CO.,LTD.
HONGDA B1, NO.850 BOCHENG RD,PUDONG, SHANGHAI

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Li yingjun Wang shouchun Tang lei

Tel 86-021-68815217 86-021-68815185 86-021-68815184

Mobile 86-17811882709 86-15801712188 86-13501947174

E-Mail delpirlo@163.com 396026244@qq.com if@itpc.com.cn

Shanghai Hongda Exhibition Service Co., Ltd. belongs to Donghao Lansheng Group, which is a convention and exhibition 
service provider specializing in exhibition special decoration design and construction, standard booth construction, home 
operation, logistics support, public affairs coordination and other business. Shanghai Hongda Exhibition Service Co., Ltd. was 
founded in 2000. The special decoration business area is more than 8,000 square meters, and the home decoration business is 
more than 500,000 square meters every year. The main customers include: American Gas Association, International Refrigeration 
Society, Chinese Academy of Sciences, French Motorized Oil, Industrial and Commercial Bank of China, Bank of China, Zhejiang 
Gas Group, Shanghai Tunnel Shares, Changan Automobile, Zhangjiang Hi-Tech, etc. The main home decoration projects 
include: the first, second, third and fourth China International Import and Export Expo, China International Industry Fair, World 
LNG Conference, China Brand Day series of activities, China (Shanghai) Technology Import Fair, China Import&Export Fair,etc. 
The company's special service team has high-level business English, art design, engineering management service capabilities 
and etiquette, security, catering and other supporting service capabilities. We will be happy to provide you with professional, high-
quality special decoration design, exhibition services.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ005
Canton Fair Advertising Co., Ltd.
F8, Canton Fair Building, No.679 Fengpu Middle Road, Haizhu District, Guangzhou

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Penny Meng Henry Kwan Jerry Li

Tel 86-021-69761100 86-021-69200732 86-021-69761100

Mobile 86-15121053713 86-13922249203 86-13824411285

E-Mail mengpeiying@cantonfairad.com guanyiheng@cantonfairad.com lijinfeng@cantonfairad.com

Canton Fair Advertising Co., Ltd. is affiliated to China Foreign Trade Center Group Co., Ltd subordinated to Ministry of 
Commerce of PRC. Having 34 years of rich experience in the fields of exhibition hosting, exhibition supporting, exhibition hall 
operation and hotel management. As the first-class advertising enterprises in China, Canton Fair Advertising Co., Ltd. has rich 
experience in large-scale exhibition design and construction with the first-class qualification of exhibition engineering.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ006
Shanghai Chidu Exhibition Service Co., Ltd
Room 2305, building D, pufa plaza, no. 1759 north zhongshan road, putuo district, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Miller Lan Gao Miller

Tel 86-021-61767026 86-021-61478409-8019 86-021-61767026

Mobile 86-18616813480 86-13636440013 86-18616813480

E-Mail charm6688@126.com 13636440013@163.com charm6688@126.com

Shanghai Chi Du Exhibition Service Co., Ltd. has been recommended as the special installation and construction service 
provider for five consecutive China International Import Expo from 2018 to 2022. It is a professional company with unique 
temperament and extremely innovative strength. Established on August 13, 2007, the management team consists of senior 
professionals in the industry with a registered capital of 10 million yuan. Chidu exhibition provides professional, high-quality 
booth design and construction, exhibition hall museum design and construction, brand image planning, public relations activities 
promotion and other industry chain global one-stop reliable services, with more competitive creativity as the core driving force, 
quality brand building, service to achieve value!

Shanghai sag exhibition won the Chinese exhibition economy research institute ZhanChen the first-grade qualification 
of engineering design and construction units, the China association of museum exhibition engineering enterprises secondary 
qualification units, China association of exhibition hall ZhanChen engineering design and construction unit of 2 class aptitude, 
2019-2020 year China ZhanChen engineering enterprise green award, 2019-2020 China ten Excellent exhibition engineering 
enterprise, 2020-2021 China exhibition leading construction enterprise qualification.

Relaxation exhibition services many fortune 500 companies and other well-known brands. For example; 3M, Facebook, AsML, 
Canon, Linneh, Carl Zeiss, Bayer, Dow, Lafarge Holcim, Microsoft, Boeing, Schneider, Philips, AMD, Decathlon, Coca-Cola, GE, 
Asahi, Moutai, Platinum wine, Swan Brewery, Wilwilton International, Siemens, NU Skin, Heinz, Olaiar, Volkswagen , lam, Seagate, 
Olympus, sino-us intercontinental helicopters, Bosch, mitsubishi, tesla, elegant, beautiful and pu, Smith, KUKA, Carl cruise, trial 
in the ring, zhengda group, cofco, Mr Louis dreyfus, the product cuhk group, avocado, jinjiang group, bright group, chongqing 
pedestrian street, gem no fu, Ma Kehua fe, love, big business groups , Xiaohongshu, Goodbaby, Etc., China Western Electric 
Group, etc.

Chi du exhibition is dedicated to providing more creative design, more experienced production and exhibition arrangement 
and stronger project execution for the exhibitors of the 5th CiIE, providing more professional and high-quality service for partners, 
creating maximum value and creating a win-win situation. Await the good news of successful cooperation hand in hand! Please 
visit our official website www.shchidu.com for more details.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ007
SHANGHAI SIMA EXHIBITION CO.,LTD.
Room 701, building a, World Huaxin Garden, 1777 Hualong Road, Shanghai, China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Mark Pace Cherry

Tel 86-021-34713921 86-021-34713922 86-21-34713922

Mobile 86-13391338048 86+15710121998 86-13776118175

E-Mail sima_expo@126.com sima_pace@163.com sima_expo@126.com

Shanghai Sima exhibition-recommended Service Provider for four consecutive China International Import Expo. Sima is an 
innovative display integration service provider, is engaged in domestic and foreign exhibitions, exhibition hall design, construction 
of the professional design and Engineering Company, is a leading concept, innovation and Team Spirit, with advanced international 
service concept and people-oriented corporate culture of modern companies. Sima brings together the top professional and technical 
personnel at home and abroad, with tens of thonds of square meters of production plants, to protect the needs of customers. While 
the service network covers the mainland, the business extends to Hong Kong, Japan, Germany, the United States, Dubai, Russia, 
India and other places to provide customers with global integrated display solutions. Website: www.sima-expo.com
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ008
Guangzhou Yufei Exhibition Service .,Ltd
Room 1510, No.666, Huangpu Avenue, Tianhe District, Guangzhou

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Hu bo Wu lingli Yang taisheng

Tel 86-020-28382677 86-020-28382677 86-020-28382677

Mobile 13902324433 86-18835937911 86-13828481287

E-Mail hb@gzyufei.com wll@gzyufei.com yts@gzyufei.com

Yufei International Exhibition Co., Ltd. was established in Hong Kong. It is a professional exhibition service organization which 
integrates terminal production service and exhibition service, and is actively committed to "brand building project". It is dedicated 
to provide enthusiastic, meticulous and professional service for customers. Professional to undertake global exhibitions, exhibition 
hosting, conference activities, exhibition hall design, planning, implementation, special installation booth construction and other 
business. Headquartered in Hong Kong, in Hong Kong, Guangzhou, Shanghai, Beijing, Hainan, Chongqing, Xiamen, Nanning and 
other established a number of cooperative branches, with hundreds of successful cases in the country, with local governments, 
well-known enterprises to establish a deep strategic cooperative relations. Since its establishment, Guangzhou Yufei has provided 
thousands of domestic and foreign customers with more than thousands of exhibition design, construction, home management 
services, service cases covering the whole exhibition links such as exposition, exhibition hall display, major self-organized exhibitions.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ009
SHANGHAI SYMA-EXPO LTD.
3F, New Long March Commercial Building,1263 Zhenbei Road, Putuo District, 200333 Shanghai, P.R. China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Luo yun Zhang jingyan Luo yun

Tel 86-021-62388811 86-021-62388811 86-021-62388811

Mobile 86-13817630668 86-17702158681 86-13817630668

E-Mail terry.luo@syma.com.cn joanna.zhang@syma.com.cn terry.luo@syma.com.cn

Syma-Expo Group was established in Switzerland in 1961 and has specialized in exhibition engineering. During the passed 
half century, Syma grows in an outstanding speed, from a company that can only manufacture exhibition using aluminium fabrics 
to an international group with more than 50 branches throughout the world. And it is the only multinational service corporation that 
integrates all functions from independent designing, manufacturing materials to building the exhibition booth. Shanghai Syma-Expo 
Limited, as a joint venture invested by Syma Group and Shanghai International Exhibition Co., Ltd, was set up in 1994 and has five 
brother companies in China which are Hong Kong Syma, Beijing Syma, Foshan Syma, Chengdu Syma and Shenzhen Syma. All of us 
insist to serve our global clients the first rank service.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ010
TopBridge Expo Group
Jingqiao building, No. 19, Lane 55, Fulian Second Road, Baoshan District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Deng yaqiao Yu meiyu Wang rong

Tel 86-021-50187208 86-021-50187208 86-021-50187208

Mobile 86-15000909549 86-13761554222 86-13761589534

E-Mail 3399463734@qq.com 164069842@qq.com 934994909@qq.com

TopBridge Expo Group is an international leading global exhibition marketing service provider integrating planning, 
design, construction and operation management. It was established in 2007 with headquarters Shanghai, Beijing, Shenzhen 
and Guangzhou subsidiaries have set up offices in Hannover, Los Angeles, Dubai, Moscow and Singapore, leading quality 
and global service. TopBridge is a leading exhibition enterprise in China, a Class-A qualification of exhibition engineering 
of China Exhibition Hall Association, and a vice president unit of exhibition associations in Shanghai, Shenzhen, Tianjin 
and Shanxi provinces. It has 350 planning creativity, construction management and operation service teams, and has 
invested 30million to buy a 4-story 2200sq.m Shanghai headquarters building. It has 50000 sq.m production plants an500 
fixed workers. It has passed the ISO9001 quality and ISO14001 environmental management system certification, and has 
been in the global exhibition arrangement, event planning, exhibition hall construction The five fields of home operation and 
digital marketing have world-class standards. With a turnover of more than 500million in 2021, it is preparing to be listed. 
As a special decoration construction service provider for the fifth consecutive China International Expo,the only company 
with exhibition marketing as its main business that successfully participated in the fair, TopBridge has successfully served 
the National Pavilion Georgia, Guizhou and Yunnan provinces in the humanities exhibition area, enterprise pavilions 
whirlpool, Foxconn& SHARP, IKEA, Bank of China, VOLVO, BC/U-shop, Simmons, Walch, C-trip, China Merchants Group, 
Ernst & Young, Decathlon, Louis Dreyfus, WELLFRUIT, Atos Worldline, Razer, Inter Milan, Serta, Chateaud’AX, METRO, 
Rockefeller Art Center, MSC More than 100 world-famous enterprises, such as Valio, Karcher, HANAJIRUSHI, HUGONG, 
Weikusi Saw, Guylian, ChangHong Jiahua, have a construction area of 20000m2, and the number and area of services 
are among the best, which have been highly praised by customers. It is the only enterprise among many service providers 
that has won the Green Construction Award, service innovation award and contribution award of Jinbo at the same time. 
High mountains and bridges reach the world. With deep insight into customer needs, excellent creative ability and excellent 
execution, TopBridge has long served 30 of the world's top 500 companies and more than 250 listed companies, including 
Panasonic, LG, KUKA, Vanke, Huawei, China Telecom, China Electronics, Baidu, jd.com and Suning.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ011
Shanghai Guantu Exhibition Services CO.,Ltd
Room,1202B,Building G,1777Hualong Road,Qingpu District,Shanghai,

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

zhongcheng FU na ZHOU lan ZHANG

Tel 86-021-60829258 86-021-60829259 86-021-60829259

Mobile 86-13817062691 86-13663861377 86-15821508897

E-Mail guantu001@gt-expo.com.cn guantu006@gt-expo.com.cn guantu002@gt-expo.com.cn

Shanghai Guantu Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.was established in 2009, the registered capital of 5 million RMB, One of 
members of Shanghai Convention and Exhibition Association, which is a professional exhibition service company has been 
committed to the design and construction of domestic and foreign exhibitions, exhibition hall. Guantu Exhibition has been long 
served large exhibition organizors ,such as CIIE ,CHINAPLAS, China International Elevator Exhibition, ITMA. In 2018, 2019, 2020 
and 2021 China International Import Expo, Guantu Exhibition has successfully completed the setup of more than 9000 square 
meters of booth projects for Korea Pavilion, Czech Pavilion, Simon, Shiseido, LVD, Heller, CNLP, Lukoil, HOMART, Dongguo 
Pharmaceuticals, etc.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ012
Naqi Expo Engineering (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
T3-702, Zhonggeng global creative center, Minhang District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Eric Mike Dana

Tel 86-021-58255915 86-021-60515892 86-021-60542878

Mobile 86-18721568815 86-18321172717 86-13918026742

E-Mail eric@nq-expo.com mike@nq-expo.com dana@nq-expo.com

Naqi Expo Engineering (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. is a professional exposition service company dedicated to brand creative 
marketing. Projects involve global temporary expositions, exposition hall props, marketing planning, digital marketing, etc. After 
years of pioneering and development, it has successfully won the first recommended service provider in China International 
Import Expo, the first-class qualification of exposition engineering, ISO9001 quality management system certification and other 
qualifications, providing professional services to many a Fortune 500 enterprise. With business scope covering the whole world, 
having a modern production base of nearly 60,000 square meters in various regions, about 150 creative marketing employees, 
headquartered in Shanghai, branches in Guangzhou, Beijing and Chongqing respectively, Naqi has stable partners in more than 
40 countries such as America, Europe, Southeast Asia, Middle East and South Africa. With our high-level planning, creativity, 
high-quality production and construction, professional execution and operation and maintenance, we have built a high-quality 
industrial chain supply network in the world to provide customers with global integrated comprehensive display solutions. 
Having a first-class design creative team and construction technology, the company has set up Naji Global Creative Center in 
Germany and Guangzhou, and has joined forces with Fudan University, China Academy of Art, Nanjing University of the Arts and 
other institutions to build a leading creative service organization. Because of our effective creativity and service concept, we have won 
high praise from the industry and customers. Based on the business tenet of creativity first, technology-based and service-oriented, 
we provide customers with refreshing comprehensive display marketing solutions. Naqi Expo provides customers with high-quality 
services at every stage, and is always committed to building the most competitive and innovative service organization in China.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ013
Shanghai yidian Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Room 406, Tianshan Building, 30 Tianshan road, Changning District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Zeng piquan Yuan xiaoyue Zeng piquan

Tel 86-021-20910315 86-021-20910315 86-021-20910315

Mobile 86-18721683954 86-18701785358 86-18721683954

E-Mail 935879781@qq.com 2880529694@qq.com 935879781@qq.com

Shanghai Yidian Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., has Been committed to the global exhibition design and construction, home 
operations, props production, museums, school history museum, loading and selling shop, corporate exhibition hall design and 
Construction, Corporate Global Exhibition and Festival Conference Stage Art Design Planning Professional Services Company. 
Headquartered in Hong Kong, China, and Poland, Germany, with branches in Shanghai, Shenzhen, and Beijing as centers, the 
company has set up a nationwide network service system with branches in Beijing, Guangzhou, Xi'an, Chengdu, Shanghai, and 
Shenzhen, to provide customers with one-stop vertical exhibition services to achieve exhibition create new value. 

Yidian Exhibition Group was founded in 2010, registered capital of 30 million yuan, with China Exhibition Hall Industry 
Association Exhibition Engineering Design and construction level qualification, won a number of industry awards, word-of-mouth 
excellent. Group performance has over 100 million assets, group management, coordination at home and abroad, expand to 
Europe, the United States, South Korea and the Middle East and other markets. More than 200 employees, electrical technology, 
carpentry work experience, experienced designers more than 10 years stand design experience, the overall trend of undergraduate 
education into an upward trend. With strong design strength and down-to-earth research and development of environmental 
protection construction materials and excellent team of workers won the China International Import Expo Green Booth Green Silver 
Award, highly recognized and recognized by customers at home and abroad.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ014
EUNICE (BEIJING) International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Room 506, Block B, RuiChuangGuoji, No. 8, Wangjing East Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Liu jian Zuo zheng Guan haipeng

Tel 86-010-6475 8298 86-010-6475 8298 86-010-6475 8298

Mobile 86-15611135196 86-13718639023 86-13611361198

E-Mail liujian@eunicegroup.com zuozheng@eunicegroup.com guanhaipeng@eunicegroup.com

Eunice (BEIJING) International Exhibition Co., Ltd. is a professional exhibition company specialized in providing exhibition 
engineering and event planning service, has been certified by ISO9001 Quality Management System and ISO14001 Environmental 
Management System.

The main business includes Exhibition stand construction, Event and Conference planning, Interior designing and decorating, 
Museum fabricating, VI and Graphic designing etc, to assist our clients in showing their corporate image and product idea perfectly. 
Eunice founded agencies in BEIJING, SHANGHAI, GUANGZHOU and CHENGDU, providing the omnibearing and high quality 
exhibition service, satisfying the exhibition requirements in different business industry and providing the high level executing case.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ015
EXPO-ONE (CHINA) LIMITED
B-206 Tianqiao Art Building, No.1 Tianqiao South Street, Xicheng District, Beijing. 100050

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Wendy Wu Steve Yuan Lily Li

Tel 86-010-64377200 (ext. 8078) 86-010-64377200 (ext. 8078) 86-010-64377200 (ext. 8002)

Mobile 86-13811687074 86-13501103501 86-15801306203

E-Mail wendy.w@expo-1.cn steve@expo-1.cn lili@expo-1.cn

EXPO-ONE (CHINA) LIMITED is a leading international company focusing on global exhibitions, events and digital experiences. 
Company provides its customers with one-stop exhibition solutions and supports leading organizations to activate brands by creating 
strong live and digital experiences. Over 15 years, EXPO-ONE has become a global exhibition and event company, with a worldwide 
business network and dual-headquarters in Hong Kong and Beijing.

 Since 2018 EXPO-ONE is officially nominated by CIIE organizer as an official recommended service provider, serving exclusively 
for Russian and CIS participants including cooperation with Russian Export Centre. Company focuses on international exhibitors 
and national pavilions including China National Pavilion at first CIIE. EXPO-ONE won the green booth silver award in the third China 
International Import Expo.

EXPO-ONE is a community of professional talents that combine creativity, innovation and production excellence to deliver 
borderless solutions to every participant on CIIE. EXPO-ONE has become a partner for more than 200 exhibitors at the CIIE.

The company has certified for global membership of IAEE (International Association of Exhibitions and Events), IFES (International 
Federation of Exhibition and Event Services), CAEC (China Association For Exhibition Centers). Member of CCOIC (China Chamber 
of International Commerce), Rotating Chairman of CNEXPO, Initiator of CEIA (China Exhibitions Industrial Cooperation Alliance), 
Director Committee Member Unit of CIDA (China Industrial Design Association). The authorization and service qualification for 
international events: Official service partner of Shanghai World Expo, official service partner of CIIE for four consecutive years, official 
service partner of CICPE, etc. Also has the ISO9001 and ISO14001 environmental management system certifications, meets world-
class production and eco standards.

 Based on experiential expertise EXPO-ONE has become an active service partner for such companies as OPPO Group, FOSUN 
Group, Rémy Cointreau, The Dalmore, JD.com, TCL Group, Xiaomi Group and powering every project we work on, making each one 
of them an unmissable exhibition.

Official web: www.expo-one.com
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ016
JOINEXPO (Shanghai) Co., Ltd
Room 507-509, building 2, bayuanqiao Innovation Park, Lane 1668, Xiuyan Road, Pudong New Area, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

David He Helen He Shi kaijun

Tel 86-021-68936251 86-021-68936251 86-021-68936251

Mobile 86-18916363933 86-18916379818 18916379881

E-Mail David@joinexpo.com.cn Helen@joinexpo.com.cn Kevin@joinexpo.com.cn

“Good design ,Chooses JOINEXPO”, JOINEXPO, with a registered capital of 11.28 million yuan, started in 2007, is a well-
known international brand strategic service provider in the industry, providing a full range of one-stop brand activation services for 
global users.JOINEXPO has served for several China International Import expositions continuously, has rich experience in design, 
construction, operation and maintenance, and has served many overseas government agencies and fortune 500 enterprises. 
JOINEXPO strives to achieve its mission for customers through different types of activation services; From conference forum, 
incentive tourism, theme activities, exhibitions, to new retail and brand environment, exhibition hall and theme environment, visual 
identity solutions are all available. With creativity, wisdom, execution and other core capabilities, the participants can activate 
the brand experience of customers, It has clearly established its core competitiveness in the industry, helping customers gain 
competitive advantage in a complex and volatile environment,, and realize the value expectation of “brand is memory”.

JOINEXPO, based on China, expand the world! Together with you to build a brand ideal road!

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ017
Shanghai ASEA Hengxin Convention & Exhibition Co.,Ltd.
Room 501, Building B, SIM Technology Mansions, No.633 Jinzhong Road, Changning District, Shanghai, China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Tamy he Judy jia Emma li

Tel 86-021-58600698 86-021-58600698 86-021-58600698-118

Mobile 86-176 2194 6598 86-159 0219 9806 86-13764536658

E-Mail tamy_he@aseaexpo.com judy_jia@aseaexpo.com emma_li@aseaexpo.com

As a professional convention & exhibition service provider, Shanghai ASEA Hengxin Convention & Exhibition Co. ,Ltd. 
has business networks covering major cities of China and others in Asia, Europe and North America. Our main business 
includes planning, design, production and construction for conventions and exhibitions, design and construction for specialty 
stores, graphic design and production, and overseas exhibition agency. With professional staffs and rich experiences, ASEA 
EXPO is competent to provide quality works and good services. ASEA has its own factory, so that we can provide high quality 
integrated service on-site to our clients. Team members will try their best to meet our clients' need by using the team wisdom. 
Familiar with the Chinese exhibition centers in the main cities and has long-term strategic cooperation with related departments. 
The mission of ASEA EXPO is Client Orientation , Pursuit of Higher Quality and Professional Services.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ018
Shanghai Horizon Cultural & Tourism Group Co., Ltd.
9F, Building K,  No.168 DaduheRd, Putuo District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Jessica Tristan Joy

Tel 86-021-51699517 86-021-61677112 86-021-61677112

Mobile 86-13003154101 86-13501816740 86-13901913569

E-Mail jessica_lu@inhorizon.com tristan@inhorizon.com joy@inhorizon.com

Horizon (HZ) was established in 1998. Exhibition is the earliest business section of HZ group. HZ is a professional company 
providing the whole stage of exhibition planning and implementation services for domestic and foreign customers for a long time.As 
a member of IFES international Exhibition Association, HZ has been selected as the special decoration service provider of CIIE for 
four consecutive times. It has the qualification of Integration of exhibition design and construction of China Association of Exhibition 
Centers and ISO9001 quality system, and was identified as a National High-tech Enterprise in 2021.

For more than 20 years, adhering to the vision of “becoming the most trusted partner”, we win high praise from customers 
with high quality service in 2022, HZ will organize the best team, make full use of the comprehensive advantages of planning and 
design, technology, marketing and promotion to empower customers in CIIE, and win quality and value in an all-round way!

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ019
Shanghai Kena Exhibition Group Co;ltd.
Room 601,Building B,Fengpu Avenue NO.97 Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Richard Liao Helen Yu Tao

Tel 86-021-37568632-801 86-021-37568632-805 86-021-37568632-809

Mobile 86-17721172078 86-18917318586 86-18930199376

E-Mail Richard.liao@kenachina.com Helen.yu@kenachina.com Shirry.jiang@kenachina.com

Shanghai Kena Exhibition Group Co;ltd. is an influential all-around brand design and manufacturing company integrating 
special booth construction and operation of exhibition halls and venues, conferences, events and main venues.Kena has always 
been focusing on creating and managing brand value for customers and aims to build a competitive brand marketing agency.
We provide services to domestic and international brands with international design ideas and exquisite craftsmanship.We are 
an efficient, excellent, passionate international elite team with  many years'experience in exhibition construction. With profound 
understanding of serving high-end brands,we are committed to buildong high-end, personalized, experience brand promotion and 
communication platforms for customers.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ021
Shenzhen Aotengyi Exhibition Display Planning Co., Ltd.
Room 1305-1312, Meizhou Building, No.40 Longzhu Avenue,Taoyuan Street, Nanshan District Shenzhen

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Kevin Aipei Bai Mingwang

Tel 86-0755-86094427 86-0755-86094436 86-0755-86094742

Mobile 86-19928768926 86-19928768935 86-19121576659

E-Mail 414314949@qq.com 2234708703@qq.com 3253694360@qq.com

Shenzhen Aotengyi Exhibition Display Planning Co., Ltd. is one of the four Official Constructors of 2021 CIIE. 
Headquartered in Shenzhen, the company’s business scope covers the whole country.Headquartered in Shenzhen, Aotengyi 
has set up branches in Shanghai, Hong Kong, Haikou and etc..Production bases are set up in large and medium-sized cities 
such as Beijing and Shanghai. The company’s business scope covers the whole country. Aotengyi has set up professional 
service outlets in Hong Kong and Haikou, providing professional service and convenience for exhibitors to participate in 
exhibitions from all over the country.Aotengyi has first-class engineering qualification of China Association For Exhibition 
Centers, second-class qualification for professional contracting of Building decoration engineering, first-class qualification of 
exhibition engineering design and construction, safety production license, ISO9001: 2008 international quality management 
system certification and mutiple new-type patents of utility.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ020
Shanghai Vision Expo Culture Communication Co.Ltd
Room 501, Building 41, Lane 118, Yonghe Road, Jing 'an District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Annasu Crissie Allan

Tel 86-021-66511999 86-021-66511999 86-021-66511999

Mobile 86-18616661319 86-15021321260 86-15901830593

E-Mail annasu@v-expo.net 205@v-expo.net xuejun@v-expo.net

Since Shanghai Vision Expo Culture Communication Co.Ltd ,inception, the company has always been looking at the 
international field, relying on the global layout of creative centers and offices, effectively meet the different needs of customers in 
key cities around the world,the company concentrates on the three major sectors of exhibition marketing, exhibition hall planning 
and operation and creative activity planning with its superior resources. The service fields involve professional fields, such as 
culture and sports, social undertakings, etc. Through innovative hardware infrastructure and abundant professional talents, In 
coordination with the company's unique “5A standard” work system, the company can use the latest digital technology and cutting-
edge innovative ideas to be qualified for innovative display scheme design, large-scale competition control, high-end project 
planning and execution and other all-round, multi-channel brand display work, the company is dedicated to serving the needs of its 
customers, China import expo from Year 2018 to 2021, depending on the Vision to "zero error" high standard requirements of the 
complete the BOSCH, CANON, AVANCIS, TPV, Linde, SGS, SYSMEX, Sino-US, Elekta .etc business such as international project 
booth to make a total of 8000 square meters and rendering.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ022
Messe Perlon (China) Limited
Zoom 202, Building B, National Exhibition and Convention Center, Xujing Town, Qingpu district, Shanghai ,China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Lei zhong Dong liwen Xu fucheng

Tel 86-021-61406800 86-021-61406800 86-021-61406800

Mobile 86-13524146023 86-15121171757 86-18602107336

E-Mail nathan@messeperlon.com hr@messeperlon.com fuchengxu@messeperlon,com

Messe Perlon (China) Limited is a global professional exhibition company dedicated to the design, production and construction. 
In many years of development, adhering to the development strategy of co-growth with the world 's famous enterprises, brands, 
integration of global resources, to provide customers with a global one-stop service concept. Messe Perlon has formed a strong 
global service team with highly qualified professionals and has branches in Germany, the United States, France, Spain, Brazil, 
Singapore, India,Russia, Turkey, Mexico and other 30 major countries. As the officially recommended contractor of China International 
Import Expo, Perlon has served many international clients such as: National Pavilion  of the United Arab Emirates, National Pavilion 
of Portugal, National Pavilion of Bolivia, National Pavilion of Costa Rica, National Pavilion of Dominica, National Pavilion of Slovenia 
and European Union Pavilion , The Confederation of Danish Industry ,MAYORA GROUP, Metro AG, SGS ,SGL,Savills and other 
many world famous companies. Besides Messe Perlon is the officially recommended contractor of CPHI Worldwide ,SNEC China, 
CBME. Our global service network can provide perfect brand promotion, exhibitions, events, conferences, exhibition halls, advertising, 
logistics and other quality services of the highest standards.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ023
Beijing Zhongtai Lian Guang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd
Floor15,Unit1,BuildingNO.9,Caiman Street,Chaoyang Road,Chaoyang District,Beijing

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Yanzhao Xu Casey Casey

Tel 86-010-65579607 86-010-65579607 86-010-65579607

Mobile 86-13701285253 86-13261410111 86-13261410111

E-Mail HX_xuxu@126.com wawdj188@163.com wawdj188@163.com

Beijing Zhongtai Lian Guang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., since its establishment in 2001, is committed to providing enterprises 
and governments with integrated service solutions of exhibition operation, exhibition construction, design and construction. Beijing 
Zhongtai Lian Guang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd. has 6 exhibition operation centers in Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Nanjing, 
Changsha, Chengdu, with experienced project management team and technical construction team, as well as exhibition production 
base with an area of 12,000 square meters. It has passed IOS9001, 2001 environmental quality certification ,AAA credit certification 
and has the second-level qualification for professional contracting of building decoration engineering, the second-level qualification 
for professional contracting of  waterproof anti-corrosion and thermal insulation engineering, and the first-level qualification for 
integrated design and construction of exhibition engineering. It has long served  the following hot industries: automobile, finance, 
energy, medical, telecommunications, radio and television. With an annual construction area of more than 60,000 square meters, 
the company has successfully hosted the operation and construction of a series of international professional exhibitions such 
as Shenyang International Material Procurement Expo, Jiangsu Suqian International Green Building Materials Expo and Fitness 
Conference. It also served Canton Fair, international medical exhibition, the government and the large enterprises for booth design 
and construction. After 21 years of creative operation and brand precipitation, Zhongtai Lian Guang will continue to win the trust of 
every customer with more systematic, more creative and higher standard exhibition construction services.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ024
Roundtable International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Room 1911, 5 Tingyuan Road, Haizhu District, Guangzhou City

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Elena Lee Eric Zhao Anny Chen

Tel 86-020-89235660 86-020-89235660 86-020-89231116

Mobile 86-13166161808 86-13694222258 86-13611400004

E-Mail sh@yuanzhuo.cn eric@yuanzhuo.cn anny@yuanzhuo.cn

Roundtable International Exhibition Co., Ltd. perfectly integrates offline exhibition, online 3D digital exhibition and AI interactive 
technology into a whole.

Roundtable International Exhibition Co., Ltd. is a professional company, which is committed to the exhibition and display design, 
online VR digital exhibition hall and 3D digital products interactive model in China and around the world, and can take advantage of 
big data to realize precise positioning of population and provide powerful support for exhibitors regarding cus-tomer drainage before 
exhibition, atmosphere foiling during exhibition and customer follow-up after exhibition. 

Our philosophy originates from the well-known “Round table conference” in which the kinghts of King Arthur sit at the round 
table and King Arthur asks advice from their knights at any time, thus promoting collaboration and enabling them to achieve success. 
Adhering to the spirit of collaboration, Roundtable International Exhibition Co., Ltd. aims to realize mutual collaboration inside and 
outside the company so as to better serve our clients with perfect exhibition service.  

Roundtable International Exhibition Co., Ltd. was founded in 2004 with registered capital of RMB 50 million. The Company has 
set up branches or service outlets in Shanghai, Beijing, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Xi'an, etc. and established cooperation relationship 
with many foreign exhibition contractors in America, Europe, Southeast Asia, Middle East and South Africa. Every year, we provide 
one-stop exhibition service for hundreds of enterprises and government agencies worldwide. We are willing to join hands with you to 
create a brilliant future and we will constantly blaze new trails with your support and make contributions to your brand development 
with speciality!

Qualification & certification: ISO9001 Quality Management System Certification, ISO14001 Environmental Management System 
Certification, OHSAS18001 Occupational Health and Safety Assessment Series Certification, Class A1 Enterprise Qualification in 
Exhibition Service, Class 1 License in Integrated Exhibition Engineering Design and Construction, Member of China Association 
for Exhibition Centers, China International Import Expo, China Import and Export Fair, China International Furniture Fair, China 
International Building Decoration Fair, China International Beauty Expo, For more details, please visit our website: www.yuanzhuo.
world, Headquarters Address: Room 1911, 5 Tingyuan Road, Haizhu District, Guangzhou City

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ0025
Shanghai ChiChu Exhibition Services Co,.Ltd.
16th Floor, Block B, SOHO Zhongshan Plaza, No. 1065 Zhongshan West Road, Changning District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Adam Carry Yang

Tel 86-021-52995089 86-021-52992379 86-021-52921305

Mobile 86-13651872931 86-13524616226 86-13916288127

E-Mail 492275874@qq.com 741271818@qq.com ylx9703@126.com

Shanghai Chichu Exhibition Engineering Co., Ltd. was established in 2015 and is headquartered in Shanghai SOHO 
Zhongshan Plaza. The management and design team is composed of industry veterans, dedicated to global exhibition design and 
construction One-stop service. Our company is a first-level qualification for the integration of exhibition engineering design and 
construction of China Convention and Exhibition Economic Research Conference, National High-Tech Enterprise, AAA grade credit 
enterprise, national ISO management system certification enterprise. The company has nearly 10,000 square meters of workshops 
in and around Shanghai, and has independent production facilities or cooperative factories in Beijing, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, 
Chongqing, Chengdu, Germany, the United States, Mexico, Australia and other places. Provide booth special decoration, exhibition 
halls, store design and construction, brand image planning, promotion of public relations activities, large-scale conferences, home 
venue construction and other comprehensive services.   

With cultural creativity as the core, Chichu Exhibition provides global exhibition services for the world's top 500 companies from 
conceptual design to professional implementation by using advanced multimedia technology. We are the construction service provider 
of these exhibitions, such as CIIE, EXPO, CIFTIS, SNEC, AWE, CMEF, CIIF, AHTE, BEW, LASER CHINA, CIOE, MWC, etc.

Chichu Exhibition has always adhered to the business philosophy of “professionalism, concentration and concentration”, 
and always adhered to the service principle of “brand enterprise, quality model”, has won the support and trust of the majority of 
exhibitors, maintained a long-term good cooperative relationship, and became a close strategy partner.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ026
Guangzhou Minchuang Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Room 206, Pazhou Hotel, No. 37, Xingang East Road, Haizhu District, Guangzhou City, Guangdong Province

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Wanqing Ke Haiguang Li Shenglong Mao

Tel 86-020-34415778 86-020-89447662 86-020-89445859

Mobile 86-13556087313 86-13826218843 86-13560061379

E-Mail 1339830001@qq.com gzminchuang88@163.com maoshenlonggz@163.com

Guangzhou Minchuang Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd. focuses on exhibition planning, design and construction, whose business 
range cover from the industry of Lighting, Building materials, Automobile, Electronic communication, and Heavy industry, etc. to 
Government organization. Adhering to the enterprise spirit of “As focused, professional. As precede, lead.”, our company has 
substantial experience in the domain of industrial design, aluminum wood building and novel environmental friendly materials 
producing and utilization. Standing firmly in Guangzhou and radiating its influence across the country, our company provides exhibition 
services including project design, material development, exhibition consulting, project supervision, and material procurement, etc. 
As a proponent and activist of environment protection, while offering services for clients, our company also contributes efforts to the 
development of a greener Canton Fair. 

Our company possesses authoritative qualifications and obtains the ISO 9001: 2008 international quality management system 
certification, whose comprehensive strength and service quality are highly recognized in the exhibition industry. Having a stable 
customer group in various exhibitions such as the Canton Fair, Furniture Fair and Building Materials Exhibition, our company is 
worthy of your trust. The rigorous and win-win enterprise culture and unique exhibition products help us provide a special exhibition 
experience for our clients.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ027
Guangzhou Lihong Exhibition Engineering Co.,Ltd.
1702, building 11, Pazhou Village commercial building, Haizhu District, Guangzhou City, Guangdong Province

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Guan liangmei Li menghua Yang weicheng

Tel 86-020-85533866-668 86-020-85633911-815 86-020-85533866-688

Mobile 86-13802430178 86-15917466644 86-13392636688

E-Mail 86-81984898@QQ.com 86-1406551020@QQ.com 86-121077174@QQ.com

Guangzhou Lihong Exhibition Engineering Co., Ltd., founded in 2004, is a full case service exhibition company integrating 
exhibition planning, image design, prop production and on-site exhibition. At present, it has an independent material storage 
and engineering production base covering an area of more than 10000 square meters, providing one-stop exhibition services for 
enterprises. After 18 years of growth and development, we have always been accustomed to the service view of “don't ignore every 
detail, focus on every detail”. With professional design level and excellent exhibition quality, we have a high reputation in the domestic 
market. In 2008, we became a member of Guangzhou Convention and Exhibition Industry Association. In 2013, we won the first-class 
qualification of Guangzhou Convention and exhibition industry exhibition engineering enterprise. From 2016 to 2019, we won the 
Green Special Decoration Award of the Canton Fair and won seven medals, It has won the recognition of the industry and the praise 
of customers.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ028
Shenzhen Kastone Exhibition Corp.,Ltd.
Room525,5E,Software Industry Base,No.1004,Keyuan Road,Nanshan District,Shenzhen,China.

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Li huiting Su yandan Yang xin

Tel 86+13751017015 86+15817110436 86+18129907680

Mobile 86+13751017015 86+15817110436 86+18129907680

E-Mail lihuiting@kastone.com.cn suyandan@kastone.com.cn yx@kastone.com.cn

Shenzhen Kastone Exhibition Corp., Ltd (stock code: 832971) has been honored for four consecutive years as No.1 
special equipment construction service provider for CIIE Enterprise & Business Exhibition. Kastone is the expert which focus on 
customer’s experience and actual effect. Through years of accumulation, Kastone has a leading core strength in creative design, 
control system, resource integration and other aspects.We has the certification about “National High-tech Enterprise” “First-
class Certificate of Engineering issued by China Association of Exhibition Centers” “Architectural Decoration Project Specialized 
Contracting Grade 2”, ect. Our design attitude is ""efficient, simple, wise, and intelligent"". In addition to the creative agencies in 
Shanghai and Shenzhen, we have also signed contracts with many well-known multinational design agencies to carry out in-depth 
cooperation, integrate the world's top resources, and provide customers with the most cutting-edge and most matching creative 
solutions. Our company distribute in five places, and the area of our engineering service center is over 115,000 square meters. On 
the meanwhile, we have a professional team to serve foreign exhibitors. Since several years layout, from design to engineering, 
these are all provide the strong guarantee for the project operation.

Since the first CIIE, we have successively served many national pavilions and fortune 500 corporate pavilions, which won high 
praise from customers, and have the honor about the green booth award of national and enterprise pavilions for two consecutive 
years. In order to provide better and more efficient exhibition services, Kastone has set up a special service office for CIIE in 
venues of the CIIE (Block A of the National Convention and Exhibition Center).

Kastone adheres to the brand concept of “deep experience, high efficiency, high quality and sincere service”, looking forward 
to create a brilliant future with you !

Our Website: www.kastone.com.cn

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ029
Beijing Pico Exhibition Management Co.,Ltd.
3, Shunxing Road, Shunyi District, Beijing 101300, China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Wu caiping Feng ming Zhu min

Tel 86-010-8941 4373 86-010-8941 4076 86-010-8941 4277

Mobile 86-18611873136 86-18910951190 86-13801360927

E-Mail candy.wu@pico.com terry.feng@pico.com jerry.zhu@pico.com

Pico Beijing was established by Pico Group, which had been operating in China since the 1980s. We have more than 200 
full-time employees and a wholly-owned office base, we provide a full range of professional services from creative design to 
production and delivery for comprehensive exhibition services, event promotion, experience hall, permanent display, multimedia 
interaction and online services. We get national high-tech enterprise Certificate, ISO9001, ISO14001, ISO45001, Grade A 
Exhibition Engineering Enterprise, Member of China Association for Exhibition Centre, AAA enterprise credit Grade Certificate, 
Grade A Construction Enterprise Qualification Certificate, Beijing Design Creative Center and Zhongguancun high-tech enterprise 
certification. We are one of the official recommended contractor for 1st China International Import Expo and the recommended 
contractor for the national pavilion and enterprises. We provided professional service for  APEC, Davos, Beijing Daxing Airport's 20 
indoor landscape project, ITU TelecomWorld, PT Expo China, Jewellery show, CWP, High quality international wine fair, CIMT, Auto 
show China and other large-scale exhibitions and activities.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ030
Guangzhou huyuntao Advertising Co., Ltd
Block A 405, Tianhong Science Park, Huaguang Road, Tianhe District, Guangzhou City

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Zheng yilong Mai xiaochun David Chen

Tel 86-020-85162076 86-020-85162076 86-020-85162076

Mobile 86-13450404129 86-18666684532 86-13533274647

E-Mail 743461102@qq.com 339811907@qq.com woshichenjiantao@163.com

Guangzhou Huyuntao Advertising Co., Ltd., Founded In March 2017, Is A Subsidiary Of Guangzhou Aibo Exhibition Co., Ltd. 
Located In Block A 405, Tianhong Science Park, Huaguang Road, Tianhe District, Guangzhou City, The Company Is A Professional 
Exhibition Service Company Focusing On Exhibition Design, Exhibition Stand Production, Booth Construction, Exhibition Hall Store 
Design And Construction, Activity Planning And Execution, And Home Construction.The Company Has Been Constantly Innovating 
And Forging Ahead, Integrating Downstream Material Suppliers, Equipment Supplier Resources, And Striving To Create A Cluster 
Production Chain With Real High-Level, High-Quality, Low-Cost And Low-Consumption Materials; The Company Has Large-Scale 
Exhibition Stand Production Factories In The Industry, With Guangzhou Headquarters Radiating The Whole Country, Respectively, 
In Shanghai, Beijing, Shenzhen, Xiamen, Guangxi And Other Places, With A Total Area Of 1. More Than Ten Thousand Square 
Meters. Hu Yuntao's Advertising Has Been Devoted To The Commercial Environment Art Of The Exhibition Stand, Which Is 
Positioned, Planned, Organized, Constructed And Operated As A Whole, With Its Abundant Talent Strength And Network Layout, 
Thus Forming A Unique Style. Our Years Of Service At Major Exhibitions At Home And Abroad: Canton Fair, Building Materials 
Exhibition, Furniture Exhibition, Lighting Exhibition, Beauty Exhibition, Food Exhibition, Baking Exhibition, Clothing Exhibition, 
Ceramics Exhibition, Design Week, Etc., The Company Has Always Adhered To The Line Of Humanized Exhibition, With Unique 
Design Concepts, Exquisite Production Technology, High-Quality On-Site Service, Won A Good Reputation Of Customers, Won A 
Wide Range Of. The Trust Of Big Customers Has Made Great Achievements In The Industry.

We Always Adhere To “Do A Good Job Of Exhibition With First Intention”!

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ031
SHANGHAI JIASHI DISPLAY CO.,LTD
Room 1001, No.450, Caoyang Road, Shanghai, China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Fang fang He jingyi Fang fang

Tel 86-021-51879188-337 86-021-51879188-225 86-021-51879188-337

Mobile 86-13916695793 86-18621557188 86-13916695793

E-Mail fangfang@jsexhibition.com vivianhe@jsexhibition.com fangfang@jsexhibition.com

JS Exhibition was founded in 1997, and it is committed to provide brand customers with the  planning, design 
and implementation of business fairs, theme showrooms, roadshow exhibitions, conference display, at the same time, 
the company is also committed to using Dr Three-dimensional reconstruction of real technology to achieve the online 
dissemination of the Convention and exhibition Industry. We provide long-term service for world-renowned brand 
enterprises, such as TOTO, KUKA, Misimi, Midea,KOHLER,Skyworth,Mitsubishi Electric,iFLYTEK,DJI, Segway,ASD,BYD 
and participate in the 2010 Shanghai World Expo, the design and construction of a number of pavilions. We have China 
Exhibition Hall Association exhibition Engineering Enterprise First-class qualification, Shanghai Convention and Exhibition 
Association display engineering Enterprise First-class qualification,  ISO9001 Quality Management certification. With the 
establishment of a number of foreign branches, the company has developed from a traditional exhibition services enterprise 
to an international company, which can provide brand customers with the full value chain services in exhibition field. 
JS Exhibition has designed 12 creative design centers all over the world, providing every brands with a tailored unique holistic 
exhibition solution in an international perspective, creating a fully functional display space. We are creative, focused, and we will 
faultlessly convey the brand, products and its concept to the visitors, thereby greatly increasing the brand appeal and enhancing 
brand awareness. Building a three-dimensional space that perfectly blends and embodies the value of the brand gives visitors the 
opportunity to experience firsthand and is essential to creating compelling brand influence.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ032
ACME EXHIBITION CO., LTD
5th floor, building 4, No. 498, GuoShouJing Road, Pudong New Area, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Ice Wen Miranda Zheng Eva Ma

Tel 86-021-68868104 86-021-68868163 86-021-68862183

Mobile 86-13585552726 86-13764880898 86-13816280095

E-Mail wenhui@acmeinternational.net miranda@acmeinternational.net maxue@acmeinternational.net

ACME EXHIBITION CO., LTD (ACME)ACME is committed to offering worldwide governments and well-known enterprises one-
stop services, which include exhibition hall (science & technology museum, general museum, planning museum, theme museum, 
company exhibition hall) and booth design & construction, multimedia hardware supply & software creation, events organization, 
public relations planning and brand marketing, etc.   

Brand-Oriented • Strong Capabilities 
Founded in 2007, ACME has always been holding on to the core value of brand and strength.
Speaking with Works • Sparkling with Creative Ideas
We have been speaking with our works and encouraging innovations among our designers.
Individual Expertise • Team Glory
We believe that a pool of individual expertise brings glory to the whole team.  
From planning to designing, from construction to operation and maintenance, ACME has a complete industrial chain. With our 

unique design philosophy, extraordinary creative performances and professional executive capabilities, ACME strives to be one of 
the leading competitors in global exhibition and display industry and a powerful player in PR planning and brand marketing.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ033
CPIT Shanghai Exhibition Co., Ltd.
F11, Building 1, No.277, Longlan Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Kang  zhenghua Zhao xiaoli Yang jing

Tel 86-021-62107339 86-021-62107360*896 86-021-62940622

Mobile 86-13916906279 86-13818642402 86-13524558449

E-Mail kangzhenhua@cpit-exhibition.com zhaoxiaoli@cpit-exhibition.com yangjing@cpit-exhibition.com

CPIT Shanghai Exhibition Co., Ltd is a state-owned enterprise affiliated to council for the promotion of international trade 
Shanghai. The company owns Shanghai Asia Pacific Advertisement Co., Ltd. The company’s business includes hosting exhibition, 
exhibition pavilion advertisement, exhibition engineering. The company’s core ideal is to continue to build a high-quality exhibition 
platform to create value for customers in various industries via THINKING, DESIGN and MANAGEMENT. The company provides 
total solution of business development, Design creativity and engineering management in the convention and exhibition field. 
The exhibitions mainly undertaken by the company throughout the year include the Yangtze River Delta International Cultural 
Industry Expo, Shanghai Book Fair, Shanghai International MCN Conference, etc. Exhibition pavilion advertisement projects 
include Shanghai/Beijing International Automobile Industry Exhibition, China International Import Expo (CIIE), etc. In the exhibition 
engineering projects field, the company has provided the core engineering service to the World Internet Conference (WIC) for 
6 years. It designed and constructed the Russia pavilion and Netherlands pavilion in CIIE. It also designed and reconstructed 
Chenyun Memorial Hall and designed and constructed Museum of traditional Chinese Medicine. In addition, the company 
designed, constructed and run the City Theme Pavilion in Expo 2010 Shanghai China.

The company has many qualifications including ISO9001 quality certification, first-class professional contracting qualification 
of Building Decoration Engineering and first-class qualification of Shanghai Exhibition Engineering. In the future, the company will 
adhere to the development concept of marketization, internationalization, specialization and branding, continue to innovate and 
explore, win development with open thinking, excellent design and scientific management, and become a leading enterprise in the 
industry and a world-class exhibition company.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ034
Shanghai ZhenDing Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
415-427, industrial building, 1588 LIANHANG Road, Minhang District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Liu hongliang Jiang ming Jiang jiayan

Tel 86-13524491939 86-13764758514 86-17321256871

Mobile 86-13524491939 86-13764758514 86-17321256871

E-Mail zhenfeng01@188.com shzd01@188.com 2550408732@qq.com

Zhending exhibition is a service enterprise dedicated to the integration of design, planning, construction and maintenance of 
exhibition, commercial space exhibition, large-scale conferences, etc. Since its establishment, the company has provided various 
excellent solutions for many enterprises at home and abroad with its own high-quality unique design and planning concept and 
excellent production team.

Since its establishment, the company has won many qualification certificates: quality management system certificate, double 
certification of ISO9001 quality system &iso14001 environmental assessment system, AAA credit rating in the exhibition industry, 
first-class member in the exhibition industry, etc.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ035
Beijing Huazhu Exhibition Co.,Ltd
Beijing Huazhu Exhibition Co.,LTD, Caochangdi International Art Zone No. 211, Chaoyang District, Beijing,100015, China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Waye Zhu Tynisha Jing Tianxiao Zhu

Tel 86-010-84315699-808 86-010-84315699-806 86-010-84316399-802

Mobile 86-13810380845 86-15110118708 86-13520082676

E-Mail wayne.zhu@bjhze.com tynisha.jing@bjhze.com service@bjhze.com

Beijing Huazhu Exhibition Co., Ltd is a leading all-in-one exhibition service provider dedicated to the plan, design and 
construction of exhibitions, events and conferences. We have developed long-term cooperation with many foreign agencies and 
international companies from different industries, through which we gained rich experience in business communication, booth 
design and project execution, and we always adhere to higher industry executive standards.  

Huazhu derives its core competitiveness from the impressive creativeness, efficient execution and meticulous service. All 
senior creative designer and display designer  designers are from well-known art academies at home and abroad, with in average 
8 years experience; our project management members and consultant team have more than 10 years of experience in large-scale 
project management; the core staff of the engineering department have been engaged in exhibition engineering production since 
1988. All members in our team uphold a meticulous work attitude and is full of enthusiasm and sense of responsibility to pursue 
excellent work results. 

Huazhu has a large-scale production workshop and experienced technicians, it can meet the capacity to pre-build various 
large-scale exhibition stands and ensure the safe, effective and smooth progress of each project. 

Huazhu is highly professional in all the exhibition process including planning, designing and constructing. It always provides 
the exhibitors with customized professional, accurate and efficient exhibition solutions, connecting visual arts and marketing theory, 
scientifically maximizes the awareness and influence of the exhibited brand and ultimately, expand the market share.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ036
Beijing Zhuo Dian INTERNATIONAL Exhibition Co.,Ltd.
No. 1508, building a, East SOHO, yard 39, East Third Ring Middle Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Ella Tom Lily

Tel 4000588658 4000588658 4000588658

Mobile 86-15901326868 86-15901369898 86-13269115542

E-Mail 2851953787@qq.com 2851953786@qq.com 2851953785@qq.com

Zhuodian International started with a factory in 2002 and formally invested RMB10 million yuan to establish the Zhuodian 
International Exhibition in 2009. So far, it has 20 years of exhibition service experience, more than 9 consecutive years of 
experience in designing, producing and building exhibition stands for large-scale automobile brand trade shows. In order to provide 
customers with more professional conference and exhibition services,the company has set up afactory of 5000m2 in Beijing,a 
factory of 6000m2 in Shanghai and a factory in Chengdu as well.

Over the years, the company has designed and built exhibition stands for more than 100 enterprises ina dozen counties and 
regions, such as the United States, Germany, France, Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam,covering industries of 
automobiles, heavy equipment, science and technology, machinery, energy, materials, films and television, clothing and others. At 
present, the company is a Class-A supplier forlarge automobile exhibition enterprises, adesignated exhibition stand builder of FAW-
Volkswagen, Great Wall Automobile, Bingshan Corporation, Sany Heavy Industry, LERRISolar, Novel SuperTV, Shandong Press, 
Publication, Radio Film and Television Bureau, Southern Publishing and Media, Jiangxi Publishing Media, Huayi Brothers, HaiRun 
Movies & TV, TVS, Zijin Mining, QCT&T and other enterprises, and has been rated as an A-level supplier by them.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ037
TOPRAY Exhibition
9d01, hall 10, convention and Exhibition Center, Yinzhou District, Ningbo

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Shen Tong Wang Liyun Hu Qiuping

Tel 86-15058251311 86-13857408500 86-13957400537

Mobile 86-15058251311 86-13857408500 86-13957400537

E-Mail 415165441@qq.com 723135927@qq.com 993510108@qq.com

Topray Exhibition is a comprehensive urban exhibition operation service provider integrating creative planning, exhibition 
construction and exhibition design, which adheres to providing customized overall solutions for clients. At present, the Company 
has the second-class qualification of exhibition engineering enterprise of China Exhibition Hall Association and the second-class 
qualification of professional contracting of Building Decoration Engineering, and has passed the ISO9001 Quality Control Building 
Certification, ISO14001 Environmental Management Building Certification, and ISO 45001 Occupational Health and Safety 
Management Building Certification. Adhering to the service concept of “Choosing TOPRAY means choosing to be at ease”, the 
Company quickly responds to the needs of clients “all day and all time”. The Project has footprints in more than 10 provinces and 
cities of China, and provides professional exhibition services for national exhibitions, such as China International Import Expo, 
China-CEEC Expo & International Consumer Goods Fair, China ASEAN Expo, Exposition on China Indigenous Brand Online. It 
is the special decoration construction service provider of the 4th China International Import Expo (the only selected enterprise 
in Zhejiang), the first special decoration construction recommendation service provider of 2022 China International Consumer 
Products Expo, the main venue construction service provider of Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center, and the 
shortlisted supplier of China Mobile, China Unicom, Zhejiang Comservice and China Comservice.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ038
GL events Live (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.
14/F Tagen Venture Building,No.7 Shangbao Road, Futian District,Shenzhen, Guangdong, China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Wang xiaoqing Wu yingfeng Wu yingfeng

Tel 86-18603077017 86-18603077017 86-18603077017

Mobile 86-18038160010 86-18603077017 86-18603077017

E-Mail richardwang@gl-events-zzx.live wuyingfeng@gl-events-zzx.live wuyingfeng@gl-events-zzx.live

As a member of GL events Group, GL events Live Shenzhen committed to offering one-stop solutions for the global event 
industry.

Our head office is located in Shenzhen, and have set up subsidiaries (branches) in Guangzhou, Zhuhai, Dongguan, 
Nanning, Chengdu, Qingdao, Haikou. In China, our professional team includes more than 250 employees, and owns 
warehouses of nearly 40,000 sqm.

As a global player in the events industry, GL events Live Shenzhen focuses on the following 4 majors:
- Official contracting services for exhibitions
- Total customer services solutions for venues
- Conventions & sporting events services
- Corporate  Services
GL events Group, whose HQ locates in Lyon, was founded in 1978. It is listed on Euronext Paris, Segment B.
The core business of GL events Group covers 3 business segments, i.e. VENUES (venue management), EXHIBITIONS 

(exhibition organising) and LIVE (consulting, design and services for events).
Through its wide global network made up of more than 90 offices, with more than 350 tradefairs & events organised, 

managing  over 50 venues, and serving 4200 events per year, GL events Group is a critical force for city promotion of 27 
MICE destinations.

GL events Group reported consolidated annual revenue of € 1.173 billion for 2019, occupy a dominant position in the 
global event industry.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ039
Shanghai Zhanxin Exhibition Design Engineering Co., Ltd
Room 402, building 39, Xingyue wisdom Bay, Lane 123, Shenmei Road, Pudong New Area, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Huang xin Zhou li Chen weilin

Tel 86-021-58072866 86-021-58072866 86-021-58072866

Mobile 86-18818000778 86-13564011177 86-15821883033

E-Mail 1527119881@qq.com 3273166907@qq.com 79758525@qq.com

Shanghai Zhanxin Exhibition Design Engineering Co., Ltd. is a professional company with 16 years of industry experience, 
committed to the planning, design, construction and other integrated solutions of domestic and foreign exhibitions and theme 
exhibition halls. After years of exploration and development, it has provided professional services for many of the world's top 
500 enterprises. The business scope is all over the world. The company is headquartered in Shanghai, and has branches in 
Beijing, Guangzhou, Xiamen, Chengdu and Wuhan. It has partners in more than 20 countries and 88 regions such as Germany, 
Britain, Italy, Spain, the United States, Brazil, Japan, South Korea, India, Thailand, Melbourne, Dubai and South Africa. It has 
established close cooperative relations with them and achieved global one-stop services. With our high level of creativity, high-
quality production and construction, professional execution and operation and maintenance, we will provide partners with more 
professional and high-quality services, create maximum value and create a win-win situation.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ040
Suzhou Yashi International Expo CO., LTD
Suzhou Industrial Park Room 209, Hall G, International Expo Centre, 688 Suzhou Avenue East

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Echo Lu siyuan Summer

Tel 86-0512-65836615 86-0512-66095162 86-0512-65517102

Mobile 86-18013158980 86-18013056113 86-18962112295

E-Mail 2850677877@qq.com 279362952@qq.com 2850677854@qq.com

Founded in 2004, Suzhou Yashi International Expo CO., LTD is the subsidiary of Suzhou International Expo Centre Group 
Co., LTD. We are specialized in “exhibition planning, exhibition hall design and exhibition arrangement, main booth site service and 
meeting activity planning”. We dedicate to creating superb quality by learning customers’ need and targeting at making customers 
satisfied. We’ve built up a professional and effective team that is ready to embrace challenges and difficulties meanwhile forming 
unique and excellent corporate culture. We advocate teamwork spirit and good at working in a team. Highly effective team with 
concerted effort is the guarantee of work accomplishment.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ041
Beijing Demo International Exhibition Co.,Ltd
8th Floor, Sunshine Fortune Building, No,63 West dawang Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing, China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Sun Hunk Max

Tel 86-010-59600779-208 86-010-59600779-207 86-010-59600779

Mobile 86-13522418888 86-18621706105 86-13439209565

E-Mail slz@demo-expo.com sxc@demo-expo.com lxs@demo-expo.com

As a competitive global enterprise in exhibition industry, Beijing Demo International Exhibition Co.,Ltd, is specializing in exhibition, 
planning, exhibit design, installation and operation services. 

With over 10 years of development, the headquarters of Demo is located in Beijing and marching to the world. The exhibition 
service sites are set in more than a dozen countries and regions such as United States, Germany, Singapore, Dubai, Russia and 
Hong Kong. Demo has established one own factory of 9000 m2 in Shanghai, radiating business in the Yangtze River Delta, while 
fully serving the CIIE.Deeply involved in exhibition for many years, Demo provides services in many industries, such as medical 
equipment, medicine and health care, service trade, consumer goods, food as well as agricultural products. With provision of 
professional service for Top 500 global enterprises and listed companies, including GE, Fuji, Varian, Accuray, Konica, Carestream, 
China Resources, CNNC, Greenland, Sinopharm, Yuyue Medical, United Imaging and Wego, Demo has been recognized and 
praised by cooperation partners for excellent design, exquisite craftsmanship, high-quality operation management and service. 
Demo established a good cooperative relationship and laid the advantage of global service.With respect to planning creativity, design 
performance, resource integration and organizational implementation, Demo always pursues unique creativity and perspective, 
professional service and execution, to integrate marketing goals and demands perfectly. Demo will provide with one-stop and full-case 
service through professional capabilities, adding a wonderful landscape to the CIIE.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ042
Guangzhou One-Line Display Design Co., Ltd.
4th Floor, Baituan Qianjun Building, 2842 Xingang East Road, Haizhu District, Guangzhou

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

cheng zhu Shiqiong chen Haibing liao

Tel 86-020-3264 4924 86-020-3264 4924 86-020-3264 4924

Mobile 86-13926091055 86-13922499935 86-13922499935

E-Mail 120042283@qq.com 2285281123@qq.com 2461492115@qq.com

One-Line Display Design Co.,Ltd. headquarters was established in Guangzhou in 2008, in 2011 through the integration of 
superior resources set up branches in Shanghai, Beijing.

The company has been honored as one of the   top ten most influential companies in China’s Convention and Exhibition Industry 
and a member of Guangzhou Convention and Exhibition Industry Association.

With advanced management philosophy and equipped with professional planning and design team and project team,One-Line 
Display Design Co.,Ltd.  has precipitated experiences from numerous Big project of whole industrial chain. For a long time,we provide 
professional terminal planning for domestic and foreign brands and implement the whole process of service until the design.

One-Line Display Design Co.,Ltd.  as a antecessor in the exhibition terminal industry ,it is also the future industry standard 
maker. For many years, it has accumulated practical experience in large-scale projects in exhibition operation management, special 
decoration design and construction, commercial space design, event planning, SI image design and other fields,which has been 
well received by customers at home and abroad.

One-Line Display Design Co., Ltd. has served many well-known domestic and foreign brand enterprises, so far has become 
a highly influential and representative enterprise in the industry. The main clients I have served include Guangdong Family 
Association, Alibaba, Tencent, Red Star MacAlline, Shenzhen Art Exhibition Center, Dream Day, Federation, Gree, Midea, 
Hisense, China Southern Airlines, Tucson, OpP and many other well-known brands at home and abroad. Our service is only 
to help customers quickly improve the brand image. To build a comprehensive exhibition service platform with full coverage, 
integration and one-stop to meet customer needs. And in the concept and practice of continuous exploration and innovation, to 
promote the development of China's exhibition design engineering efforts.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ043
Shanghai Homer- Expo Service Co.,Ltd.
1st Floor,No.16 Building of the National Science Park of Donghua University,No.658 Jinzhong Road,Shanghai,China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Wang Qing Gao Yue Wang Jing bo

Tel 86-021-52212001 86-021-52212001 86-021-52212001

Mobile 86-13636572023 86-15618794442 86-13795382998

E-Mail wq@homer-expo.com gy@homer-expo.com wjb@homer-expo.com

Shanghai Homer-Expo Service Ltd., Co., eatablished in 2002, have gotten the First Grade Qualification of Shanghai Exhibition 
Enineering Enterprise and been the govering unit of Shanghai Convention & Exhibition Industries Association. We have accu-
mulated vast experience in booth/exhibition hall designing and constructing, event planning and organizing through providing 
high quality services to organizers and exhibitors. Over the past 20 years, we have provided customers with comprehensive one-
stop services by focusing on the official contractor and special booth decoration business, combined with the main business of 
commercial exhibitions, road shows and large-scale events.

We have professional exhibition operation, management and design teams. As theofficial contractor of multiple projects for the 
National Convention and Exhibition Center, Shanghai New International Expo Center, Shanghai Exhibition Center and other large 
exhibition halls, we adhere to the philosophy of “professional technology, dedicated attitude, dedicated service” to serve customers. 
Let us escort the success of your projects with our sincere and professional service.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ044
SHANGHAI MODERN INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION CO., LTD.
5/F, Block B, China Gold Tower, No.568 Bocheng Road, Pudong New District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Han Zhang qing Ma weidong

Tel 86-021-63553611-142 86-021-63553611-803 86-021-63553611-823

Mobile 86-13472757194 86-19521494481 86-13901994369

E-Mail han@chinamie.com zhangqing@chinamie.com ma@chinamie.com

Shanghai Modern International Exhibition Co., Ltd (abbreviation: SMIE), subsidiary of DLG EXPO is a professional exhibition 
corporation (Stock code: 600826, Lansheng Corporation). SMIE is China’s first exhibition organizer which has passed ISO9000 
International Quality System Certification, and vice president company of Shanghai Convention & Exhibition Industries Association. 
Moreover, the Company has joined UFI (Union of International Fairs) and become its official member in 2004. SMIE has the first-
level qualification of exhibition engineering enterprise of China Association for Exhibition Centers, and the first-level qualification of 
exhibition engineering enterprise of Shanghai Convention & Exhibition Industries Association. In addition, the Company is unique in 
the field of exhibition & display. It has participated in Shanghai World Expo’s bid for World Expo and the projects of previous World 
Expos, and selected as the recommended service provider of Shanghai World Expo. Furthermore, SMIE undertakes a number of 
exhibition general contracting projects. Adhering to “To Render Top-grade Exhibitions and to Provide Deep-level Service” service 
concept, our company has a professional executive team which is composed of authoritative experts, well-known creative exhibition 
designers, senior exhibition designers, professional lighting designers, structure & material engineers, safety management teams and 
so on. In the past four CIIE expos, SMIE has undertaken the design, construction, exhibition arrangement, operation and maintenance 
of nearly 100 booths, including national pavilion, CCTV studio and enterprise pavilion. Its industry covers service trade, financial 
services, medical health, consumer goods, food and other fields.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ045
Beijing Dinghan Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.
40-3-301, Hongshan xigu, Songzhuang, Tongzhou Beijing

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Huang bochen Hong dognyan Liu jianjun

Tel 86-010-88789711 86-010-88789711 86-010-88789711

Mobile 86-13581898831 86-13910557843 86-13911305319

E-Mail tonyhuang@dinghan.net.cn daisyhong@dinghan.net.cn eric@dinghan.net.cn

Beijing Dinghan Exhibition Services Co., Ltd. is a professional company mainly providing service related to the design, 
construction and planning activities for commercial exhibitions. The company was founded in 2005,The company has served 20 
enterprises of the world 500 strong enterprises. It has many professionals on design and making. Besides undertaking various 
large-scale exhibition projects with regard to commerce, science and technology, culture and education, museum and the like, it 
also provides the corporate culture display as well as planning, design and making of corporate image for enterprises, companies, 
exhibition halls, franchise stores, office buildings, convention venues, etc.

Basing itself on tradition, displaying the president and renovating the future, Dinghan Exhibition will, as always, provide the 
most professional, careful, excellent and perfect service for numerous customers!
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ046
Shanghai Beam Exhibition Co.,Ltd
2nd floor, No. 63, Shimen 2nd Road, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Jack Yang Steven Wu Judy Zhu

Tel 86-021-51988664 86-021-51988664 86-021-51988664

Mobile 86-13761322571 86-15821526131 86-18721268644

E-Mail beamyj@126.com beam1999@126.com beam2000@126.com

Shanghai Bimei Exhibition Service Co., Ltd. was established in 2008 in Shanghai, a comprehensive company specializing 
in exhibition services. The core creative teams are all from well-known 4A companies, aiming to provide customers with effective 
advertising creative services. Every brand is its own shining point. What we need to do is to find it, let it glow with dazzling light, 
and illuminate the way forward of the brand. The main services include theme space, advertising creativity, event planning, 
image visual creativity, etc. the main customers are schwarzkot, Lesaffre, Pernod Ricard, acemiss, Antiga, media, Lesaffre, 
Ford, Volvo, BMW, Skoda, Michelin, Siemens, Bosch, Abbott, link, BMW, skyline, industrial bank, horse brand tires, etc. 
Our company has passed the ISO9001 quality management system certification, with a factory area of 6900 square meters. It has won 
the first-class qualification of exhibition engineering enterprise, the executive director unit of Shanghai Exhibition Industry Association, the 
executive director unit of the exhibition Engineering Professional Committee of Shanghai Industry Association, and the top 50 national 
excellent exhibition design enterprises. Recommended service providers for Expo 2010 Shanghai, China. He has participated in the 
design and construction of national pavilions in Italy, Finland, Singapore and other countries at the exhibition. Since 2018, he has served 
the China International Fair and recommended builders for the fair. Our positive working attitude, perfect and thoughtful service and 
strong production strength have won high praise from customers and established a harmonious relationship of long-term cooperation. 
To better serve customers. Based on the needs of customers, Bimei adheres to the business philosophy of “pursuing excellence and 
excellence”, takes the development path of professional branding tenaciously, and is committed to providing systematic professional 
services for customers. With professional design team, strong construction force, excellent organization and planning personnel, first-
class equipment and strict operation and management system, Bimei ensures that the wishes of customers are well implemented and 
displayed, and becomes the most trusted partner of customers. The company focuses on metauniverse /vr/ar/xr, 5g, artificial intelligence, 
digital film and television, performing arts, digital cultural tourism, theme scenes, theme activities, and makes full use of the most cutting-
edge technology to optimize the presentation of the Expo and exhibition industry.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ047
JIANGSU HIGH HOPE INTERNATION EXHIBITION AND DECORATION 
ENGINEERING CO.,LTD
Building 01, NO.2 Taipingmen Street, Xuanwu District, Nanjing City, Jiangsu Province, China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Qiao xin Wang xiaozhu Chen hailin

Tel 86-025-84661218 86-025-84661217 86-025-84661224

Mobile 86-13327831612 86-13915966096 86-13218006320

E-Mail 160408807@qq.com 48849824@qq.com 751550868@qq.com

Jiangsu High Hope International Exhibition And Decoration Engineering Co., Ltd. is affiliated to Jiangsu High Hope 
International Group Co., Ltd., a large listed group in Jiangsu Province, specializing in the organization, planning, design, 
decoration and supporting services for a variety of exhibitions/expositions, conferences and related meetings at home and 
abroad. The company has a registered capital of 30 million yuan, and has passed ISO9001 quality management system 
certification, ISO14001 environmental management system certification, and ISO45001 occupational health and safety 
management system certification, with qualifications of National Building Decoration Engineering Professional Contractor Grade 
1, Building Decoration Engineering Design Grade B, China Exhibition Hall Association Exhibition Display Engineering Design 
and Construction Integration Grade 1, Exhibition Engineering Enterprise Grade 1, Safety Production License, etc. It is also the 
recommended service provider for special installation and construction of national exhibitions such as Canton Fair and China 
International Consumer Products Expo. Adhering to the ""people-oriented"" business philosophy, the company attaches great 
importance to team cultivation, strengthening business training and improving professionalism of employees at work. It now 
has a team composed of experienced professional designers, experts on special stall decoration experts, structural engineers 
and quality management experts, providing valuable suggestions and services for the company’ exhibitions, conferences 
and showroom business, including planning, design, production and exhibition arrangements for government agencies, and 
companies in machinery manufacturing, catering, information, clothing and textile, tourism, electronics, toys, household products 
and other industries. As a customer-centered company, we are dedicated to providing high-quality and high-level services to 
every customer.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ048
Dovitesse(Beijing)Exhibition Engineering Company
Building 50, TEDA Science Park, yard 12, Tianzhu Comprehensive Bonded Zone, Tianzhu town, Shunyi District, Beijing

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Xu yan Guo yuebo Xu yan

Tel 86-010-88554370-8406 86-010-88554370-8404 86-010-88554370-8406

Mobile 86-18810178859 86-15801202587 86-18810178859

E-Mail 2853792120@qq.com 965687102@qq.com 2853792120@qq.com

Duoweitesi exhibition engineering company founded in 1999, is engaged in domestic and international large-scale exposition, 
exhibitions, museums, science museums, Planning Museum, memorials, galleries and corporate showroom, commercial facilities 
and public spaces, high-end Art Exhibitionhome construction, special booth set up, display engineering firms for the commercial 
exhibition facilities, and construction services. The company has a complete specification of the production engineering system, 
proficient in the process, a senior professional project personnel, more than 600 professional and technical workers, the facilities 
of 26,000 square meters of professional production plant, maintain the highest professional quality management system, the 
company in Beijing, Shanghai, Chengdu, Guangzhou,Urumqi has a branch, years of service in large-scale exhibitions in various 
sectors of construction works; years of construction experience of the engineering team and advanced production equipment, each 
year hundreds of enterprises produced various types of engineering, production of exhibition area of over 50,000 squaremeters, 
providing customers with the most reliable quality assurance. As the industry leader, Duoweitesi exhibition works by strictly 
Selection 2010 Shanghai World Expo to the world, China 2010 Shanghai World Expo will showcase engineering to introduce 
service providers, including the Shanghai World Expo China Pavilion provinces and autonomous regions Museum inwithin more 
than 60 pavilions provide quality services to the implementation of the project and built.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ049
YOODON EXHIBITION (SHANGHAI) LIMITED
Building1, No. 588, South Qilianshan Road, Putuo District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Spring Xu Jack Lei Lei yu

Tel 86-021-59275993 86-021-59275993 86-021-59275993

Mobile 86-17717632962 86-18621563559 86-13916448110

E-Mail spring@yoodonsh.com jack@yoodonsh.com frank_yoodon@126.com

Yoodon has been operating global exhibiton for 15 years, focusing on high-end large-scale booth brand design, immersive 
experience, brand marketing promotion and exhibition experience. Yodun serves many top 500 enterprises and national pavilion 
projects, such as Haier, TCL, Gree, Australia national Pavilion, UAE national Pavilion, Portugal national pavilion.With 15 years of 
global experience, Yoodon has designed and built CES in the USA, Hannover Messe in Germany, MWC in Barcelona and many 
large internationa exhibition,We have a strong service team all over the world for helping our client to acheive higher brand value.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ050
Jiangsu New International Convention & Exhibition (Group) Co., Ltd.
5th Floor, Podium of International Trade Massion, No.50 ZhonghuaRoad, Nanjing, Jiangsu Province

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Huang ruiqing Fan xuejuan Huang ruiqing

Tel 86-025-52323095 86-025-52327635 86-025-52323095

Mobile 86-15062255711 86-13851879091 86-15062255711

E-Mail 309555263@qq.com 727612633@qq.com 309555263@qq.com

Jiangsu New International Convention&Exhibition(Group)Co., Ltd. (JNICE) , approved by Jiangsu Provincial Government, is 
the first large-scale joint venture in exhibition industryin Jiangsu.Endowed with advanced management, scientific administration 
philosophy,developedoperating system,decent industrial qualificationsand professional executive teams. Since its establishment, 
it has undertaken more than 100 projects such as various display design, exhibition engineering, exhibition services and other 
projects at home and abroad, and is committed to providing customers with personalized, high standards, multi-dimensional, 
integration and other overall application solutions for the whole process.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ051
ZHEJIANG BROAD INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION AND EXHIBITION CO., LTD.
5th Floor, Zhejiang Economic & Trade Building, No.466, Yan An Rd, Hangzhou, Zhejiang China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Zhou jie Li yanna Zhao xingmu

Tel 86-0571-28939360 86-0571-28106825 86-0571-28939336

Mobile 86-13157114407 86-18367160371 86-13018996755

E-Mail 45109110@qq.com 191606627@qq.com 1003437127@qq.com

Founded in 2001, Zhejiang Broad International Convention & Exhibition Co., Ltd ( BCE for short) is a state-owned exhibition 
company qualified for organizing outbound trade fairs with the ratification of Ministry of Commerce. The company owns the 
comprehensive capability for innovating exhibitions and providing integrated solutions to expand global market, initiates the cloud 
exhibition nationwide for upgrading digital transformation of exhibition industry, together with global strategic partners to jointly build 
open and mutual sharing platform for exploiting market through online and offline exhibitions. The company’s exhibition scale is 
ranked the top in Zhejiang Province, and among the top nationwide. 

BCE is the professional leader of organizing foreign trade enterprises to exploit overseas and domestic dual circulation market, 
the pioneer to exploit markets along the Belt and Road, the explorer in digital transformation of exhibition industry. It is the first batch 
of key contact enterprises approved by Ministry of Commerce, the norm maker of Zhejiang Province's “Going Abroad (Overseas) 
Exhibition Service Norms”, the member unit of UFI and IAEE, a regional partner unit of China International Import Expo for the 
organization of trade buyers,as well as the chairman unit of Zhejiang International Convention & Exhibition Industry Association, the 
exhibition project first-level qualified unit of China Association For Exhibition Centers as well as the pioneer of Zhejiang Financial 
and Trade System. Furthermore, the company is appraised as the recommended service provider of special decoration of China 
International Consumer Products Expo and gains construction qualification for national-level exhibition like Canton Fair and China 
International Fair For Investment& Trade.     

Over the past twenty years, the company always takes it as its mission to lead the country's export-oriented enterprises to open 
up the market, undertakes major events including CIIE, CIFTIS, Canton Fair and China International Consumer Products Expo as 
well as various exhibitions, conferences and forums of Ministry of Commerce and over 20 provinces such as Zhejiang, Jiangsu, 
Anhui, Jiangxi, Hebei, Guangdong, Hunan, Yunnan, Chongqing, Qinghai and etc. The company’s exhibition projects cover 300 cities 
of 100 countries and regions around the globe. We provide service to 30 thousand enterprises every year, involving more than 40 
industries such as textile&clothing, hardware&auto parts, engineering& machinery, building materials, furniture, food, communication, 
security, IT, digital technology, optics and etc. BCE has accumulated more than 3 million member resources of over 300 overseas 
business associations and established relations with more than 100 global strategic partners. Zhejiang Export Fair (Osaka) and other 
company exhibition projects have gained UFI approval, among which Zhejiang Export Fair (Osaka) is the first outbound UFI-approved 
independent brand exhibition in China.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ052
Shanghai YiMu Exhibition Services Co.,Ltd
Rm1701,Bldg 4,No.500 Jianyun Road,Pudong New Area, Shanghai 201318 China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Leo Lin Mark Ye Bao Yang Lin

Tel 86-021-58085003 86-021-58085003 86-021-58085003

Mobile 86-13381565995 86-15221004455 86-15311116005

E-Mail leolin@yimuexhibits.com info@yimuexhibits.com baoyang@yimuexhibits.com

Shanghai YiMu Exhibition Services Co.,Ltd. is a professional exhibition booth construction sup-plier dedicated to global brand 
creative marketing, providing one-stop global booth design and construction services,such as exhibition design, exhibition hall plan 
and event management,we have worked with many of the world's top 500 customers.

We are committed to the customer's brand and provide customers with unique designs. With more than 19 years of booth 
design and construction experience, we can help our clients make very valuable and compelling exhibition solutions.

In the previous CIIE,we provided booth design and construction services for Country Pavilion of Chile,India Pavilion,Pavilions 
of 8 Pacific Island Countries and 45 enterprises, helping them es-tablish a good international brand image and build a bridge to 
enter the Chinese market.More about our services, please visit www.yimuexhibition.com

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ053
Liaoning Zhongyi Conference and Exhibition Service Co. , Ltd.
No. 620 Huanghe Road, Shahekou District, Dalian, Liaoning Province

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Yang wenyi Hao jingcai Cui yixia

Tel 86-18940894118 86-18940894110 86-18940894111

Mobile 86-18940894118 86-18940894110 86-18940894111

E-Mail dlzyhy@163.com dlzyhy@163.com dlzyhy@163.com

Established in 2009, Liaoning Zhongyi Convention and Exhibition Service Co. , Ltd. is headquartered in Dalian, Liaoning 
Province, with offices and factories in Shenyang, Tianjin, Jiangsu, Qingdao, Hefei, Fuzhou and Inner Mongolia, is a focus on 
conferences, exhibitions, training, activities, the media of the conference business group. Integrated Group advantages, has 
been committed to the government, community, enterprises, universities and other customers to provide one-stop, professional, 
international services. Visionary Strategy, excellent creativity, efficient execution, customer service, create value. Is China's 
MICE industry brand standardization enterprise. Is the International ICCA Association in Northeast China, the only member of the 
certification enterprises.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ054
Beijing Zhiqiang Originality  International Exhibition Co.,Ltd.
Room 806, Jinyanlong Building, Huilongguan Town, Changping District, Beijing

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Wang guoqiang Li qingqing Tang yun

Tel 86-010-62713760 86-010-62713760 86-010-62713760

Mobile 86-13910953588 86-13910507219 86-13911891651

E-Mail 3236413163@qq.com 2221281665@qq.com 497998153@qq.com

Beijing Zhiqiang Originality  International Exhibition Co., Ltd. (hereinafter “Company”), founded in 1998, is one of the earliest well-
known brands in the display and exhibition industry in China. It focuses on the design and construction of booths, exhibition spaces, 
office spaces, museums etc., mainly involved in municipal public environment, hospitals, schools, military, exhibition centers, stations, 
banks, hotels, office buildings. The Company's business area also covers conference planning, city lighting, VI design and product 
development etc.

The Company owns Grade A Qualification of China Exhibition Association, Grade B Qualification of Architectural Decoration 
Subcontractor, ISO9001 Quality Management System Approval and ISO14001 Environmental Management System Approval. It 
runs production bases of some 5000 square meters in north China, 15000 square meters in east China and 12000 square meters 
in south China.

Based on the understanding of design and culture, the honesty-and-quality first principle, Zhiqiang International provides 
customers with state-of-the-art solutions for display and exhi-bition spaces. The Company creates non-replicable and irreplaceable 
value for customers and leads the designing industry with its international vision and advanced cultural system.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ055
Beijing Eagle International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Room 529, 5th Floor, BBEF Sci-Tech Park South Tower, No. 18 Jiuxianqiao Middle Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing, China.  
Zip: 100015

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Cui mengchen Wu yanghong Ma jian

Tel 86-010-64333749/3084 86-13801274424 86-010-64333749/3084

Mobile 86-13693272901 86-13801274424 86-13511028893

E-Mail wangyang@eagleinter.com wuyanghong@eagleinter.com majian@eagleinter.com

EAGLE's core businesses cover exhibitions, permanent exhibit, events & promotions, multimedia productions, 
advertising signage, interior architecture, conference and meetings management. From concept to design, with planning and 
management through production and installation, to maintenance and dismantling, disposal and logistics support, EAGLE 
is committed to excellence at every stage of an event. At Eagle, we understand the importance of meeting deadlines and of 
keeping costs in line with budgets, while maintaining quality of service. Our own factories, warehouses and design teams 
provide custom-made services to facilitate all your company’s special requirements.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ056
Shanghai Jinghe International Exhibition  Co., Ltd.
4th floor, building D, yichuangyuan, No. 1128 Jindu Road, Minhang District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Alina Louis Amily

Tel 86-021-54815334 86-021-54815334 86-021-54815334

Mobile 86-13564855052 86-15901770773 86-18964371783

E-Mail alinalee@jinghe.com.cn louis@jinghe.com.cn amily@jinghe.com.cn

Founded in 2004, Shanghai Jinhe International Exhibition Co.,Ltd, is an integrated exhibition enterprise mainly engaged in 
the design and construction of global exhibitions, exhibition hall service, showrooms, museums and other design and construction 
activities. Jinhe international Exhibition Co.,Ltd is an international leading integrated exhibition design service provider. With the 
company mission of “landscape the world, inclusion everything”, taking the customized design as the core, integrating scheme 
creation, interactive execution, stage art design, space decoration, interactive technology, software development, film and television 
production, system integration and other design areas, forming the whole industry chain development mode of “cultural creative 
design + smart technology development + cultural industry operation”, to provide international top one-stop solutions for enterprises, 
government agencies and organizations at home and abroad.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ057
Shanghai zedi Culture Communication Co., Ltd
Room 506-507, Funeng building, Lane 962, Huaxu Highway, Qingpu District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Huang qin Wang jie Du hanze

Tel 86-021-60290310 86-021-60290315 86-021-60290312

Mobile 86-13122913332 86-13122913101 86-13122013332

E-Mail zd_cultural@163.com zd_cultural@163.com sales@zd-cultural.com

Zedi is a professional booth design and construction integrated service company, whose business covers booth design, exhibition 
hall design, exhibition building, brand planning, and is committed to providing partners with a one-stop comprehensive brand launch plan.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ058
Shanghai Easydesigner Marketing Solutions Co., Ltd.
Room 607, Building B No 568, Hua Xu Road, Qingpu District,Shanghai,201700

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Echo Xu Bill Zhang Ray Wang

Tel 86-021-39881608 86-021-39881608 86-021-39881608

Mobile 86-13020264205 86-18049834578 86-13671850997

E-Mail Echo.xu@easydesigner.com.de Bill.zhang@easydesigner.com.de Ray.wang@easydesigner.com.de

Easy Designer delves into offline brand promotion service systems, and furnishes clients with well-rounded brand publicity 
and exhibition service solutions in showcasing, PR activities, and brand visual image. Since 1992, we have served thousands of 
customers and won high praise from them. Our professional teams areavailable in nearly 40 cities all over the world. We have built 
a global network of exhibition services and brand communication. Our modern production facilities located all around the world (with 
a combined area of more than 70,000m2), and our international team characterized by diverse cultures and expertise in operations 
of different industries, ensure that we can deliver high-quality services and products to clients precisely and timely. We adheres to 
the double commitment of quality and service, and has served world-class customers such as Huawei, Mitsubishi Electric,Turkish 
Airlines, Fonterra, Danone, Pacific Amore, and Steinway,over the years. Due to the good quality and service, our company has 
become the recommended contractor of the CIIE for five consecutive years as well as the China International Consumer Products 
Expo, the Beauty Expo, and the China Food and Drinks Fair. More information please visite our official website www.easydesigner.
com.de
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ059
SHIGUANG Exhibition Planning (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Room 1201, No. 16, Lane 595, Yongtai Road, Pudong New Area, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Yuan xiaojun Chen yuanling Huang liyi

Tel 86-021-60450837 86-021-60450837 86-021-60450837

Mobile 86-18616549796 86-13585542135 86-13032199692

E-Mail 53533094@qq.com 2981269493@qq.com 3061317088@qq.com

SHIGUANG Exhibition Planning (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. is an exhibition operation service supplier with advanced management 
level and peer leadership. In the past 8 years, SHIGUANG Exhibition has established a solid cooperative rela-tionship with major 
exhibition organizers. We have organized and participated in projects such as China International Medical Equipment Expo/
China International Import Expo/China Automobile Commodities Fair CIAPE Supplies Expo/China Beauty Expo (Shanghai CBE). 
Professional opera-tion level, high-quality work and customer focus. SHIGUANG Exhibition has been designated as the main 
exhibition service provider by many organizers.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ060
Shanghai Xuanwei Planning Co., Ltd
705, building B, office building of National Convention and Exhibition Center, Qingpu District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

George Li Zoe Luffy

Tel 86-21-61554884 86-021-68040005 86-15901861711

Mobile 86-13482348634 86-13482828485 86-15901861711

E-Mail 358698856@qq.com 290961602@qq.com 275213989@qq.com

Xuanwei headquarters is located in building B of the office building of Shanghai National Convention and Exhibition Center, 
providing customers with services such as exhibition design and construction, exhibition hall planning and construction, and online 
exhibition hall design, construction, management and operation. The company has a perfect operation system and an efficient 
execution team to provide customers with systematic and personalized display marketing solutions. With 12 years of experience in 
global brand creative marketing and professional display services, it takes cultural creativity as the core, and uses 3D, VR and other 
multimedia technologies to provide enterprises with global one-stop display services from conceptual design to implementation.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ061
Shanghai ZiYou Exhibition and Services Co., Ltd.
No. 33, Nanxi street, Qibao town, Minhang District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Zhang Wei Yuan Yi Li Chengang

Tel 86-021-34202072-085 86-021-34202072-086 86-021-34202072-088

Mobile 86-18621088628 86-13062798628 86-13661468178

E-Mail ziyouexpo@163.com ziyouexpo@vip.126.com 154938504@qq.com

Shanghai ZiYou Exhibition and Services Co., Ltd. (ZIYOU EXHIBITION) founded in 2008, and headquartered in Shanghai. Over 
the past 14 years, our service has covered all walks of life, from entrepreneurial companies to domestic and foreign well-known 
enterprises. We have been committed to providing customers with high-quality all-round solutions. We have large production bases 
in Shanghai and Beijing, with top professional designers, modern production facilities and high-quality engineering construction 
team. The company won the praise of the majority of customers, with exquisite technology, excellent quality, perfect service and 
pragmatic and fast professionalism. Ziyou exhibition undertakes commercial exhibition planning and design, commercial beauty Chen, 
engineering consulting for Science and technology museum, museum, art gallery, and enterprise exhibition hall planning, design and 
construction integration services. We provide comprehensive services from the initial project approval to the integration of creativity, 
content editing, media communication, design, production and execution. Our professional team aims to provide more perfect and 
thoughtful service for more customers.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ062
SHANGHAI DT SPACE EXHIBITION CO., LTD
Room 701, Building T1A, LihPao Plaza, 189 Shenwu Road, Minhang District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Huang zhen / Gu qiancang

Tel 86-021-67896777 / 021-67896777

Mobile 86-18616879889 / 13585750056

E-Mail steven.huang@e-spacedisplay.com / jeff.gu@e-spacedisplay.com

DT space is an exhibition company that specializes in providing a full range of digital solutions for automobile manufacturers. 
Headquartered in Shanghai, while in Beijing, Guangzhou has a wholly-owned subsidiary. After more than ten years of hard work, has 
become a well-known enterprises in the industry. Our aim is to provide customers with innovative auto show business model, enhance 
the auto show capacity and sales functions. Through the management of the whole process of the project, we can improve the input-
output ratio of the automobile brand to the auto show project, so as to improve the project value and benefit, and create the biggest 
project income for the customers, for the customer high quality, high specification, high standard auto show design and related services.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ063
Beijing Shengshi Yongxin Cultural Development Co. LTD
Room 518, Building A, Longsheng Building, 1955 Chunshen Road, Minhang District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Pei miao Wang bingyi Wang huiqiong

Tel 86-021-34133391 86-021-34133391 86-021-34133391

Mobile 86-18917850030 86-13515664105 86-18117218025

E-Mail ssyxpm@126.com ssyxwby@126.com ssyxwhq@126.com

The company has the China Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development Engineering design Grade B and construction 
Grade 1 qualification certificate, China Association of Exhibition Centers Exhibition Engineering design and construction integration 
level 1 qualification certificate, China Association of Exhibition Centers exhibition engineering enterprise level 1 qualification 
certificate, is Beijing designated service unit, has passed the national ISO9001 certification. The company is the designated builder 
of CMEF Exhibition, Asia-Europe Meeting, Consumer Expo, Candy Fair, etc.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ064
SHANGHAI GRAND EVENTS CONVENTION & EXHIBITION SERVICE COMPANY 
CO.,LTD
Rm 703-706 Building T1 ,NO. 166 Minhong Road,Minhang District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Han rui Wang chuang Cui yulei

Tel 86-021-64517030 86-021-64517030 86-021-64200902-8025

Mobile 86-18616609398 86-18621630167 86-13701962312

E-Mail handy@grandevents.com.cn 23229140@qq.com shirley@grandevents.com.cn

Founded in 2007, Shanghai Grand Events Exhibition Service Co.Ltd. (“Grand Events”) is a professional convention and exhibition 
service provider dedicated to the creative display and marketing of global brands,which has provided integrated solutions of exhibition 
hall design and construction for more than 100 brands worldwide. It carries out the long-term cooperation in human resources and 
R&D with Central Academy of Fine Arts, Shanghai Academy of Fine Arts, and Tongi University to jointly develop the most state of 
the art display technology. Grand Events has also established partnership with the toptier national environmental exhibition material 
suppliers and various high profile “Belt and Road” strategic consulting agencies to jointly develop environmental building materials, 
popularize the concept of “green MICE” and expand domestic and international convention and exhibition markets.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ065
Shanghai NOUVEAU-JINJU Cultural and Creative Co., Ltd.
No. 12, Lane 2777, Jinxiu East road, Pudong New District, Shanghai 205,

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Nan xiang Zhang yali Nan chunpo

Tel 86-021-58893987 86-021-58893987 86-021-58893987

Mobile 86-18939898891 86-15901618896 86-18601671910

E-Mail nanxaing@jinjv.com zhangyali@jinjv.com rambo@jinjv.com

Shanghai NOUVEAU-JINJU Cultural and Creative Co., Ltd. is a comprehensive brand service provider specializing in 
comprehensive enterprise brand communication and one-stop exhibition public relations. It has held four consecutive CIIE. As a 
member of China Exhibition Center Association and Shanghai Convention and Exhibition Industry Association, XinjinMoment has 
a strong management and design team, with world-class creative output and quality supply. NOUVEAU-JINJU is rooted in the 
industry for 15 years, covering the United States, Europe and other international resource sharing partners, and domestic one, 
two, three tier city production base cross-regional support, service network around the world. Creative design force, professional 
operation team, exquisite construction technology, for customers to create their own charm and market value of the corporate 
image. Adhering to the core values of “achieving others, achieving ourselves”, after years of careful irrigation and dedication, 
Xinjinjiao has become the preferred partner of many international brands.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ066
Bell International Exhibition Co., Ltd
401, Building 2, NO.168, Jixin Road, Minhang District, 201100 Shanghai, China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

William Wang Penny Qu Miya Zhou

Tel 86-021-64800903 86-021-64800905 86-021-64800905

Mobile 86-18501747455 86-18217438169 86-13127889940

E-Mail william.wang@bellmesse.com penny.qu@bellmesse.com miya.zhou@bellmesse.com

BELL International Exhibition Co.,ltd with a registered capital of 20 million yuan, is an international company integrating global 
exhibition and display, event and conference planning and production and construction. Over the years we are committed to 
customer brands and unique design and creativity, with excellent quality and professional services known in 38 countries and more 
than 200 cities around the world. BELL has provided a full range of exhibition planning solutions for many top 100 enterprises, 
service customers Covering a wide range of fields such as medicine and health, science and technology, tourism, daily chemical, 
consumer, education, machinery, etc. As the recommended booth contractor, BELL with the understanding of serving famous 
brands for many years, We are willing to help the participating countries and exhibitors of CIIE  to provide more rapid, more 
convenient and better quality exhibition services.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ067
BES INTERNATIONAL EXHIBIT(CHINA) LIMITED
Rooms 217, 218 and 219, Building B3, No. 29, Hongwei Xincun West Road, Haizhu District, Guangzhou

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Cui yongmin Xiao huimin Lin zhixian

Tel 86-020-37855191 86-020-37855191 86-020-37855191

Mobile 86-13926450716 86-13580589474 86-13802942693

E-Mail cym@bes-expo.com xiaoxiao@bes-expo.com zhixian@bes-expo.com

Bes International Exhibit(China) Limited was established in 2006 and has been committed to a professional exhibition 
organization integrating exhibition, display design and production. Since its establishment, Bes has served well-known domestic 
and foreign companies such as Samsung, SK, Hyundai, Beijing Hyundai, Kolon, TATA and LG. At the same time, Bes as a 
professional office contractor as of Auto Guangzhou, Antuan Homelife Expo, Airshow China, Auto Zhuhai and China international 
Beauty Expo for many years. After continuous exploration and accumulation, Bes has rich experience in large-scale special 
decoration and office construction, exhibition hall operation etc., and has four major production bases, forming a high-quality 
professional team. Over the years, with rich experience, we have been dedicated to providing our customers with a full range of 
high-quality and satisfactory services such as pre-planning, design concept, on-site construction, emergency maintenance and 
post-exhibition dismantling, exhibition tours, transportation and warehousing.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ068
Shanghai Qi ShiLu Brand Planning Co., Ltd.
Room 201,2ND floor, building 2, No. 618 Jianyun Road, Zhoupu town, Pudong New Area, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Ma shang Li weizhou Ma shang

Tel 86-021-38230018 86-021-38230018 86-021-38230018

Mobile 86-15821501986 86-15171159634 86-15821501986

E-Mail 240499646@qq.com gma@qslzl.com 240499646@qq.com

Founded in 2010, Qishi is a fair, events, planning one of the brand planning company, with 12 years of convention and 
exhibition experience. Qilu has been the recommended builder of the Expo for 5 consecutive years. It has recommended and built 
for well-known enterprises such as Unilever, Canon, New Zealand, Holland, and the corporation. Qilu has first-class qualification 
in the exhibition industry in China, small and medium-sized enterprises AAA credit qualification. National Council for dual-use 
technologies and products, Belt and Road international financial exchange services.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ069
Beijing Tuoshi Space Culture Communication Co., Ltd.
815, Building D, Hongyuan Hangcheng Plaza, Shunyi District, Beijing

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Niu yubo Li jinshan Wang chao

Tel 86-18612130526 86-13910414510 86-13701225525

Mobile 86-18612130526 86-13910414510 86-13701225525

E-Mail 34164347@qq.com 569766@qq.com 64572545@qq.com

Founded in 2016 and headquartered in Beijing, Beijing Tuoshi Space Culture Communication Co., Ltd. is a large comprehensive 
service company integrating exhibition design and construction, exhibition hall design and construction, and conference and event 
planning and execution.

We boast an independent art creation center, gathering top domestic designers. The design works are used in exhibitions 
and public spaces at home and abroad, and some works are collected by institutions or individuals. we have a professional team 
for installation and follow-up service. For specific projects, all departments work together to ensure that projects are progressed in 
an orderly manner from planning, design, installation and maintenance. Over the years, we have maintained the customer-driven 
marketing strategy and provided services for more than 800 customers in more than 50 industries. Relying on years of experience in 
brand full-case service, we provide customers with professional and high-quality brand globalization one-stop service.

Since the establishment, we have developed domestic and international markets with our pro-fessional design concepts and 
“one-stop” service spirit based on years of experience accu-mulation. Our business scope has been expanded to the exhibition field 
of all walks of life, es-pecially in construction and operation of exhibition design, which has been widely praised.

We have an excellent team for design and execution and mature production process. We are ready to provide the best design 
schemes and the most rigorous engineering construction, as well as the most perfect systematic services for customers all over 
the country. 

Currently, with Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Chengdu as the platform and the integration of the advantages of professional 
personnel in these four places, we constantly provide profes-sional services for enterprises nationwide by upholding the concept of 
“ubiquitous and con-tinuous communication” and the mission of “providing customers with integrated image design schemes”.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ070
DeExpo (Beijing) International Exhibition  Co., LTD.
No.22-16, Gaobeidian Village II District,Chaoyang District, Beijing City

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Feng yusen Zhang fan Feng yubin

Tel 86-18621574560 86-010-84775622 86-010-84775622

Mobile 86-18201317320 86-13520818788 86-18911726888

E-Mail 327622273@qq.com 1353487639@qq.com 35644126@126.com

DeExpo (Beijing) International Exhibition  Co., LTD. is a large international enterprise group specializing in the design and 
construction of exhibition projects. With more than 17 years of experience in the exhibition industry, we have obtained the first-
class qualification of Exhibition Engineering Enterprise of China Association of Exhibition Centres, the first-class qualification of 
Exhibition Engineering Design and Construction Integration of China Association of Exhibition Centres, the national high-tech 
enterprise, and the international ISO9001 and ISO14001 dual system certifications. Had won the honor of China's top 50 exhibition 
engineering enterprises, China's top 10 exhibition engineering enterprises and so on. Over the years, the group has accumulated 
service experience in large projects in such cultural and creative fields as permanent exhibition, home operation, special installation 
construction, public relations activities, brand strategy, digital multimedia and so on. Dezhan International has been providing 
professional services for China International Service Trade Fair, World Robot Conference, Northeast Asia Expo, China Beijing 
International Art Fair, China International New Material Industry Fair, China Energy Industry Expo, Central China Investment and 
Trade Fair and other home operations for many years. For the China international import expo, China international sports supplies 
exposition, China international clothing fair, China international travel fair, China international conference on food, artificial intelligence 
and education industry expo, Asian tourism fair, guangzhou, China import and export fair, China international industry fair and 
other large-scale exhibitions, exhibitors to provide design build services. The main customers of our service with alibaba, samsung, 
the British embassy, Colombia, royal Caribbean cruise lines, Vietnam, Intel, huawei, lenovo, investment holding group, the new 
science and technology, China construction group, the national energy conservation center, three yuan, lutai, sina, China telecom, 
zhongguancun and other brands at home and abroad.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ071
Shanghai Lihua Exhibition Service Co., Ltd
Room 604, Bld.B, NECC (SHANGHAI) P.R.C.

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Liu lili Wang ya Liu haiyang

Tel 86-021-31593908-8001 86-021-31593908-8005 86-021-31593908-8002

Mobile 86-13671545818 86-19921482708 86-13636671609

E-Mail linaliu@sh-lihua.cn wangya@sh-lihua.cn haiyang@sh-lihua.cn

Shanghai Lihua Exhibition Service Co., Ltd. has been adhering to the spirit of “Integrity, Development, Innovation and 
Excellence”, focusing on the design and construction of special designed booth. Headquartered in Shanghai, it is located in the 
Office Building B of the National Convention and Exhibition Center (venue of CIIE, China International Import Expo). With an 
absolute geographical location, we can serve every customer instantly and quickly. Our business covers the whole country and 
serves more than 1000 customers of world-famous brands. Lihua Exhibition has excellent innovation ability and mature R & D 
team. Our company has passed the ISO9001 quality management system certification and obtained the AAA enterprise certificate 
of Chinese enterprise credit rating. Lihua Exhibition has more than 10 years of design and production professionals, only for better 
service! We will wholeheartedly provide you with professional and high-quality booth services.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ072
Shandong xizhan exhibition service co., LTD.
Building C3A, Greenland Central Plaza, Huaiyin District, Jinan City, Shandong  Province

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Li shibing Wu haiyang Wang pengfei

Tel 86-0531-85866767 86-0531-85866767 86-0531-85866767

Mobile 86-13651815348 86-15221642220 86-15863166524

E-Mail 773426739@qq.com 346152319@qq.com 124274301@qq.com

With the continuous improvement of the level of economic globalization and the deepening of mutual cooperation between 
countries, the exhibition industry plays an increasingly important role in the national economic development, thus becoming the 
name card of the city and the synonym of the urban economic booster. As an emerging market of exhibition industry, asia-pacific 
region will usher in rapid growth. Shandong xizhan exhibition service co., LTD., riding the tide of times change, connects directly 
with the global economy with highly specialized service and communication.

Since its establishment in 2008, Shanghai branch has been practicing the enterprise concept of "advocating innovation, 
efficient and professional, demanding for details", bringing together professional design teams and exhibition planning elites to 
provide various services tailored to various enterprises and institutions to show enterprise characteristics and connotation. At 
the same time, the company has a professional production workshop, professional construction team, strict control of project 
quality, and in major cities across the country have a cooperative factory, to achieve the field production of all over the country.

Decoration engineering department, from early decoration design, decoration materials selection, to decoration construction, 
later maintenance and repair, its high level of professional design and high quality production and install.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ073
Beijing zhanlifang Corporate Public Relations and Promotion Co .,Ltd
Beijing Shunyi District Jang Jin Ma Linshan village committee 66 near the factory

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Xie qinghua Cui zhenai Xie haoran

Tel 86-010-65436573 86-010-65436573 86-010-65436573

Mobile 86-13910830679 86-18901309682 86-18901309681

E-Mail bjzhanlifang@163.com bjzhanlifang@163.com bjzhanlifang@163.com

Beijing Exhibition cube enterprise public relations planning Co., Ltd. is a comprehensive company integrating exhibition, 
marketing activities, exhibition hall and museum design and construction. In Shunyi of Beijing and Taixing of Jiangsu, the company 
has a plant covering an area of more than 6000 square meters, which can complete the construction of various projects such as 
exhibition stands and conference activities. It can also provide customers with temporary storage, logistics and transportation 
services, one-stop all-round brand solutions, design and construction for exhibition stands, and feasible display methods and 
temporary equipment for promotion venues; To provide users with outdoor advertising signs tailor-made modeling. It provides one-
stop service for the theme environment design and installation, permanent exhibits display, interior decoration and brand identity 
construction of museums, exhibition halls and stores. The company is honored to be the recommended construction service 
provider of the first China International Import Expo in 2018.

Core values
Customer first, we insist on honesty and integrity; We treat customers with enthusiasm, try our best to promote the success 

of customers, and take the achievement of customers as our own responsibility. Team spirit the secret of our success lies in our 
employees; We trust and respect individuals; We communicate openly and actively; We rely on team spirit to achieve common 
goals. Professional and enterprising, we always pay attention to details; We are not afraid to meet challenges and always pursue 
outstanding achievements and contributions; We are committed to sustainable development and corporate social responsibility. We 
focus on speed and flexibility; We strive to innovate and support change; We value the power of sharing knowledge and enjoy it.

Core mission to shorten the distance between brand and people

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ074
Shanghai IS Exhibition Services Co,.Ltd
Room 219-220 Zone B Block 1 No.619 Longchang Rd Yangpu District Shanghai PRC

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Jessica Zhou Richie zhang Justin Liu

Tel 86-021-55139560-63-8012 86-021-55139560-63-8007 86-021-55139560-63-8008

Mobile 86-13482440707 86-18621777001 86-18868632580

E-Mail jessica.zhou@is-group.com.cn richie.zhang@is-group.com.cn justin.liu@is-group.com.cn

Established in 2009, “Shanghai IS Exhibition Service” is the only member of the 45-year-old German Atelier Damböck 
Exhibition Group in China. Our international professional team from China and Europe is committed to providing our customers 
with high quality exhibition design, event planning and operation. Our one-stop full service is designed to accommodate any need 
you might have for your online and offline marketing events. 

We have been entrusted with the design, preparation, construction and event operation of CIIE booths by more than 200 
well-known international brands since 2018. And we have won wide acclaim for our diligent work and high grade professionalism. 
Among others, the NBA’s booth at CIIE 2021 (designed and built by us) has won the Silver Award for a Green Booth initiative and a 
high approval rate by the show’s attendees in terms of booth’s functionality and attractive design. 

Creativity and sincerity - allow our excellent services and creativity to unleash the full potential of your brand at the CIIE 2022!
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ075
Shanghai Bojie Exhibition Service Co., Ltd
Room 1005, building 15, Tianhui Plaza, No. 900 Lanxi Road, Putuo District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Wang yi Jiang gaofeng Wang yi

Tel 86-021-65876645 86-021-65876645 86-021-65876645

Mobile 86-13601852028 86-13611917803 86-13601852028

E-Mail 459336454@qq.com jiang1886@126.com 459336454@qq.com

Bojie exhibition is an entity company specializing in exhibition production. It is a professional design manufacturer focusing on 
exhibition, venue activities and exhibition tours. It has a modern professional manufacturing factory covering an area of 12000 square 
meters at No. 8, Xiding Avenue, Xuean Industrial Park, Rugao City, Nantong, Jiangsu Province, At the same time, it has a production 
team of more than 100 workers with rich experience. "Professional experience, professionalism and professional ethics" are the basis 
of our success, and also the industry code we have always respected. Since the establishment of the company, we have provided 
professional services for many famous enterprises and government projects from different industries at home and abroad. For example, 
BMW, Mercedes Benz, Audi, Volkswagen, Alibaba, jd.com, Huawei, Microsoft and other famous enterprises have generally won high 
praise. In the future, Bojie will face greater challenges and opportunities. In the new era of scientific and technological innovation and 
development, Bojie will provide customers with better services and make unremitting efforts to jointly create a better future.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ076
Shanghai Yaguan exhibition planning Co., Ltd
No. 75, Xiantang Town, Lane 5469, Hunan Road, Pudong New Area, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Sun min Zhao bingxin Xie jianjun

Tel 86-021-33892227/33890397 86-021-33892227/33890397 86-021-33892227/33890397

Mobile 86-13917780813 86-15956083404 86-18501706399

E-Mail 13917780813@163.com 2850278662@qq.com 99642386@qq.com

Yaguan exhibition was founded in 2008, grew up in Shanghai, China and served the world. Focus on the integrated 
design and construction services of enterprise brand exhibition hall, digital exhibition hall, exhibition and large-scale 
exhibition activities. The company is the designated builder of many exhibitions around the world. And has successively 
opened branches or offices in Beijing, Shanghai, Zhengzhou, Shenzhen and Wuhan, and has become a partner of many well-
known brand companies in the world.

The company has a self-supporting factory of 5000 square meters, advanced production prop equipment, first-class 
senior designers and marketing elites, as well as a group of professionally trained technical teams. It has many years of 
venue exhibition projects in various fields, practical experience, profound accumulation and strong risk control ability. Carry 
out the whole process integrated services from planning and design, exhibition item research and development to exhibition 
construction, and provide overall solutions for exhibition. The company has gathered professionals in many fields and 
received support from experts and scholars in many aspects. The execution team is solid and steady, and the engineering 
management ability is first-class. The perfect management and service have made us unanimously recognized by the 
organizers, exhibitors, exhibition halls and leaders from all walks of life, and have established a good image in the eyes of 
many exhibition organizers and customers.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ077
CMEC International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
No.42, North Zhongguancun Street, Beijing China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Zhang liang Wei zikun Li shen

Tel 86-010-82686261 86-010-82686856 86-010-82686586

Mobile 86-13810065469 86-13811528563 86-17641000726

E-Mail zhangliang@cmecexpo.com weizk@cmecexpo.com lishen@cmecexpo.com

CMEC International Exhibition Co., Ltd. is committed to provide customers with planning, design, construction, project 
management and multimedia digital technology, which integrates a systematic ‘one-stop’ exhibition display engineering services. 
In both domestic and international market, CMEC EXPO engineering unit provides professional package solution for museum, 
theme pavilion, cooperative hall, the theme park and the exhibition project operation and management, which demonstrates its rich 
creative design experience and superb construction technology.

In recent years, the company's main operation and participation projects in terms of international and national exhibitions 
including China International Import Expo, China Import and Export Fair (Canton fair), China-Africa Economic and Trade Expo, 
China-Arab States Expo, China-Eurasia Expo, China Beijing World Horticultural Expo etc.

 With high quality cooperation resources and convenient standardized production, application of non-standard design and 
modular construction facilities, CMEC EXPO engineering business covers the whole world. In aspect of domestic market, we have 
set up production bases in many cities such as Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Chengdu, Wuhan, Changsha, Hong 
Kong, Ningxia, Xinjiang and other cities .

In terms of overseas business, we have conducted regional layout. Many exhibition projects has been successfully 
implemented in Asian Market such as Malaysia and Thailand. In Europe, we have signed strategic cooperation agreements 
with well-known European exhibition companies and reached cooperation on a number of world-renowned exhibition projects 
and projects in both China and Europe. At the same time, we undertake the agency of the company's outbound projects special 
decoration construction business, providing enterprises with a complete industrial chain service. In Africa, we cooperated with local 
partners to complete the national-level project – China-Arab States Expo and completed the comprehensive exhibition “CASE 
in Egypt”. In Americas, we are showcasing creativity and innovation, presenting the new car launch and test drive activities of 
Chinese automobile companies, We have traveled more than 300 cities in more than 100 countries and regions around the world.

CMEC EXPO: building a bright future together with you.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ078
Shanghai zhaohang Exhibition Co., Ltd
Room 710, building B, National Convention and Exhibition Center, No. 333 Songze Avenue, Xujing Town, Qingpu District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Luan chunxia Wu dongpin Wang baozheng

Tel 86-021-80410258 86-021-80410258 86-021-80410258

Mobile 86-13661819792 86-15102100812 86-18511856895

E-Mail 591227179@qq.com 535433073@qq.com 18511856895@163.com

Since its establishment, Shanghai chaohang Exhibition Co., Ltd. (a wholly-owned subsidiary of Shanghai Changfa 
Geotechnical Engineering Survey Technology Co., Ltd.) has always believed in the enterprise tenet of “customer first, honest 
service and continuous innovation”. We always adhere to the nuclear psychological concept of “creating value for customers”, 
devote ourselves to studying market demand, and provide services to customers with solid professional skills and pragmatic 
working attitude. Main business: professional exhibition hall scheme planning, design and construction services, conference and 
exhibition services, stage lighting design and installation services, decoration design and construction services, etc.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ079
Guangzhou Haoming Exhibition Service Co., Ltd
Room 519, floor 5, building a, National Convention and Exhibition Center, Qingpu District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Ye xinman Liu xinjie Liu shanshan

Tel 86-020-34397063 86-020-34261153 86-020-34397090

Mobile 86-13925055837 86-13345839221 86-13570940816

E-Mail xinman.ye@qq.com 741711470@qq.com 361024318@qq.com

Guangzhou Haoming Exhibition Service Co., Ltd. is a company committed to the design and construction of international large-
scale exhibitions, providing global integrated international exhibition services. The company has the first-class qualification of design 
and construction integration of exhibition and display engineering of China Association of exhibition halls, the first-class qualification 
of exhibition engineering of China Association of exhibition halls, the first-class qualification of exhibition engineering of Guangzhou 
Exhibition Industry Association, the first-class qualification of design and construction of exhibition and display engineering of 
Shenzhen Conference and Exhibition Industry Association, and the special decoration qualification of China Import and export 
commodities fair, and has obtained the "contract abiding and trustworthy" Excellent honorary certificates such as top 100 exhibition 
enterprises in Guangdong Province, China Exhibition Summit Forum, seminar on the 50th anniversary of the establishment of 
diplomatic relations between China and Egypt, International Equipment Manufacturing Expo, Food Expo, consumer Expo, etc. He 
has provided high-quality services for the Canton Fair, consumer Expo, China International Fair, Lanzhou International Fair, Asia 
Europe Expo, China Construction Expo, Home Expo, American Expo and Shenzhen fashion home design week. Haoming Exhibition 
(abbreviated as the company) is headquartered in Guangzhou and has branches in Shanghai and Shenzhen. Its own factories in 
Guangzhou and Shanghai cover an area of 10000 square meters, and the Shanghai branch is set up in the exhibition hall of the 
China International Fair, which can respond in time and meet the needs of customers during the exhibition. The company adheres 
to the management mode of “communication is the most important thing in human communication. The most important task is to 
do”. With excellent design team and strict project construction management talents, rich experience and high-quality service, the 
company provides customers with global integrated display solutions, which has become the style of every customer and has been 
unanimously praised.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ080
ORIENTAL EXPO SERVICES (BEIJING) LIMITED
Room 606, 6/F, Richen International Center, No.13 Nongzhanguan South Street, Chaoyang District, Beijing, China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Jie Li Leon An Eddie An

Tel 86-010-65671880-252 86-18601281778 86-010-65671880

Mobile 86-18601928252 86-18601281778 86-13901103006

E-Mail ciie@orientalexpo.net leon.an@orientalexpo.net eddiean@orientalexpo.net

Oriental Expo Services (Beijing).,Ltd. provides professional exhibition and convention planning, design, operation and 
construction services for partners all over the world. Oriental Expo is committed to the global marketing activities and  professional 
exhibition services, aims to provide our partners with comprehensive exhibition and promotion solutions.

Oriental Expo was founded in 1997. For more than 20 years in the industry, it currently has five branches including Hong 
Kong, Shanghai, and Shenzhen etc., providing excellent services for partnering companies all over the world.

Oriental Expo has a comprehensive management system. 
We are official members of the following: China Chamber of International Commerce (ICC). China Association for Exhibition 

Centers. ISO9001:2008 Quality System Certification. Enterprise Credibility Classification AAA. National Top Ten Awards for 
Exhibition Booth Construction

We are also honored and privileged as the Official Contractor for CIIE(Shanghai), Official Contractor for National 
Pavilion(CIIE), Official Contractor for customized booth(CIIE).

Oriental Expo, as the permanent member of the Technical Committee of National Exhibition Standardization Organization, has 
drafted th National Technical Standard for Booth Build-up and finished GB/T33490-2017 as National Standard.

Oriental Expo has many years of service in the industries of aviation, aerospace, defense, petroleum, engineering machinery, 
textile etc. It has strong experience and industry reputation in the planning, design, operation and hosting various domestic and 
international exhibitions, and has won the trust of the government and well-known enterprises internationally.

Oriental Expo is your image designer and builder. Your image, we help you to build and display!
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ081
Beijing Metron Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Room 116-119, Tower East, No. 56 FuQian Street, NanFaXin, Shunyi District, Beijing, P.R. China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Jia di Du meng Huang yue

Tel 86-010-6947-5885-102 86-010-69475885-109 86-010-69475885-109

Mobile 86-18518983636 86-15810300032 86-13672092167

E-Mail jody.jia@metron-china.com damon.du@metron-china.com yue.huang@metron-china.com

Beijing Metron Exhibition Co., Ltd. started as a fair construction company in 2004 with the name Beijing Winkels. As of 
01.10.2018 we have a change in the main ownership and are now part of our German Partners metron eging GmbH. Since 2004 
our work scope has developed more and more. We now offer services from: designing your dreams and wishes, with our Design 
Department in Beijing; planning your construction and realizing it in our factory in Tangshan, with our German production leader. 
Another important factor is the production in the highest environmental standards of the Chinese government. This advantage 
gives us the opportunity of producing the whole year under every circumstance. We will be marketing your products in Grand 
China and Asia Pacific in the best way with our German standards. Summarize we have around 80 employees; stretching from 
Technicians, Designers, Marketing, German Carpenters, Financial Consultant, Painters, Logisticians and German Engineers.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ082
Shanghai Yiyue Exhibition Co.,Ltd.
Room 2206, material building, No. 350, Shanxi South Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Yang jiahui Dai xinhua Qian zhiliang

Tel 86-021-63232086 86-021-63230107 86-021-63219372

Mobile 86-13817123778 86-13817708756 86-13801749524

E-Mail 491164445@qq.com 362906866@qq.com 121171944@qq.com

Shanghai Yiyue Exhibition Co., Ltd., formerly known as the Exhibition Department of Shanghai Medical Device Industry (Group) 
company, was established in 1992. Since the first session of the China International Medical Device Expo, it has been one of the 
major exhibition design and production enterprises since the 83rd session. It has also been awarded the first batch of Shanghai 
exhibition engineering enterprise qualifications by the Shanghai Exhibition Industry Association.

The company has 500 square meters of warehouse storage standard booth, nearly 1000 sets of aluminum profiles, other types of 
props, electrical materials, etc., as well as more than 13000 square meters of production site.

The core business of the company is the design and construction of the exhibition group of China International Medical 
Device Expo (spring and Autumn), the construction of booth venues for large-scale exhibitions such as China International 
Fair, Industrial Expo and auto show, as well as the layout and construction of several domestic spring and Autumn Auctions. 
Fortunately, I participated in the design and construction of the second Import Expo and won the Bronze Award for the green 
booth of the Import Expo.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ083
CYTS-LINKAGE PUBLIC RELATIONS CONSULTING CO., LTD
12/F, CYTS Plaza, No.5 Dongzhimen South Avenue, Dongcheng District, Beijing 100007, China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Zheng longchun Li zhenghao Zhang xiaolei

Tel 86-021-61295230 86-010-58158517 86-010-58158895

Mobile 86-13262982927 86-15611221855 86-18611863100

E-Mail zhenglc@cytslinkage.com zh.li.@cytslinkage.com zhangxl@cytslinkage.com

Established in 2007, CYTS-Linkage is an integrated marketing and integrated resort management enterprise under China 
Everbright Group and China Youth Travel Service (CYTS). Headquartered in Beijing,Adhering to the business philosophy of 
“Communications for Business Advantage” CYTS-Linkage engages in the tourism, IT, consumer goods, healthcare, automobile, 
government, finance and other sectors. With an accurate grasp of the industry trends, the company strategically taps into the 
market resources and innovates integrated solutions, so as to provide government bodies and corporate clients with a wide range 
of services such as event marketing, digital marketing, destination marketing, and integrated resort management. It has created 
China's superior products in the fields of international conference management.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ084
Shanghai D.Rain Exhibition Design Co.,Ltd
Room802,Building A,NO.1018,Mingzhu Rd,Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

He xue Chen feng Hong ming

Tel 86-021-69009379 86-021-69009379 86-021-69009379

Mobile 86-18616150735 86-18621197962 86-18049709379

E-Mail snowhe@drain-expo.com cheng@drain-expo.com market@drain-expo.com

D.Rain was established in Shanghai,serving the world,delicated to the brand promotion service system,serving for clients 
in performance marketing, conference, theme ceremony, and exhibition hall.D.Rain provide a full range of customize integrated 
services for clients.According to helping rebuilt exhibition, D.Rain have been helping the expression, performance, industry and 
operation of clients. In those brand marketing actives,D.Rain help them to improve creativity, finally get channel to globalization 
and brand creativity. 

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ085
SHANGHAI NATURAL EXPO LIMITED
801, building A, Lane 2419, Hunan Road, Pudong New Area, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Wang dan Zhang yinyin Chen juan

Tel 86-021-50677689 86-021-50677689 86-021-50677689

Mobile 86-18721051305 86-18361907707 86-15900528891

E-Mail 453138210@qq.com 1600960287@qq.com 24629977@qq.com

Shanghai nanshai Exhibition Co., Ltd. was established in Shanghai, the international fashion capital, and has large 
professional factory bases in Qidong and Guangzhou respectively.

With the unique geographical location and production advantages, we focus on comprehensive services such as exhibition, 
commercial space, exhibition hall planning and event planning. Since its inception, we know that good communication, innovative 
design, excellent production and high-quality service are the foundation of our survival. We provide a full range of services 
from planning, design to overall implementation for many excellent customers at home and abroad. We have a stable, efficient, 
professional and dedicated team, and maintain long-term and stable cooperation with many excellent enterprises around the world. 
We strive to strive for excellence in every cooperation with every customer and create a better future.

A first-class team achieves first-class quality.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ086
Beijing CIEC International Exhibition Construction Co., Ltd
No.6, North 3rd Ring Road East Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing, P.R.China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Gao luzi Liu bin Liu bin

Tel 86-010-84600424 86-010-84600440 86-010-84600440

Mobile 86-18611435937 86-18611090006 86-18611090006

E-Mail gaoluzi@ciec.com.cn gaoluzi@ciec.com.cn liubin@ciec.com.cn

Since establied, Beijing CIEC International Exhibition Construction Co., Ltd has contracted the design, production, and 
construction exhibition projects for domestic and overseas large -scale exhibitions organized by the Chinese government. The 
company's business includes design and undertaking booths, and provides home contracting services, conferences and exhibition 
plans, museums and exhibits, and brand store decoration for the organizational organizational agency. The company is committed 
to providing a complete marketing planning plan for the integrity and consistency of the customer brand. With rich experience 
in business experience, keen grasp of the market and the understanding of customer needs, the company has established a 
good image among customers at home and abroad with innovative design concepts, high -quality and rigorous manufacturing 
technology, and detailed and thoughtful services. 

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ087
Real Time Printing (Shanghai) Co.,Ltd
No.508 Guangye Rd,Jinshan District, Shanghai, China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Zhang yin Wu ping Luo xirong

Tel 86-021-37215999 86-021-37215999 86-021-37215999

Mobile 86-13918433858 86-13795426356 86-18616609189

E-Mail zy@rtp.sh.cn tracy@rtp.sh.cn lxr@rtp.sh.cn

Real Time Printing (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. has its own facility of more than 30,000 square meters, with several advanced 
production equipment. The company has ISO9001:2015 quality management system, ISO14001:2015 environmental 
management system, FSC forest supervision system, G7 color management certification. The main customers cover many 
famous international and domestic brands. The company is a high-tech enterprise with more than 30 design and R&D personnel.

Combining international advanced concepts, the company has formed an integrated service of creative design, product 
structure design, production, processing and assembly, logistics installation and recycling for the brand. The business line 
covers high-end, convenient and environmentally friendly scene-type exhibition, display, display props, advertising, promotional 
packaging products and services.

Companies use the advantage of professional design experience, combined with the national environmental protection 
policies, increasing environmental protection material vertical corrugated in exhibition booth, conference, road shows, and other 
areas of the business, increase investment in equipment and team, formed a new environmental protection material research 
and development, sales and provide customers with environmental protection new materials application from design to a series 
of solutions business scenarios, convention and exhibition services.

In the process of operation, the company has won many honors, including the Benny Award of American Printing in 
2017, the bronze award of American Printing Benny Award in 2018, and the title of Little Giant of Jinshan District Science and 
Technology in 2021.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ088
omaten
5th floor, building 2, No. 398, Jinglian Road, Minhang District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Chen yi Gao xing Wei yana

Tel 86-021-51098588-353 86-021-51098588-292 86-021-51098588-352

Mobile 86-18817558880 86-18918152621 86-13381815888

E-Mail 353@omaten.com xing.gao@omaten.com 352@omaten.com

Omaten exhibition is a professional exhibition enterprise dedicated to global brand creative marketing services. Based in 
Shanghai, the service network covers 602 cities in 106 countries around the world, with an average annual construction area of 
more than 400000 square meters at home and abroad. Omaten builds EI system to activate brand value in an all-round way.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ089
Beijing Feel Young International Co.,Ltd.
Room 2112, Block C, Wanda Plaza, Tongzhou District, Beijing

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Andy Nimo Wang huihui

Tel 86-010-80881570-811 86-010-80888564-811 86-010-60560670-805

Mobile 86-13810088051 86-15901419061 86-15010968415

E-Mail lh@feelyoung.net.cn ctt@feelyoung.net.cn whh@feelyoung.net.cn

Beijing Feel Young International Co.,Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as: Feiyang International) provide a “one-stop” service for the 
construction of global exhibitions, and is committed to “connecting you and me with creativity”.  

The “Green Exhibition System” developed by Feiyang International has helped companies participate in the CIIE for many 
years, and won the “CIIE Green Booth Award”.has passed ISO9001:2015 quality management system and ISO4001:2015 
environmental management system certification.

Feiyang International is the designated and recommended builder of many national and international exhibitions such as  
China-Africa Economic and Trade Expo, China International Consumer Goods Expo, and China Import and Export Fair.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ090
shanghai siacheng-expo CO.,LIMITED
27C Floor,NO.8 Dongfang Road,Pudong New District,Shanghai,China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Yu lulu Su lifang Yu lulu

Tel 86-021-62265573 86-021-62265573 86-021-62265573

Mobile 86-13651676557 86-13701719974 86-13651676557

E-Mail lulu.yu@saicheng-expo.com lynne.su@saicheng-expo.com lulu.yu@saicheng-expo.com

Shanghai Saiorange Exhibition Service Co., Ltd. was established in 2015 in Shanghai China with a registered capital of 10 
million Chinese yuan. It is an exhibition service provider specializing in booth planning and construction. The factory covers an area 
of 6000 square meters and has nearly 100 employees. We serve customers in 68 cities of five continents by providing integrated 
services from planning design, transportation, construction, to warehousing.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ091
Jiangsu Heama International Co.,Ltd.
Room 4107-09,CSSD Tower, No.15 Moon Bay Road, Suzhou Industry Park, Jiangsu, China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Zeng aiyun Zhou feng Guan guangshuai

Tel 86-0512-66666166 86-0512-66666166 86-051266666166

Mobile 86-18006210058 86-18662309176 86-18013760908

E-Mail izzy@heama-expo.com sales@heama-expo.com sean@heama-expo.com

Jiangsu Heama International Exhibition Co., Ltd. is committed to global exhibition and conference services, to provide 
exhibitors at home and abroad with the design and implementation of space only booth.

Heama was founded in 2012, headquartered in Suzhou, through ten years of development, our customer group involved in 
dozens of industries, serve more than 5,000 customers, in nearly 30 countries.

We have a senior designer team, professional construction team, experienced business team, and international multi-lingual 
employees. At present, we have served nearly 100 high-end exhibitions and integrated global resources to provide global exhibition 
operation services.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ092
AVIC Huiying (Beijing) Exhibition Co., Ltd
No. 9, Dongmianhua Hutong, South Street, Jiaodaokou, Dongcheng District, Beijing, P. R. China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Zhang wenjing Sun jiaqi Zhang wenjing

Tel 86-13901314537 86-13426244912 86-13901314537

Mobile 86-13901314537 86-13426244912 86-13901314537

E-Mail zhhy2021@126.com 514854221@qq.com zhhy2021@126.com

AVIC Huiying (Beijing) Exhibition Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as the Company) is a wholly-owned subsidiary of AVIC Culture 
Co., Ltd., a functional unit directly under Aviation Industry Corporation of China, Ltd. Founded in 1997, the Company was formerly 
known as AVIC International Exhibition Co., Ltd., has developed into a cultural project management company that provides the 
government, military, enterprises and institutions with image propaganda, exposition planning and design, exposition hall design and 
construction, cultural and creative product development and other brand communication services.  

The Company has obtained more than ten professional qualification certificates, such as Level I Enterprise Qualification 
Certificate of China Association for Exhibition Centers, ISO9001 international quality certification, ISO14001 environmental quality 
certification, B-level qualification as specialized contractor of building decoration engineering, and B-level qualification for special 
design of building decoration engineering, etc.. 

 Since its establishment, the Company has undertaken the China International Aviation & Aerospace Exposition (Zhuhai Airshow), 
CHE and other large exposition services. It has designed and built more than 50 exhibition halls for aviation, aerospace, military and 
local government; It has planned and undertaken large-scale activities such as the aviation centennial retrospective exhibition and 
international UAV competition. In the new era, led by the mission of “serving the country with aviation and strengthening the country 
with aviation” and adhering to the value concept of "infinite creativity, sincere service and shared growth", AVIC Huiying is committed 
to providing customers with services beyond their expectations and is striving to become an ambitious, powerful, cordial, dignified, 
specialized and innovative company that “leads the aviation cultural industry, spread the aviation culture self-confidence, have first-
class professional level, and serve domestic and foreign markets”. 
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ093
Ambrosius Exhibition Design and Building (Shanghai) Co.,Ltd.
Office 504, Bdg 1, HuiXin Intl Mansion, 333 YiShan Rd, XuHui District, 200030 Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Stein Zhang Jason Xu Peix Wang

Tel 86-021-62285533 86-021-62285533 86-021-62285533

Mobile 86-18616994983 86-13818407066 86-13671897219

E-Mail stein.zhang@ambrosius-china.cn jason.xu@ambrosius-china.cn peix.wang@ambrosius-china.cn

AMBROSIUS, started in Frankfurt, Germany in 1872, is one of the leading internationally renowned suppliers in the exhibition 
construction industry. Ambrosius China, settled in Shanghai in 2004, has also become a very powerful and excellent brand 
in the past two decades, with the vigorous development of China's exhibition industry. Inheriting the high-quality tradition of 
Germany, Ambrose China is well-known for its “high-quality and professionalism”. It has continued to serve high-end automobile 
manufacturers such as Mercedes-Benz, Maserati, and Volvo for years. It is recently winning the good reputation among chemical 
industry giants, such as Schaeffler, LANXESS, Pirelli and so on. “German quality, made in China” was, is and is to be the 
implementation philosophy of Ambrosius China. 

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ094
Shanghai Showtown (global) exhibition Co. Ltd.
Room 607,  Building B, No.568, Huaxu Road, Qingpu district, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Xu xianqiang Tony Sophie

Tel 86-021-59765068 86-021-59765068 86-021-69729087

Mobile 86-13611978809 86-18964105863 86-13564927420

E-Mail allen@messeshowtown.com tony@messeshowtown.com info@messeshowtown.com

Shanghai Showtown (global) exhibition Co. Ltd. is a high-level professional company specializing in domestic and international 
brand planning, large-scale exhibition, museum, Planning Museum, enterprise exhibition hall, hotel club, commercial space and 
other engineering planning, design and construction. It has rich planning and design experience, exquisite production technology, 
project construction management and professional technical workers. Comprehensively improve the new concepts, new materials, 
new technologies and new service concepts of the domestic and international exhibition industry, and become a new concept 
for the development of exhibition services for customers. Adhering to the development path of specialization, branding and 
internationalization, it has gathered a number of excellent design teams and professional project construction management talents. 
The company provides all-round high-quality professional services for hundreds of well-known enterprises around the world every 
year, and has won extensive praise from customers with exquisite construction technology, perfect design scheme and high-quality 
professional services.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ095
BOYAN (BEIJING) INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION CO., LTD.
Room 708, Chaowai MEN Office Building Tower A, No.26 Chaowai Str., Chaoyang District, Beijing, 100020, China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Yang fang Yang zhili Yang fang

Tel 86-010-65523253 86-010-65523253 86-010-65523253

Mobile 86-13911632272 86-13552219606 86-13911632272

E-Mail jackie@boyanexpo.com rebecca@boyanexpo.com jackie@boyanexpo.com

Boyan (Beijing) International Exhibition Co., Ltd. was established in Beijing in 2013 with a registered capital of 10 million RMB. 
We provide global exhibition and public relations activities services, with strong business experience and resources in Europe, Asia, 
America and China. We have served government and domestic enterprises for a long time, and also served customers at previous 
CIIE, including:CIIE 2019-China Pavilion, CIIE 2020-Zhejiang, CIIE 2021-Zhejiang, CIIE 2021-The 20th Anniversary of WTO. 
Sincerely look forward to cooperating with you in 2022!
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ096
Shanghai Bunge Exhibition Engineering Co., Ltd
401, block B, Hushen e valley, No. 19, Lane 133, Guangzhong Road, Minhang District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Shen jian Chen jun Li minghao

Tel 86-13381715275 86-13402052041 86-13482128373

Mobile 86-13381715275 86-13402052041 86-13482128373

E-Mail bungechina@vip.sina.com bungechina@126.com bungejane@126.com

Shanghai bunge Exhibition Engineering Co., Ltd., established in 2012, Is an exhibition enterprise certified by ISO9000 
international quality system. Bunge has been dedicated to providing integrated exhibition service including professional domestic/
international display, hall design and construction. The company is featured by advanced concept, innovation and teamwork, with 
cutting-edge international service philosophy and people-oriented corporation culture rooted deeply. It's the company's mission to 
provide global comprehensive display solution to customers.

Bunge gathered the top professional and technical personnel at home and abroad in the plant of tens of thousands square 
meters to escort the needs of customers. Bunge wins a high reputation in the industry and popularity with customers with initiative 
working attitude, attentive service and strong strength in design and production, thus successfully established long-term satisfying 
business relationships with our customers. Our business covers all over China mainland market, and also reach China Hong Kong, 
Germany, The United States, Dubai, Canada, India and so on, providing one-stop service for international exhibitions.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ097
Shanghai Maluo Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.
6/F, #28. Building, No. 4671, Caoan Road, Jiading District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Amy Levi Mark

Tel 86-021-52277196 86-021-52277196 86-021-52277196

Mobile 86-13671543558 86-13512120779 86-18930374889

E-Mail 414370589@qq.com 419565053@qq.com 1003052652@qq.com

Shanghai Maluo Exhibition Services Co., Ltd. (hereafter referred to as the “Maluo Exhibition”), founded in 2011, mainly works on 
the services involving the booth design and setup, business exhibition hall planning, multimedia interactive display, metaverse space 
design, large-scale event arrangement and other professional exhibition activities for companies, and the business scope of the 
Company has covered global urban conventions and exhibitions.

Maluo Exhibition has been royally dedicated to exhibition services for 11 years, served 27 worldwide top 500 businesses, and 
engaged in more than 3000 large-scale domestic and overseas exhibition projects, earning recognitions from all walks of life. The 
company got involved  “China Association for Exhibition Center " in early 2018 and “Shanghai Convention Exhibition Industries 
Association” in November during the year and other domestic authorities, and won qualification certificates. We understand 
international and domestic exhibition policies, and offer one-stop & all-around exhibition planning and extended services for domestic 
and foreign companies by feat of the most stable construction management mode, up-to-date design, high-class services, reasonable 
project price and sound after services.

The curators of Maluo aim at building all projects into high-quality products by feat of ingenuous services;
Culture of Maluo Exhibition: Only make yourself moved before touching the guys around you!
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ098
BroadMesse International Culture & Technology  Company (Shanghai) Limited
BroadMesse Industrial Park Address: No. 1518, Keyuan Road, Zhangjiang, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

karry.chen Liu hongling karry.chen

Tel 86-021-51691922-8306 86-021-51691922 86-021-51691922-8306

Mobile 86-13818722437 86-13917895181 86-13818722437

E-Mail karry.chen@broadmesse.com ling@broadmesse.com karry.chen@broadmesse.com

GLOBAL BUSINESS, Founded at Munich Germany, Headquarter at Shanghai. 1000 employees + 100 long-term partners 
worldwide.  Own one Technology & Creative park and 2 buildings for a total of 24,000 m² area, one of the top exhibition & experience 
companies in the world. 

We focusing on design and build stands and events for International tradeshow and exhibitions.  Planning, designing and 
building museums, science centers and visitor centers.   Researching, developing and producing virtual reality, augment reality, digital 
contents, hardware, software and system integration of intelligent digital exhibits and experiences.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ099
Shanghai didian architectural decoration design Engineering Co. Ltd
Building 162, Dongfang Huigu, Lane 2999, Bao'an highway, Jiading District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Zhang gang Li jieying Wang lianghua

Tel 86-021-56586300 86-021-56586300 86-021-56586300

Mobile 86-13761237834 86-13472417657 86-15000257922

E-Mail 2881585691@qq.com 2881585693@qq.com 2881585690@qq.com

Didian international is a high-level professional company engaged in the planning, design and construction of domestic and 
international brand planning, large-scale exhibitions, museums, planning museums, enterprise exhibition halls and other projects. 
It has rich planning and design experience and exquisite production technology. It has the first-class qualification of Shanghai 
Exhibition Engineering, and has passed the ISO9001 quality management system certification and ISO14001 environmental 
management system certification.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ100
GUANGDONG TALI EXPOTECH CO.,LTD.
Room 601, Building K, No. 728, Shibei Industrial Road, Dashi Street, Panyu District, Guangzhou City, Guangdong

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Yan junzhao Li yan Li han

Tel 86-020-85827173 86-020-85827173 86-020-39921781

Mobile 86-13560152334 86-13922345579 86-13826461771

E-Mail xocisu@tgl-expo.com echo@tgl-expo.com lihan@tgl-expo.com

Guangdong Tali Expotech Company was established in 2005, with a strong creative design and supervision team, which 
business covering exhibitions, conferences, event planning, etc. Serving domestic first-line brands (Midea, San'an, Poly, 
Gree, etc.) and many international first-class enterprises (Alibaba, Hisense, Haier, etc.) for a long time. TGL has got the ISO 
9001:2008 certification, CAEC 1-Grade quality certification, Certificate of enterprise credit grade A, and so on. Once ranked 
first in the comprehensive strength evaluation of 150 qualified exhibition companies in the Canton Fair. With its own factory 
and workers, quite a lot Germany import materials and equipment commonly used. With a professional team of more than 100 
people and more than 15 years experience, rich experience in exhibition construction in domestic and overseas (IFA, CES, 
AWE, AirshowChina, CIIE, etc.), we are committed to providing the best and creative solutions for customers.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ101
Beijing ArtAeon International Expo co., Ltd.
13th floor, Block E, beichenfu center V, Chaoyang District, Beijin

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Gao dandan Wang tianshi Gao dandan

Tel 86-010-60150545 86-010-60150545 86-010-60150545

Mobile 86-13488785935 86-13811713363 86-13488785935

E-Mail 328673739@qq.com 328673739@qq.com 328673739@qq.com

Founded in 2004, Beijing Art Aeon Group has been providing services for large listed companies, advertising 
companies, government and the state-owned units, since its inception. To meet the needs of expanding business scope, 
we established Beijing Art Aeon Construction and Decoration Company in 2008 and Beijing Art Aeon International Expo 
Company in 2013; set up branch offices successively in Guangzhou, Shanghai, Shanxi, Shandong, Harbin and other places; 
built strategic partnership with companies in Wuhan, Tianjin, Chongqing, Xi'an etc., and successfully provided designing 
and other related service for FOTON, KERUI OIL, CRRC, SINOPEC, TSINGHUA TONFANG, HUAWEI, BENZ, BMW. Our 
design and service cover a great variety of industries for most well-known brands home and abroad. The business scope 
include exhibition, tooling, conference activities, exhibition hall, planning museum, culture a exhibition hall and so on. 
After more than 10 years’ development, Beij ing Art Aeon have attracted 36 talents from the Central Academy of 
Fine Arts and other major domestic colleges and universities, and all the talented managers have over eight years’ 
experience in this industry. Our factories in Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and other places have a total area of 
32,000 square meters. We have a stable construction team of more than 170 people, a professional technical team 
of 48 people. Beijing Art Aeon obtained the first-grade qualification of Expo Engineering and Design & Construction 
awarded by Chinese Exhibit ion Museum Associat ion and also other highest level of qual i f icat ions. We passed 
ISO9001 and achieved the Environmental Management System certification. And was honored ""Excellent Design 
and Construction Company"" many times in state and local government held large-scale exhibit ion of all levels. 
With the needs to expand business, Beijing ArtAeon Expo co., LTD., which has been working hard in China's convention 
and exhibition industry for many years, adjusted its strategic layout in 2016 to become an “expert of exhibition industry for 
customization”. We will make unremitting efforts to build a world-class professional team with the unique “craftsman spirit”.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ102
a&a Expo International China
NO . 9 shuangqiao East Rd . Chaoyang District , Beijing.100121

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Lucan Lu Bill Wen Matthew Wang

Tel 86-010-89508951 86-010-89508951 86-010-89508951

Mobile 86-15811204441 86-13811190772 86-15221031426

E-Mail lucan@aaexpo.com.cn bill@aaexpo.com.cn matthew@aaexpo.com.cn

a&a Expo International China (Beijing) Co., Ltd. (a&a Expo International China) is subordinate to the Dutch a&a Expo 
International Group, which provides the total solution with integrated services of international exhibition. Since entering the Chinese 
market in 2003, by combining the experience and technology of the European headquarter with the actual operation of the domestic 
market, a&a Expo International China has developed the elastic solutions. In addition, in the past 19 years, our company had 
provided high-quality exhibition stands and services for many international brands and activities, such as  Volkswagen, Audi, Porsche, 
Bentley, Maserati, Haier, etc. At the same time, as an official contractor, the company participated in the constructed work of the 
Olympic Club of the 2022 Beijing Winter Olympics and won wide acclaim from the International Olympic Committee. In general, a&a 
Expo International China had always upheld the principle of "Quality first and service first" and enjoyed a high reputation among its 
customers. But "this is far from enough.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ103
Beijing Zuo Shang Exhibition Co. , Ltd.
No. 1-C1107, district 1, Gu Ba road, area outside a city Gate Street, Fangshan District, China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Shi naixian Fan huiyuan Shi naixian

Tel 86-010-61516790 86-010-61516790 86-010-61516790

Mobile 86-13126644000 86-18800189627 13126644000

E-Mail zuoshangbj@163.com 1604244022@qq.com zuoshangbj@163.com

Beijing Zuoshang Exhibition Co. Ltd. is established on June 17,2011, and it is located in the capital city of Beijing, with the 
detailed address: C1107(Group Registration)-No. 1, District 1, Gu Ba road, the city Gate Street, Fangshan District,Beijing city, 
China  ; According to the National Enterprise Credit Information Announcement System, the credit code/tax code of Beijing 
Zuo Shang Exhibition Co. , Ltd. is 9110105576891870E, the legal person is Shi Maoxin, the registered capital is 1001.000000 
RMB, the business scope of the enterprise is: To undertake exhibitions; Planning and design management; urban landscaping; 
landscaping design; landscaping engineering; Landscape Design; Sports Event Planning; Sports Operation (Excluding high-risk 
Sports) ; Conference Service; Organizing Cultural and artistic exchange activities (except performances) ; Computer Graphic 
Design and production; technical consultation (except intermediaries) ; economic and Trade Consultation; Business Management 
Consultation (except intermediaries) ; Sales of handicrafts, electronic products, instruments, computers, computer software and 
auxiliary equipment; Import and Export of goods and Technologies (except those prohibited by the state or involving administrative 
examination and approval) ; Import and Export Agency; Construction General Contract; professional contract; Construction 
Engineering Design; Construction Engineering Investigation; intelligent system design. (market entities shall, in accordance with 
the law, independently select business projects and carry out business activities. They shall not engage in business activities of 
projects that are prohibited or restricted by the industrial policies of the state or this municipality after the relevant departments 
have approved the design of construction projects, the investigation of construction projects, the design of intelligent building 
systems and the projects subject to approval according to the law.)

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ104
Shanghai Corning Exhibition Service Co.,Ltd.
16th Floor, Building 4, Lane 500, Jianyun Road, Pudong New Area, Shanghai,China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Xu Jing Zhang Feng Paul

Tel 86-021-5042 7059 86-021-5042 7057 86-021-6816 1807

Mobile 86-15921780247 86-15921779874 86-13816978125

E-Mail 2881420532@qq.com 2881420539@qq.com 282431150@qq.com

Koning Exhibition was established in 2010.It is a professional exhibition company integrating design, production and construction.
A professional company mainly engaged in the design and production of booths, the design and decoration of corporate exhibition 
halls and specialty stores, and the on-site layout of large-scale conference activities.The company's annual booth area exceeds 
20,000 square meters.Keep 0 accidents, and the overall customer satisfaction is high.Have professional project management 
personnel, design team and construction team.The company has obtained the second-level construction qualification of China 
Exhibition, the second-level construction qualification of Shanghai Convention and Exhibition Industry Association, and has ISO 9001 
quality management system/iso 14001 environmental management system certification.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ105
LINGTONG EXHIBITION SYSTEM CO.,LTD.
NO.333,Changhong East Road,Yaoguan,Wujin,Changzhou,Jiangsu,China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Shu qianhuan Yao hanzong Qian cheng

Tel 86-13701764005 86-15221400691 86-13611934457

Mobile 86-13701764005 86-15221400691 86-13611934457

E-Mail 594819373@qq.com yaohanzong@qq.com 785310231@qq.com

Founded in 1986, LINGTONG was the pioneer specialized in developing, researching and producing exhibition system 
products in China. LINGTONG persists in the target of “Transform Enterprise into Platform, Employees into Makers, and 
meet Personalized Demands”, adhering to the enterprise spirit of “Conscientious to work, sincere to people” all the time. 
LINGTONG works for the prospect of “Green Exhibition, Universal Service” and insist on the quality conception of “Best, or 
Nothing”. LINGTONG has been striving “To Build Green Exhibition Service Ecosystem”.By bringing in advanced equipment 
and adopting DIN international standard, LINGTONG exploits, researches and produces over 3000 kinds of products, 
including exhibition frames, furniture, electrical equipment and accessories. Up to 2018, LINGTONG has obtained 335 
patents of technology with Intellectual Property Rights (21patents of invention), including 8 PCT, 1 copyright of computer 
software, and established a technology standard of products which is authorized by the State Bureau of Quality and 
Technical Supervision. LINGTONG is the vice general director and secretary-general unit of CAEC, the chairman of 
Professional Committee for Exhibition Engineering of CAEC, the vice president of CCES. LINGTONG is the recommended 
service provider for the equipment leasing items and designated service provider for financial assistance items for 
participation in World Expo 2010 Shanghai. LINGTONG has rich experience in serving large projects including CIIE, The 
sco summit,World Economic Forum in Davos, Youth Olympic Games, and 8th China Flower Expo. (For details, please refer 
to the company's official website: www.ling-tong.com)

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ106
COSCO SHIPPING GLOBAL EXHIBITION SERVICES (BEIJING) CO., LTD.
10F, Building 10, 131 Alley, Guoshun Road, Yangpu Dist, Shanghai, China, 200433

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Wang yubo Li mingyu Zhong jiahui

Tel 86-021-65382586 86-010-51568304 86-010-51568321

Mobile 86-17611367199 86-15210157544 86-15811483267

E-Mail wang.yubo@coscoshipping.com li.mingyu@coscoshipping.com zhong.jiahui@coscoshipping.com

COSCO Shipping Global Exhibition Services (Beijing) Co., Ltd. is affiliated with COSCO Shipping Group which is one of 
Chinese large central enterprises and on the list of Fortune Global 500. The main business of our company covers international 
trade fairs, art exhibitions, cultural relics exhibitions, intergovernmental exchange activities and so on. Since 2000, our company 
has devoted to provide full and comprehensive one-stop services including planning, consultation, renting venues, design, 
exhibition materials production, international logistics, set-up and layout, media promotion, oversea receptions, etc. related to 
international convention and exhibition activities for many departments of Government, cultural and artistic institutions, social 
organizations, associations, enterprise and institutions, etc.

At present, COSCO Shipping Group has established the top ten oversea area companies at Hong Kong, Europe, North 
America, South America, Southeast Asia, west Asia, Africa, Australia, Japan and South Korea and about 1050 abroad companies 
at over 70 countries and areas. Among them, 8 companies are listed companies. 

Relying on the global network and comprehensive strength of COSCO Shipping Group and adhering to the service tenet of “Your 
Success Is Our Greatest Wish”, our company has accumulated abundant worldwide experience with professional skills and high 
responsible attitude.  At present, our company has formed a global network and business chain based on Beijing as the center and 
branch offices from Shanghai, Guangzhou, Xi’an, and main cities of continents as the radiation points.

COSCO Shipping Global Exhibition Services (Beijing) Co., Ltd. has been serving the construction of the CIIE for four 
consecutive times, and has served more than 110 exhibitors from more than 20 countries, with a total construction area of more 
than 10000 square meters.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ107
EYECHOICE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION &EXHIBITION GROUP CO.LTD
Room 2112, West Tower, building C, poly World Trade Center, No. 1000 Xingang East Road, Haizhu District, Guangzhou

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Bin zhicheng Jiang zhouwei Bin zhicheng

Tel 86-020-22233579/86-021-33680869 86-020-22233579/86-021-33680869 86-020-22233579/86-021-33680869

Mobile 86-13002012689 86-18688841492 86-13002012689

E-Mail eyechioce@163.com expoman@126.com eyechioce@163.com

Canton Fair Cetification Company.Established in 2006,EYECHOICE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION&EXHIBITION GROUP 
CO.LTD., Ltd. Formed the headquarter in CBD area of Pazhou complex which will be an absolute geographical advantage 
in exhibition service and spot supervision. We hope we could help you to gain resplendence in your business because of our 
combination of timeliness. We have a branch in Hongkong,Shanghai&Shenzhen.

Our services include Exhibition Booth Design and Construction; Conference Planning and Execution; Event Planning and 
Execution; Interior Design and implementation;Brand Company Display Case; Show Shelf; Mall Showcase; Showroom Design; VI 
Design and Fabrication; Graphic Ad Design and Fabrication etc.

EyeChoice believes in the value and contribution of each team member. The corporate culture is to create a profitable and 
inclusive workplace, where everyone has the opportunity to develop his skills and talents, and above all, to learn. EyeChoice 
knows that the future depends on the development of talent, professional growth, sharing knowledge and in giving the absolute 
best to clients and guests. By creating a true learning environment and focusing on sharing valuable knowledge with the team 
members and clients, EyeChoice strives for more opportunities for the clients, the team members and for EyeChoice as a whole.

In EyeChoice the right and the left brain work together. Top talent from a multitude of fields are working closely together in 
one team. The team includes architects, Graphic Designers, Exhibit Designers, Production, Account Managers and Marketing 
Specialists, etc. This diverse group of professionals cooperate as a whole to create the ultimate experience.

We provide professional and high quality one-stop-services to our domestic and international customers.
Achieving what your imaging.
EyeChoice Factory in Guangzhou:
Headquarter factory is in Taihe Town,Baiyun District, Guangzhou. The Factory is nearly 3000 sqm and 30 minutes to Panzhou 

Hall. The Factory has the Carpenter Dept; Iron Dept; Baking varnish Dept; Electrician Dept; Artist Dept; Finished product Dept; 
Quality Inspection Dept; Warehouse Dept. We have the professional facility and people serve for you.Tel: 86-20-22233579, 86-21-
33680869, 86-20-38361540, 22233575/6/7, 22233656

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ108
GUANGZHOU HONGMEI EXHIBITION DESIGN CO.LTD
801 room F1 city cion building,xingang 238 road,Haizhu District,Guangzhou

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Bella Luo jian Chen zhiming

Tel 86-020-34073818 86-020-34073818 86-020-34073118

Mobile 86-18138771194 86-13903062819 86-13725406419

E-Mail gzhongmei@163.com gzhongmei@163.com gzhongmei@163.com

Guangzhou Hong Mei Exhibition Design Co., Ltd. is an enterprise to provide exhibition hall, exhibition booth, art space 
Planning, design and construction for the integrated Service Corporation subject. 

As a professional design company, Hong Mei has attract a group of highly creative designer and a high degree of 
professionalism workers. In order to meet customers exhibition promotion project in the main city domestic, our company currently 
has production factories in Guangzhou, Beijing and Shanghai with a total area of nearly 8,300 square meters. In addition, our 
company has passed ISO9001 and ISO14001 quality management system certification.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ109
CHINA NEW TREND EXPO CO.,LTD
Room 622, Building B, National Convention Center Office Building, 333 Songze Avenue

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Yuan Evan  Xiaoli Gong Chen Junfei

Tel 86-021-68911200 86-021-39888779 86-021-39888779

Mobile 86-13122147710 86-18964098613 86-13918982374

E-Mail 13122147710@126.com gongshirley@126.com 460661877@qq.com

CHINA NEW TREND EXPO CO.,LTD.is a professional exhibition company specializing in design and production.lt is one of the 
desianated suppliers for the 2010 Shangha World Expo.The company was established in 2005 with a registered capital of RMB5 
million. Its business scope includes exhibition design and production,commercial space design and production, conference planning 
and layout, interior design and the provision of hardware facilties.The company's business also includes: corporate image planning 
creativity and production,outdoor media release,TVadvertising,shooting,journal editing, providing film and television planning and 
crenketing and commercial public relations services.In Pudong New Area,Shanghai, the company has a professional production 
melortiwith an area of nearly 10000 square meters and complete equipment,and a production team of more than 180 people with 
ears of exhibition experience and exquisite sklls, has 25 project managers and 10 professional designers, and has a modern office 
yevironment and strong engineering construction force to provide customers with professional and comprehensive services.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ110
HOSNExpo Shanghai Co.,Ltd
19E, Building 2, 515 Yishan Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai, China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Gu xin Zhang ming Zhu hui

Tel 86-021-60548354 86-021-60548354 86-13916956031

Mobile 86-15618433506 86-15026513404 86-13916956031

E-Mail elvis.gu@hosnexpo.com vicent.zhang@hosnexpo.com Zhu.hui@hosnexpo.com

HOSNExpo Shanghai Co.,Ltd. is a professional exhibition company dedicated to providing one-stop solutions for global exhibitions.
HOSNExpo has the first-level qualification of exhibition and display engineering, and the second-level qualification of 

engineering design and construction; it has set up offices in Shanghai/Guangzhou/Kunming, and the company's business covers 
Shanghai, Beijing, Xi'an, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Chengdu, Hong Kong, Europe and other domestic and foreign exhibitions,  
The service field involves automobile, chemical medicine and medical treatment, machinery manufacturing and equipment, etc.  
The main service customers are Nissan Auto, Xinhua Medical, BASF, Shanghai Electric Group, Shanghai Huayi Group, Sinochem 
Group and other domestic and foreign enterprises. With rich experience in service management, the company can provide 
customers with one-stop service for exhibition halls.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ111
Beijing Power-Eagle Exhibition Service Co. ,Ltd.
2606, building A, Wanda Plaza, Tongzhou District, Beijing, China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Rao na Chen xiuzhen Ye zeyu

Tel 86-010-81539616 86-010-81573228 86-010-81539616

Mobile 86-13720063162 86-18001895879 86-13720063195

E-Mail 378524239@qq.com 2851092511@qq.com 601392035@qq.com

Beijing Power-Eagle Exhibition Service Co.,LTD. was established in 2004, headquartered in Beijing,It is the vice president 
company of China Convention / Exhibition / Event Society (CCEES), the first-level project qualification of China Association For 
Exhibition Centers and AAA credit grade.Which is in confermity with GB/T 19001 , GB/T 24001 and OHSAS 18001 , and  top 
ten brand enterprises for exhibition projects and Service , gold medal supplier of special booth, Awsrd to Exbihition Engineering 
Enterprises  and other honors.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ112
Shanghai Guozhan Advertising Service Co. LTD
B, No.2, Lane 9988, Zhongchun Road, Minhang District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Mary Pollon Sam

Tel 86-13585566788 86-17302132021 86-13761601967

Mobile 86-13585566788 86-17302132021 86-13761601967

E-Mail mary_gz1025@163.com pollon_gz1025@163.com 1262221917@qq.com

Shanghai GUOZHAN ADVERTISING SERVICE CO., Ltd. is the world's leading brand advertising service provider, with 
innovative thinking, quality service, exquisite technology to enhance the advertising content and advertising form of major 
brands. We have rich practical experience in media publicity, advertising engineering, advertising design, advertising production, 
advertising release, advertising planning, sign system, event planning, stage construction, ceremonial celebration, brand 
marketing, brand incubation and construction.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ113
Shanghai Inno-ex Construction Engineering Co., LTD
Room 1313, building 1, Lane 111, Luxiang Road, Baoshan District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Fan weipin Wu wenqing Fan weipin

Tel 86-021-56180207 86-021-56180207 86-021-56180207

Mobile 86-18201823001 86-18001749046 86-18201823001

E-Mail 2605560821@qq.com 715229596@qq.com 2605560821@qq.com

(INNO-EX) The domestic leading one-stop service provider of integrated marketing in professional fields has everything from 
exhibition home operation, exhibition display, conference forum, incentive tourism, theme activities, new retail promotion, brand 
marketing, online and offline exhibition halls, and visual identity solutions. Provide 360° one-stop brand activation service for global 
users in professional fields: that is, activate the brand experience of participants to customers, help customers obtain competitive 
advantages and realize customers' value expectations.
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SHANGHAI LWE EXPO SERVICE CO., LTD.
Room 303, Bld No 1, Area A, Lane 707, Wanke Yuhe Enterprise Mansion, Wuxing Rd, Pudong District, Shanghai 201204, China.

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Min zhen Shen tianyi Min zhen

Tel 86-021-55698608 86-021-55698608 86-021-55698608

Mobile 86-17602126837 86-13524475101 86-17602126837

E-Mail ronnie@lwe-exhibits.cn shenty@lwe-exhibits.cn ronnie@lwe-exhibits.cn

Shanghai LWE Expo Service Co., Ltd. was established in 2008, the company has a professional exhibition production factory, 
a number of experienced project managers and a group of professional production workers. In Beijing, Chengdu, Guangzhou and 
other cities with quality suppliers, to provide customers with the national exhibition production, exhibition tour, public relations 
activities implementation and other all-round, integrated services. “Professional achievements brand” is our development concept, 
the pursuit of clever application of materials to form a simple realm, is committed to providing customers with the best cost-effective 
exhibition implementation solutions.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ115
Rema Expo Shanghai Service
Room 801-802, building 7, Lane 200, Yunxin Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Cindy Jin Ken Jiang Charles Jin

Tel 86-13061778732 86-13061778732 86-15221660092

Mobile 86-13061778732 86-13061778732 86-15221660092

E-Mail cindyjin@rema-expo.com kenjiang@rema-expo.com charles.jin@rema-expo.com

Shanghai REMA Exhibition Co., Ltd. was established in 2005 In the past 18 years, we have accumulated rich experience 
in exhibition project management. With the  continuously developed “REMA Exhibition Service System”, we are committed to 
providing customers with worry-free and efficient services. During the rapid development of China's exhibition industry for more 
than ten years, we have been adhering to the concept of technological innovation and service innovation, and the continuous 
R&D of new technologies and materials is the most effective way for REMA to seek further development in the market. With our 
unique vision and professional display solutions, we helped our customers win applause in each brand show! As the director 
unit of the exhibition industry for many years, REMA attaches great importance to the introduction and cultivation of talents. It is 
a warm enterprise. Solid internal operation and management processes and normal project implementation standards are the 
solid foundation for REMA to serve excellent sponsors and brand customers at home and abroad. Our customers come from 
international well-known exhibition organizations, industrial manufacturing, IT and communication fields, medicine and chemical 
industry, automobile and electronics, government agencies and so on. In the special period after the epidemic, cost reduction 
and efficiency increase have become the most important marketing strategy. REMA has begun to step into digital exhibition. With 
integrated online and offline marketing method, we adopt the most effective digital marketing means to gain more customers and 
enlarge the publicity and influence of the brand.
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WanJiang Exhibitions (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Room 208, No. 6, Lane 308, Xumin Road, Qingpu District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Zhang yujia Lu hao Lu hao

Tel 86-13818380409 86-18917688837 86-18917688837

Mobile 86-13818380409 86-18917688837 86-18917688837

E-Mail max@wjexhibitions.com sam@wjexhibitions.com sam@wjexhibitions.com

WangJiang Exhibitions is an integrated Group covering all event-related professions, its core business consists of 3 segments: 
LIVE, EXHIBTIONS, VENUES. As a top-tier provider of integrated solutions and services for events, WangJiang Exhibitions is 
occupying a leading position in the 3 main events markets: Fairs / exhibitions aimed at trade professionals or the general public, 
Cultural, sporting, political, institutional and corporate events, Conventions, conferences and congresses.

Based on the philosophy of building first-class MICE destinations, for every single customer served by WangJiang Exhibitions, 
with our expertise and passion, we always ensure the delivery of high-quality events in an efficient way, no matter you are a 
company, an institution, an event organizer or a local governmental authority, to maximize relevant benefits and bring an impetus 
to level up competitiveness.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ117
LiMU  International Decoration Engineering  Co.,Ltd
Room 2004, No. 1068, Xingang East Road, Haizhu District, Guangzhou City.

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Fang xueming Chen dahang Fang xueming

Tel 86-020-34099783 86-020-34099783 86-020-34099783

Mobile 86-18028625699 86-13527864215 86-18028625699

E-Mail 13428815158@163.com 13428815158@163.com 13428815158@163.com

Limu International Decoration Engineering Co., Ltd. is a high-end brand of Limu company, which specializes in the design and 
construction of exhibitions, exhibition halls, specialty stores, interior, home planning and implementation, large-scale event planning, 
vr/ar virtual exhibition hall / booth roaming customization, 360 /720 degree product scanning, and other offline quality and online 
enabling professional exhibition service enterprises.

In order to improve the brand strength and market competitiveness, it has obtained the recommended builders of dozens of 
brand exhibitions, such as the China International Expo, the Canton Fair, Guangzhou \ Shanghai building materials exhibition, 
Guangzhou \ Shanghai furniture exhibition, Guangzhou customized home exhibition, Guangzhou Design Week exhibition, Guangzhou 
International Lighting Exhibition, and actively responded to the national call to vigorously promote green special clothing; In order 
to improve professional management and brand benefits, it has obtained the second-class qualification of exhibition engineering 
enterprise of China Exhibition Hall Association, the special decoration construction qualification certification of Guangzhou Fair, the 
first-class qualification of exhibition engineering of Guangzhou Exhibition Industry Association, ISO9001 quality management system 
certification, ISO14001 environmental management system certification, AAA credit enterprise, member of China Exhibition Hall 
Association, contract abiding and trustworthy enterprise of Guangdong Province in 2019-2020, etc Tax credit class a taxpayer in 2021. 
The company is committed to serving professional exhibitions at home and abroad, and has provided customers with high-quality 
design, production and construction services in more than 200 cities around the world, such as the United States, Germany, Thailand, 
India, Hong Kong, Macao, Guangzhou, Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen, Xiamen, Nanning, Hangzhou, Hefei, Chengdu, Chongqing, 
Changsha, Nanchang, Zhengzhou, Shenyang, Tianjin, Qingdao, Dongguan, Zhuhai, etc.

Li Mu spirit: Jia Er likes Confucianism and the unity of knowledge and practice!
Li Mu's pursuit: focus on quality and only make fine products!
Limu vision: to be a benchmark enterprise in the whole ecosystem of the exhibition industry chain!vironmental management 

system certification, AAA credit enterprise, member of China Exhibition Hall Association, contract abiding and trustworthy enterprise of 
Guangdong Province in 2019-2020, etc Tax credit class a taxpayer in 2021.

The company is committed to serving professional exhibitions at home and abroad, and has provided customers with high-quality 
design, production and construction services in more than 200 cities around the world, such as the United States, Germany, Thailand, 
India, Hong Kong, Macao, Guangzhou, Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen, Xiamen, Nanning, Hangzhou, Hefei, Chengdu, Chongqing, 
Changsha, Nanchang, Zhengzhou, Shenyang, Tianjin, Qingdao, Dongguan, Zhuhai, etc.

Li Mu spirit: Jia Er likes Confucianism and the unity of knowledge and practice!
Li Mu's pursuit: focus on quality and only make fine products!
Limu vision: to be a benchmark enterprise in the whole ecosystem of the exhibition industry chain!
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Shanghai Hao Ao Exhibition and Exhibit Services Co., Ltd
Room 1010 - 1011, 10/F, Building 1, Asia Pacific Plaza, No.18, Zhaofeng Road, Huaqiao Town, Kunshan City, Jiangsu Province.

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Chen jing Chen weihong Chen jing

Tel 86-0512-50356225 86-0512-50356225 86-0512-50356225

Mobile 86-17625470717 86-13711449499 86-17625470717

E-Mail chenjing@shghaoao.com waynech@shghaoao.com chenjing@shghaoao.com

Originated from Singapore, Shanghai Hao Ao Exhibition and Exhibit Services Co., Ltd (hereinafter referred to as HAO AO) is an 
integrated service provider in international exhibition marketing, event marketing, commercial space and themed environments, etc. 
With decades of experience in the industry, HAO AO offers a unique ""one-stop service"" solution providing clients the convenience 
of having a single point of contact for a seamless flow of services, ranging from creative idea, design, fabrication, construction, 
transportation, storage, execution, operation, supervision, management and after-sales support and so on, which has been widely 
acknowledged by an increasing number of customers.

We have an outstanding account service team, a dedicated project management team and skilled permanent workers 
with over 10 years of experience, most of whom have been rendering their loyal services to HAO AO since established. Our 
professional team is of high significance to deliver the highest-quality projects in line with global standards.

In order to achieve clients' strategic marketing goals and also maximise the returns on their investments, we spare no efforts 
to provide both creative and cost-effective solutions. In addition to traditional marketing methods, we constantly explore more 
imaginative ways to assist our customers to adapt to changes of market demands and enhance their businesses. After all, our 
customer's success is our success.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ119
Khorgos Wispark Fashion Culture and Communication Ltd
Room 509, No. 1018 Xikang Road, Putuo District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Chen peng Wang zhen Li yunhao

Tel 86-021-51780709 86-021-51780709 86-021-51780709

Mobile 86-18321819916 86-13564701949 86-19901784623

E-Mail cp@wispark.cn wangzhen@wispark.cn liyunhao@wispark.cn

AS A FULL SERVICE EVENT AGENCY CONNECTING CHINA’S EMERGING CONSUMER CLASS WITH IMPACTFUL 
EXPERIENCES. WORKING HAND-IN-HAND WITH BRAND PARTNERS, WISPARK HAS CONTINUED TO DELIVER 
MEMORABLE BRAND EXPERIENCE TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC.
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Guangzhou Grand Exhibition Service CO., LTD.
Room 4109, building D, Poly World Trade Center, 1020 Xingang East road, Haizhu district, Guangzhou , Guangdong Province

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Emily Helen Yomi

Tel 86-020-29048956 86-020-29048956 86-020-29048956

Mobile 86-13929529859 86-13922495006 86-15622295006

E-Mail 3237591900@qq.com 741415586@qq.com 956108480@qq.com

Guangzhou Grand Exhibition Service CO., Ltdwas registered and established in January, 2018. Founded in 2011, it has 
developed from factory production and exhibition hall grass-roots services to today's industry-leading one-stop service provider 
of the whole exhibition industry chain. The company's business covers the whole industry chain business sectors of exhibition, 
such as global temporary exhibition services, exhibition design and construction, home construction, exhibition hall / office 
design and decoration, meetings, activities, shopping malls, duty-free stores, franchised stores and other commercial terminals 
design and construction. The headquarters of the company is located in Block D, poly world trade, No. 1020, Xingang East Road, 
Haizhu District, Guangzhou, close to the Guangzhou Poly World Trade Expo, and rooted in the hinterland of the China Import 
and Export Commodities Fair (Canton Fair), with superior geographical location and convenient service exhibition. It also has its 
own exhibition production plants in Guangzhou, Shanghai and major cities across the country, and has the ability and strength to 
provide customers with a full range of exhibition services. With years of rich exhibition service experience, top design team and 
high-quality engineering construction quality, the company has been highly praised by the majority of customers and has become 
a long-term strategic partner of many exhibitors. Our purpose is to provide customers with professional, fast, worry free and high-
quality services, achieve win-win cooperation, and let customers get more orders in the exhibition! We firmly believe that only by 
achieving customers can we achieve ourselves. Only by satisfying every customer can we have long-term cooperation, and we can 
achieve world-class development!

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ121
ZONGSHI ADVERTISEMENT MEDIA CORPORAION CO.,LTD
7 / F, building C, South Tower, Zhongzhou International Center, 1066 Xingang East road, Guangzhou (opposite the Guangzhou 
International Convention and Exhibition Center)

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Yang jiehong Gao ling Huang zhongyuan

Tel 4001682806 86-020-23379773 4001682806

Mobile 86-13538802788\86-15918788423 86-18929585327\86-15918880855 86-18928792721

E-Mail 2267346966@qq.com 272324883@qq.com 1353054502@qq.com

The company is headquartered in Beijing and has offices in Guangzhou, Shanghai, Shantou, Jiangmen, Hefei, Nanjing, Qingdao 
and Xi'an. The first large-scale 4A advertising planning company, with International first-class advanced pre-and post-production 
equipment, strong technical force and professional production team, can provide a strong impetus for enterprise development, 
brand building, to achieve pre-planning, mid-term production, post-brand operation and overall promotion of a one-stop service. 
CTV exhibition division is a professional exhibition home services, Event Planning Promotion, image display cabinet production, 
interior decoration, brand planning, corporate image vis. CIS, construction, Exhibition Hall Design and production of one-stop service 
of high-level professional companies, to promote economic and cultural exchanges between enterprises at home and abroad, to 
provide As Good as It Gets professional services. Has undertaken the international and Domestic large-scale Exhibition: Canton Fair, 
High Fair, art fair, lighting exhibition, Building Materials Exhibition, Expo, auto parts exhibition, photoelectric exhibition, international 
environmental exhibition, Acoustic Exhibition, auto exhibition, machinery exhibition with high standards of design, exquisite 
technology, perfect service and pragmatic dedication! Win Wide Praise from customers. 

Company main: Year-round Brand Planning, publicity and Promotion Research, exhibition and Home Affairs, Film and Television 
Advertising Shooting, Star concert planning operation, new media resources integration business.

(EXHIBIT DESIGN, (EXHIBIT HALL DESIGN), VIS.CIS, (SHOP DESIGN), (SHOPWINDOW REVELATION), (DESIGN 
REFINEMENT SHOP DESIGN)

We firmly believe that the source of trust in good faith, with the intention of innovation, With the idea of endless creativity, one 
to create two win three win for service concept.We advocate respect for team and individual;Be Strict with yourself and treat others 
leniently; share the spirit of enterprise with others.
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SHANGHAI HANYOU CO.,LTD
Room 801, No. 82, Zhongshan North 1st Road, Hongkou District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Wang chao Fan chenlin Xu yanwen

Tel 86-021-56961800 86-021-56961800 86-021-56961800

Mobile 86-18502139943 86-13817167067 86-18616769083

E-Mail 785652044@qq.com 75521040@qq.com 416396314@qq.com

Founded in 2012, Shanghai Hanyou Co., Ltd. covers the whole industrial chain of booth design, exhibition hall design, exhibition, 
home operation, international conferences and supporting services, brand design, commercial terminals, etc. Headquartered in 
Shanghai, and set up branches and offices in Beijing, Guangzhou, Hong Kong and other places. Shanghai Hanyou aims to provide 
customers with professional, rapid and high-quality services, achieve win-win cooperation and jointly promote the all-round and high-
speed development of the exhibition industry.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ123
North International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Room912,No.338 Guang An Men Nei Street Beijing, China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Jia jiheng Wang jiannan Jia jiheng

Tel 86-010-83512635 86-17310173303 86-010-83512635

Mobile 86-15810840148 86-17310173303 86-15810840148

E-Mail jjh@northexpo.com.cn 53503027@qq.com jjh@northexpo.com.cn

NIECO is the subsidiary company of NORINCO,which specialized in exhibition _x000b_Working closely with many domestic 
and foreign well-known exhibition brands, NIECO integrates the resources of exhibition industries and provides full range of high 
quality services for our clients such as designing, manufacturing, construction services, transportation, exhibition visiting, and we 
have received numerous of compliments for our excellent work in recent years.

Adhering to the idea of “people-oriented, team-work, dare taking responsibility and harmonious development”, NIECO wishes 
to establish good relations with all friends and shares achievements with the win-win principle.
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GUANGZHOU BEST EXHIBITION CO,LTD.
Exhibition East Business Center, No. 16, Dayong street, Huangpu village, Haizhu District, Guangzhou,301

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Jiang hao Dong jiahui Dong jiahui

Tel 86-020-89309450 86-020-89309451 86-020-89309451

Mobile 86-13928872686 86-18879725345 86-18879725345

E-Mail 2638311681@qq.com 495232825@qq.com 495232825@qq.com

As a leading comprehensive service provider in the exhibition industry, Best Exhibition has established modern factories for 
processing and manufacturing and undertaken exhibition design and production for years, receiving great customer recognition. 
The exhibitions include China (Guizhou) International Alcoholic Beverage Expo, Culture Industries Fair (ICIF), China (Shenzhen) 
International Cultural Industry Fair, Expo Central China, Convention on Exchange of Overseas Talents, China (Guangzhou) 
International Finance Expo, China International Consumer Products Expo, Guangzhou Fair, China (Guangdong) International Tourism 
Industry Expo (CITIE), etc.

Best Exhibition is the recommended service provider for four major state-level exhibitions, namely the China Import and Export 
Fair, China International Consumer Products Expo, China Beijing International Fair for Trade in Services (CIFTIS), and China 
International Medical Equipment Fair (CMEF). 

Best Exhibition has high-level qualifications accredited by the industry. It was awarded as “High-tech Enterprise of Guangdong 
Province” by the People’s Government of Guangdong Province and “Top 100 Exhibition Enterprises of Guangdong Province” by the 
Department of Commerce of Guangdong Province. It was also successfully named the “Key Contact Enterprise in the Exhibition 
Industry” by the Ministry of Commerce of China. Moreover, Best Exhibition has the qualifications as follows: Class B Construction 
Contractor of Building Decoration Works, Class C General Construction Contractor of M&E Installation, Class C Construction of 
Steel Structural Project, Class B Construction of Fire Fighting Facilities Project, and Class B Construction Contractor of Electronics 
and Intelligent Engineering Works issued by the Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development; Class A Exhibition Engineering 
Enterprise and Class B Exhibition & Display Engineering Design issued by China Association for Exhibition Centers; Quality 
Management System Certificate of Conformity (ISO 9001) and Environmental Management System Certificate of Conformity (ISO 
14001); Safety production license issued by Guangdong Housing and Municipal and Rural Construction Office.

Best Exhibition provides a full range of services, including consultation, display design, video production, 3D hologram projection 
technology, production engineering, exhibition set-up and dismantling, and onsite execution. Also, it develops a complete, professional 
set of display solutions that integrates the client's corporate culture and marketing strategy, delivering the best service.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ125
Shanghai shenghe advertising co., ltd
H3, Yinxiang Lane, 4th Floor, No.575 Yuyao Road, Jing 'an District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Xue wen Chi yanjiang Qian weiyi

Tel 86-021-52920137 86-021-52920137 86-021-52920137

Mobile 86-13817922527 86-17702158434 86-13918378027

E-Mail 547733946@qq.com 103065259@qq.com 854281796@qq.com

Established on September 11th, 2014, two direct factories under Shenghe are one of the large exhibition production factories 
in Shanghai, with a usable indoor area of over 6,000 square meters and an open space usable area of nearly 4,000 square 
meters, for professional service of the large exhibition engineering construction, display engineering design, booth construction, 
exhibition equipment rental, special exhibition installation, exhibition hall production, advertising terminal display, event planning 
and execution of various large-scale exhibition projects in Shanghai, as well as providing thousands of lights, hundreds of stereos 
and large led screens (indoor and outdoor displays) of more than 2,000 square meters for professional stage construction, forming 
a professional advertising planning and construction execution company integrating planning and execution. The exhibition factory 
is 20,000 square meters, with 200 long-term production workers. There is a 4000 square meters AV audio-visual equipment rental 
factory with 60 workers and a 4500 square meters factory with 100 workers, which is the largest shelf-building factory in Shanghai. 
It has the qualification of exhibition building above level 2, the certification certificate of China Performing Arts Equipment 
Association, and the highest qualification certificate of China Dance Art Association.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ126
CANTON FAIR EXHIBITION DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION CO.,LTD
Room 508, Building B0, National Convention and Exhibition Center, 181 Laigang Road, Qingpu District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Deng dandan Ding jiaqi Zhou guoqiang

Tel 86-021-39883886 86-021-39883886 86-021-39883886

Mobile 86-13472457576 86-15721491757 86-13922276235

E-Mail ddd@cfedc.net djq@cfedc.net 632350778@qq.com

Founded in 2011 with a registered capital of RMB10 million, Canton Fair Exhibition Design & Construction Co., Ltd. (“CFEDC”) 
is a wholly-owned subsidiary directly under China Foreign Trade Centre (Group) (“CFTC”) as an organizer of China Import & 
Export Fair. Formerly as a department of CFTC, CFEDC is a designated service provider for China Import & Export Fair Complex, 
National Exhibition & Convention Center (Shanghai) and China Import & Export Fair.

With solid strength and rich resources, CFEDC has Grade I qualification for Exhibition Engineering Enterprise of China 
Association for Exhibition Centers (CAEC) and has passed ISO9001:2015 Quality Control System Certification. It boasts a senior 
design team led by senior environmental art designers. Most of the team members graduated from famous fine arts universities. 
CFEDC has many project management professionals in the aspects of drawing review, structure and electrical with rich experience 
in on-site management services. It has a wide range of exhibition equipment more than RMB140 million, including 13,000 sets of 
standard booth materials; a supplier system of the entire industry chain and a high level of service integration.

CFEDC grows with China Import & Export Fair. Based on the advantages of China Import & Export Fair Complex and National 
Exhibition & Convention Center (Shanghai), it provides the professional integrated exhibition service solutions to meet the needs 
of exhibition centers, organizers and exhibitors and facilitate exhibitions. CFEDC annually provides the professional exhibition 
services to China Import & Export Fair, the venue construction & display planning services to more than 30 exhibitions including 
CIFF, CBE, CBD, IE expo, China International Baking Exhibition, CIHS and CTE as well as the booth design and custom-built 
booth services to more than 2,000 exhibitors.

With rich experience in large-scale exhibition services, professional service ability and dedicated spirit, CFEDC is well received 
by the industry and clients thanks to years of unremitting efforts. We are determined to become a leader for China’s green display 
and willing to work with you to contribute to the development of China’s convention and exhibition industry!

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ127
Nanjing Meisai Exhibition Engineering Co., Ltd
Floor 3, building 2, Xinlian Science Park, No. 39 Siemens Road, Jiangning District, Nanjing, Jiangsu Province

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Bao quanchao Zhu wei Bao quanchao

Tel 86-025-51837468 86-025-51837468 86-025-51837468

Mobile 86-18652998889 86-17705177859 86-18652998889

E-Mail 971507316@qq.com 2881412681@qq.com 971507316@qq.com

Founded in 2013, Meisai is a professional exhibition company dedicated to offering inland and abroad exhibition service. Based 
in Nanjing and has branches and offices in Shanghai and Qingdao. Quality, New design and Environmental protection are the core 
criterions Meisai is chasing and focus on.

Meisai has a wholly-owned exhibition production base which is more than 8000 square meters in Yangzhou and Taizhou. The 
company has Grade I qualification for exhibition engineering design and construction, an AAA credit certificate and five reusable 
invention patents of exhibition. During the years of development , Mersai has served more than 30 top 500 enterprises in the world 
and more than 80 top 500 enterprises in China.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ128
Shanghai Vanly Culture Media (Group) Co., Ltd
Room 402, Block A, No. 865, Zhongshan South Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Ma shoulin Li laihui Ma shoulin

Tel 86-18521599441 86-13901997890 86-18521599441

Mobile 86-18521599441 86-13901997890 86-18521599441

E-Mail sky.ma@vanly.con.cn lihui1@vanly.com.cn sky.ma@vanly.con.cn

Shanghai Wanli Culture Media (Group) Co., Ltd., as a global one-stop exhibition service provider, focuses on the achievement 
of quality by Zhihui. It has a professional and innovative design team, an experienced project execution team and an independent 
production factory, based in Shanghai and serving the world. The company has been established for more than ten years, serving 
customers in various industries such as government, manufacturing, medical care, technology, automobile, cultural tourism, 
cosmetics, food, real estate, etc., and has accumulated a large number of successful cases.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ129
Guangzhou Fengye Culture and Technology Co., Ltd
Guangzhou Panyu District Nancun Town Wanbo 2nd Road No. 202, Block 1, 2109-2110

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Liu zhaolu Huang huling Yu jia

Tel 86-020-85643651 86-020-85643651 86-020-85643651

Mobile 86-13763313998 86-13751759013 86-18605736168

E-Mail 809234166@qq.com Huanghl@fengyewhkj.com 99377988@qq.com

Founded in 2008, Feng Ye is a leading professional display service provider in China. With the development concept of 
“establishing a modern enterprise, leading the exhibition industry, and building a well-known brand”, we fully implement the 
globalization strategy, and gradually establish a whole industry chain network that integrates brand strategy, marketing planning, 
creative design, multimedia application, operation execution, and engineering landing, and orderly layout of the national and even 
major regional exhibition service commercial operations.

At present, Fengye's business covers more than 150 regions in 20 provinces, serving more than 100 customers and influencing 
more than 10 million people.

For more information, please visit: http://www.fengyewhkj.com/
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ130
Shanghai Shuoxuan Exhibition & Exhibition Co., Ltd
84 Huayuan Road, Hongkou District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Sun jie Ye cheng cheng Zhong jiaying

Tel 86-13166301356 86-13166285631 86-13023108537

Mobile 86-13166301356 86-13166285631 86-13023108537

E-Mail 510313520@qq.com 406545691@qq.com aperirezhong@163.com

Shanghai Shuoxuan Exhibition & Exhibition Co., Ltd., founded in 2010, is a comprehensive exhibition company specializing 
in providing event planning and conference organization, scene layout and booth design, factory production and construction, 
conference and exhibition equipment rental, video shooting, visual design, conference check-in system and other services.

Company culture: Shanghai Shuoxuan Exhibition And Display Co., Ltd. aims to create value for customers, so that customers 
can save their minds, time and effort. With professional service and professionalism to provide customers with scientific and efficient 
exhibition services. Let all activities proceed smoothly and end successfully, and also build a bridge of friendship for all participants 
and exhibitors to interact, and share the fruitful results of the exhibition, which is the greatest expectation and pride of all members of 
Shanghai Shuoxuan Exhibition and Exhibition Co., Ltd.!

Exhibition services: design and production of special decorations, booths, exhibition boards, exhibition shelves, posters, 
promotional materials, badges, table cards, signs, invitations, etc. for customers. Provide exhibitors with news release, check-in, 
transportation, accommodation and other service arrangements;Exhibition services: design and production of special decorations, 
booths, exhibition boards, exhibition shelves, posters, promotional materials, badges, table cards, signs, invitations, etc. for 
customers. Provide exhibitors with news release, check-in, transportation, accommodation and other service arrangements;

Conference services: to undertake the government, enterprises and institutions, universities and other non-profit institutions 
held by various international and domestic conferences, product launches, forums, seminars, annual meetings, celebrations and 
performances and other activities.

Provide simultaneous interpretation system, projection video equipment, lighting and sound equipment rental, background stage 
production and construction and conference etiquette model, simultaneous interpretation and other related personnel services

Promotion activities: undertake opening (industry), ceremonies, social welfare, corporate image display and other activities. From 
the creative planning of the early stage of the event, the arrangement of the activity program, to the on-site stage, the arrangement of 
the lighting background, theatrical performances and other related projects

Service process: understand and record the needs of customers, appropriately put forward reasonable suggestions for 
reference→ make a detailed list of fees according to the needs, send it to the customer in the form of fax or mail→ telephone contact 
verification work, agree on the service items and prices→ draft the contract and sign the → pay the advance payment→ determine the 
arrangement of personnel and equipment out of the warehouse after receiving the payment→ enter the venue, after the completion 
of the exhibition, the customer signs: sign the receipt→ the withdrawal after the end of the activity→ settle the fee→ finally summarize 
the activity, listen to the customer's valuable opinions.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ131
FINESOW STAGE COMPANY
No.388 KangYe Road, Qingpu District, Shanghai, CHINA

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Xu chunlan / Xu chunlan

Tel 86-021-62396500 / 86-021-62396500

Mobile 86-15921975402 / 86-15921975402

E-Mail landy.xu@fine-show.com / landy.xu@fine-show.com

FINESHOW provide video, audio, lighting equipment, staging engineering, rigging construction, special effects and multimedia 
overall solution plan.  We are a team of professionals here to deliver the best quality and cost effective solutions for Conference, Gala 
Dinner, Production launch, Concerts, Media day and further more.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ132
Guangzhou Yidian Exhibition Service Co., Ltd
Room 1109, Block C, South Tower, No.5 TingRoad, Haizhu District, Guangzhou

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Huang jianke Chang minshuan Zhao jing

Tel 86-020-34173028 86-020-34173038 86-020-34173098

Mobile 86-13580594929 86-18998493030 86-13560475863

E-Mail gzhuangjianke@163.com 1028466606@qq.com 1023597121@qq.com

The 32nd China Import Commodity Fair Qualification certification unit.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ133
Shanghai shu xing exhibition service co. LTD
Room 404, Building N7, Suo Electronics Industrial Park, Shuyang, Suqian City, Jiangsu Province

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Amy Duan zhenghu Duan zhenghu

Tel 86-0527-80636518 86-0527-80636518 86-0527-80636518

Mobile 86-15601913935 86-13045606608 86-13045606608

E-Mail 1194358034@qq.com dzh821021@163.com dzh821021@163.com

Shanghai Shuxing Exhibition Service Co., Ltd. was established in 2012. It is a comprehensive exhibition service company 
integrating planning, design, production, construction and logistics services. It provides professional, international and branded 
services to global customers. Planning, design and decoration, special booth design and construction, commercial space planning 
and design, planning and implementation of various conference activities, etc. The company has a strong promotion, planning, 
creative team and an independent and complete construction team, which integrates exhibition display, exhibition hall decoration, and 
conference planning, and has established a complete business network at home and abroad.

Creating a more refined, high-end and pioneering brand and corporate image for our customers is our constant goal!

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ134
Asia Exhibition Co.,Ltd.
Floor 3,No. 28, Le Binfen Square, Lane 1399, Middle Xinfu Rd., Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Gao lanlan Wen di Ren chenghu

Tel 86-021-51097077/51097677 86-021-51097077/51097677 86-021-51097077/51097677

Mobile 86-13310103029 86-13361880973 86-13661540000

E-Mail 13310103029@139.com 18217785258@139.com 896277966@qq.com

With a registered capital of RMB50 million, Asia Exhibition Co., Ltd. is a highly innovative exhibition integration service provider 
specializing in the design and construction of corporate exhibition halls, exhibitions, conference activities, auto shows, and exclusive shops.

With a modern production plant covering an area of more than 6,000 square meters, Asia Exhibition has a senior design team 
with more than 10 years, and a high quality and efficient execution team with extensive experience in project construction for more 
than 10 years.

Headquartered in Shanghai, we provide a full range of design and construction services to more than 500 business customers 
every year, with its service network across the country. We have successful cases and rich experience in the real estate,  
decorative building materials, photovoltaic exhibitions, furniture exhibitions, telecommunications and electronics, beauty, 
pharmaceutical and chemicals and other fields, which has high reputation among our customers. 

We are moving forward with the greatest assurance. Asia Exhibition will continue to uphold the “infinite imagination” 
entrepreneurial spirit, and combined with the latest technology and innovative operation philosophy, constantly go beyond itself and 
create greater value for customers. With professionalism, dedication and concentration, Asia Exhibition helps customers enhance the 
influence of their brand projects.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ135
Shanghai Handxon Exhibition Service Co.,Ltd.
Zoom 204, Building B, National Exhibition and Convention Center, Xujing Town, Qingpu district, Shanghai, China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Free Zhao Lisa Lei Lisa Lei

Tel 86-18930698392 86-18602141158 86-18602141158

Mobile 86-18930698392 86-18602141158 86-18602141158

E-Mail 1422170423@qq.com 136188499@qq.com 136188499@qq.com

Shanghai Handxon Exhibition Service Co., Ltd. was founded in 2009.Handxon is committed to all kinds of exhibition design and 
construction, exhibition hall design and construction, conference activities planning services. In the past ten years of development, 
Handxon exhibition has always adhered to the concept of “integrity, innovation”. Service for the whole country and in some major 
cities around the world to establish a perfect supplier system, for domestic and foreign customers to provide more convenient 
integrated services.

Handxon exhibition is willing to work with you hand in hand, create brilliant, in your support we will continue to progress, for the 
development of global brand creative marketing to contribute professional experience!

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ136
SHANGHAI YINGFU EXHIBITION CO. LTD
Room b502-506, floor 5, building 5, No. 1188, Jiangyue Road, Minhang District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Li lianjie Meng fanfang Li lianhong

Tel 86-021-51298146 86-021-51298146 86-021-51298146

Mobile 86-15618333809 86-19512257470 86-18601700856

E-Mail 2850294919@qq.com anran_yf01@163.com 2850294918@qq.com

Founded in 2011 and headquartered in Shanghai, Shanghai inver Exhibition Co., Ltd. is a professional exhibition company 
specializing in the design, production and construction of global exhibitions. The company has won the IS09001 quality system 
certification and s014000 environmental system certification. Inver exhibition has set up operation centers in many regions around the 
world, with 200 design service teams and 300 fixed professional workers, serving more than 2000 customers annually, covering many 
industries such as food, mother and baby products, electronic information, automobile, chemical industry, industrial equipment, etc. 
With the most cutting-edge concept and professional professionalism, inver exhibition ranks among the most competitive exhibition 
companies in the world, and has become the designated builder of hundreds of sponsors around the world. Relying on years of 
unremitting efforts, inver exhibition has won high praise from the industry and customers. Inver exhibition is willing to work with you to 
create brilliance. With your support, we will continue to make progress and make every effort to contribute professional experience to 
the development of global brand creative marketing!
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ137
Shanghai Jinso Exhibition Co., Ltd
Room 606, No. 3665, Hunan Road, Pudong New Area, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Lynn Fang Fang Yao Guochun

Tel 86-021-61901381 86-021-61901381 86-021-61901381

Mobile 86-15800656369 86-17356582242 86-15316789360

E-Mail jinzh168@163.com 1790346252@qq.com jinzh168@163.com

Shanghai Jinso Exhibition Co., Ltd. is a comprehensive exhibition company with planning, design, production and construction 
services. Located in Pudong, Shanghai, the company has a group of professional project personnel who are familiar with the process 
and designers who graduated from the Higher Academy of fine arts. It provides professional, international and brand services for 
customers all over the world, including temporary exhibition decoration and exhibition hall design and construction, Planning and 
implementation of exhibitions and conferences. It has the first-class qualification of exhibition engineering of China Association 
of exhibition halls, and has passed ISO9001 quality management system certification and environmental management system 
certification. Shanghai Jinso Exhibition Co., Ltd. has more than 20 years of experience in exhibition construction, and has provided 
exhibition services for many famous enterprises and government departments at home and abroad. At present, more than 10000 
successful project cases have been completed in the world, including exhibition special decoration, home building, enterprise 
exhibition hall and large-scale offline activities. With strong design and production strength, it has more than 9000 square meters of 
production plants in Shanghai, which can truly achieve the integration of design and construction. At the same time, we have audio-
visual equipment worth more than 10 million yuan, including high-definition LED large screen, imported audio, professional stage, 
stage lighting, etc. We have a strong promotion, planning, creation team and construction team, which integrates exhibition, exhibition 
hall decoration and conference planning. We have established long-term cooperative relations with world-renowned exhibition 
companies to provide domestic and foreign exhibition solutions for cooperative customers. Shanghai Jinso Exhibition Co., Ltd. is a 
recommended special decoration construction service provider for four consecutive years, and has rich experience in the construction 
service of China International Fair. If you need booth construction services, please contact manager Zhang 15800656369

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ138
Shanghai tuoxun Advertising Co., Ltd
Shanghai Qingpu District Mingzhu Road E through the world Debon Twin Building B Block 802

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Bobby Dong Futao Song Zhiwei

Tel 86-21-39883818 86-021-39883818 86-021-39887103

Mobile 86-13600007765 86-15000100055 86-13777518860

E-Mail yangbo@xinbo-gz.com bo.yang@tuoxun-sh.com miacapenta@outlook.de

Shanghai Tuoxun is a professional organization integrating creative planning, design and construction, operation and 
management of commercial exhibitions, exhibition halls, event conferences, commercial spaces, interior and exterior decorations 
and other projects. Over the years, the company adheres to the people-oriented, from the ecological and sustainable development 
of the design direction, adhere to the “brand, professional, refined” development path. So far, the company's business scope has 
fully covered the country's major first- and second-tier cities, Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan and overseas regions, Tuoxun adhere 
to the design innovation, exhaustive implementation is the guarantee of quality, meticulous attitude is the purpose of service. Project 
cooperation is only the beginning, and win-win cooperation is our goal.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ139
Guangdong Guoyou Advertising Co. , Ltd.
Room 203,2ND floor, 100th Regiment, 2842 Xingang East road, Haizhu district, Guangzhou

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Hu lirong Zhang yifen Lin wengu

Tel 86-15915990964 86-18126731056 86-13924265545

Mobile 86-15915990964 86-18126731056 86-13924265545

E-Mail 498786316@qq.com 452499834@qq.com 378651589@qq.com

Guangdong Guoyou Advertising Co., Ltd. was established in September 2006. Specialized in Comprehensive Professional 
Exhibition Company, he is the appointed builder of China Import & Export Fair, China Furniture Fair, China building fair, China 
Lighting Fair, China International Beauty Fair, south China oral exhibition, Shanghai Toy Exhibition and so on. With large-scale Public 
Relations Activities, conference celebrations, exhibitions special journey, stage performing arts engineering, stores decoration, counter 
production, graphic design, VI planning, printing output as the main business, to provide planning, design and engineering production 
of one-stop Integrated Services! Relying on the strong comprehensive execution, exquisite production technology, reasonable prices, 
successfully served several well-known enterprises at home and abroad. The company serves all parts of China, has a large-scale 
mechanized production plants in 26 cities in the country have a strong cooperative network, the country to show the ability to travel 
to show the actual combat experience, in the field of peer-to-peer has a fairly good external reputation! Guangzhou Yilong Exhibition 
Co., Ltd. is committed to planning, design, site management, every detail, are professional and rigorous attitude to deal with, to 
ensure that customers enjoy the most appropriate and most satisfactory service!

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ140
Shanghai OUMAO International Advertising Co., Ltd
Room 605-607, Tower 1, Kerry Everbright City, No. 218, West Tian Mu Road, Shanghai City, China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Omar Jiao Angel

Tel 4008205202 86-021-52567858-8066 86-021-52567858-8068

Mobile 86-13641774372 86-13701980792 8613788987562

E-Mail omar@oumaointernational.com usdj.jiao@oumaointernational.com angel@oumaointernational.com

Shanghai Oumao International Advertising Co., Ltd. is a comprehensive  exhibition service agency, which integrates creativity, 
design, execution,production and brand support.

Oumao‘s production factories Shanghai,Beijin and Guangzhou are over 30000square meters.  Oumao gathers elites from across 
the world. With “Strategic Vision Expression”and “Groundbreaking Creative Design”, it successfully builds brand images representing 
core brand concepts and competitiveness for customers. It offers tailored design, professional services, outstanding international 
teams and quality products.

With its excellent performance and unique creativity, Oumao serves various well-known enterprises in good faith. It helps 
convey the latest ideas of different brand cultures in the booth design and deliver customer values in high efficiency, thereby steadily 
promoting Oumao's reputation.

We are ready to serve you !  See you Shanghai ! 
www.oumaointl.com
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ141
ShangHai UP Culture Development Co.,Ltd.
No.87, Lane 410, Longwu Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Yu lingxue Wang saifeng Shi yixin

Tel 86-021-64820711 86-021-64820711 86-021-64820711

Mobile 86-13482433662 86-13524671405 86-13918556005

E-Mail snow.yu@upcd.cc wangsf@upcd.cc yx.shi@upcd.cc

Shanghai UP Culture Development Co., Ltd. that aims to fuse integrate culture, science & technology together by excellent 
creative. We provide one-stop comprehensive solutions by cooperate with top construction & operation teams of the world.

The company is the executive director of Shanghai Advertising Association and the director of Exhibition Industry Association. 
We have worked for China Flower Expo, waic, CIIF, icie, csitf, tech g, awe, LLCC and CGE, Hotel industry exhibitions and 

other exhibitions provide one-stop planning, design, construction and operation services. 
Adhering to the customer supreme concept, we are committed to empowering the evolution and upgrading of brands. With 

the new concept of the trinity of culture, technology and creativity, the company empowers the cultural connotation with innovative 
multimedia digital technology, presenting a more visually impactful exhibition and display comprehensive solution. The block and 
architectural space become mobile art galleries, and the deep interactive scenes make the ordinary space fresh. Life and art blend 
to create a deep immersive experience.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ142
Guangzhou outai decoration engineering co., ltd
Room 201, Baituan Qianjun Building, No.2842 Xingang East Road, Haizhu District, Guangzhou

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Zeng zhaorong Liang yuqing Zhu yi

Tel 86-13725459887 86-15918564062 86-13822239500

Mobile 86-13725459887 86-15918564062 86-13822239500

E-Mail 514542506@qq.com 1950647088@qq.com 948297794@qq.com

Guangzhou Outai Decoration Engineering Co., Ltd. was established in 2008 with a registered capital of 3.01 million yuan. For 
15 years, it has focused on professional services of exhibition hall design and construction, home planning and execution, and booth 
design and construction. It is a professional service enterprise integrating exhibition marketing, design and construction. The company 
serves the whole country (including Hong Kong and Macao) and has established offices in Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen, Changsha, 
Chengdu, Chongqing, Jinan, Fujian, Inner Mongolia, Xi'an, Xinjiang, Kunming, Dongguan and other places. In Hong Kong and Macao, 
professional construction teams have been set up to provide convenience and improve work efficiency for major exhibitors.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ143
DEIZ MESSE INTERNATIONAL GROUP CO., LIMITED
Unit 6, No. 3539, Dongfang Road, Pudong, Shanghai, China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Stella Xu Daniel Sun Jason Yang

Tel 86-021-58818698 86-021-58818698 86-021-58818698

Mobile 86-15921291673 86-18626095684 86-13761304776

E-Mail stella.xu@deizdesign.com daniel.sun@deizdesign.com jason.yang@deizdesign.com

Founded in 2012, DEIZ MESSE SERVICE is a service provider concentrated on commercial exhibition, enterprise showroom 
displays and roadshow/events across China, Europe, the United States and APME. We were an exhibitor at the 4th & 5th China 
International Import Expo (CIIE), and a supporter and official cooperative company in social media promotion of the 5th CIIE. “Focusing 
on creative and make it real” is our philosophy embedded in every creative solution we execute to the satisfaction of our customers. 
Based in Shanghai with branches in Hong Kong and Haikou, we aim to provide better integrated exhibition and marketing services 
to a wider customer base. DEIZ MESSE SERVICE is a member of China Association for Exhibition Centers, Shanghai Convention & 
Exhibition Industries Association and Hainan Convention and Exhibition Industry Association. Our mission is to “Motivate our clients’ 
business and marketing growth with substantial insight and creativity”, our vision is to “Grow as the primary choice of integrated 
marketing communication partner of our clients”, and our value is “Deep insights, Pragmatic creativities, Seek perfection”. We offered 
exhibition and marketing services to Standard Chartered Bank, UPS, Stryker and TÜV, BioMérieux, among other companies in 
the past four CIIEs and drew lavish praise from them. Besides the CIIE, we are also an exhibition design and construction service 
provider recommended by CPHI. Our works made a successful presence at some high-profile events in China and elsewhere, 
including CES, AWE and MWC. In addition to commercial exhibitions, Deiz Creative Solutions, our parent company, also provides 
integrated marketing (advertising & creative) services, ranging from strategy to online/offline promotion, and has won a raft of laurels, 
like Shanghai International Advertising Awards and TopDigital Awards in the integrated marketing category.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ144
Shanghai Dingli World Exhibition Co., Ltd
Room 108, Building 15, No.6066, Songze Avenue, Qingpu District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Wang zhiyong / Wang zhiyong

Tel 86-13817346231 / 86-13817346231

Mobile 86-13817346231 / 86-13817346231

E-Mail 851216429@qq.com / 851216429@qq.com

Shanghai Dingshi Exhibition Co., Ltd. was founded in 2009, headquartered in Shanghai, the business covers the whole country, 
serving more than 2,000 global famous brand customers. During the period of more than 10 years, he has won many honors and 
qualifications. Including China exhibition hall exhibition display engineering design and construction integration level qualification, 
Shanghai exhibition industry association director unit, Shanghai display engineering level qualification, ISO14001 environmental 
management system certification, ISO9001 quality management system certification, Shanghai integrity to create enterprise, 
Shanghai qingpu district excellent tax enterprises, and zte, ali, Yang Liping, phoenix TV, and many other well-known companies and 
IP excellent partners. The company takes the goal of solving the pain points of the exhibition industry, and upgraded the company's 
brand strategy to “Dingshi Exhibition New Marketing Agency” in 2020. In line with the core essence of “exhibition as the means and 
transaction as the purpose”, the company initiated the first “first impression transaction theorem” to bring maximum value and benefits 
to partners.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ145
SHANGHAI HONTOR EXHIBITION CO.,LTD
Room 630, Building B, National Exhibition Center , No. 333 Songze Avenue, Qingpu District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Lu rongjie Song yan Lu rongjie

Tel 86-021-59850128 86-021-59850128 86-021-59850128

Mobile 86-13917984322 86-13052575333 86-13917984322

E-Mail 1287342451@qq.com 37727765@qq.com 1287342451@qq.com

Hontor Exhibition is a globally-recognized international company engaged in engineering planning, design and construction of 
domestic and foreign industry exhibitions, brand activities, large-scale eexhibitions, and related projects. The company has gathered 
a group of excellent design teams and professional project construction management talents. The company provides high-quality 
professional services for hundreds of well-known companies around the world every year and has won wide praise from customers 
for its superb construction.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ146
Guangzhou Lingshang Exhibition Service Co.,Ltd
No.100, Lane 5469, Xiantang Town, Hangtou Town, Pudong New Area, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Jenny Li Helen Le Steven Zhang

Tel 86-18026327075 86-13524090270 86-13501853788

Mobile 86-18026327075 86-13524090270 86-13501853788

E-Mail 1043815998@qq.com 345379884@qq.com 529306283@qq.com

Lingshang focus on the exhibition design, construction business, show-room design, public activities planning and so on. We 
have factories and skilled workers in Guangzhou and Shanghai. We have professional skills, rich experience, deep understanding of 
customer needs. We Serve for thousands of companys, and have won high praise from the industry and our customers.

We adhere to the “people-oriented, integrity and innovation”. With a perfect management system and quality assurance 
system to serve customers. Our profession and excellent design can make you a best exhibition programme.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ148
Guangzhou Bencheng Exhibition Service
Room 1422, Kairong du International Hotel, 3 Shiliugang Road, Haizhu district, Guangzhou

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Yan yanan Xin mengya Liu wanwan

Tel 86-13650877705 86-18620938110 86-13903009547

Mobile 86-13650877705 86-18620938110 86-13903009547

E-Mail 297935177@qq.com 710252746@qq.com 2685441061@qq.com

Guangzhou Bencheng Exhibition Service Co., Ltd. is a collection of planning, design, production as one of the large-scale 
Exhibition Decoration Company. Located in Pazhou Business Circle, adjacent to the Guangzhou International Convention and 
Exhibition Center. The company is committed to improving the brand for customers and unremitting efforts. With excellent design, 
fine production, reasonable price, perfect service for the majority of customers to provide pre-exhibition planning, design ideas, large-
scale booth special construction, exhibition activities overall planning, product terminal display; Commercial Decoration Engineering; 
government agencies, Corporate Public Relations Activities, promotional activities planning, organization, scene layout engineering 
and other supporting services, conference and exhibition services; Large-scale event organization and Planning Services (large-
scale events refer to evening parties, sports games, celebrations, art and model competitions, art festivals, film festivals and public 
benefit performances, exhibitions, etc. . Activities requiring special approval should be operated only after obtaining approval); Interior 
decoration design services; Interior Decoration, decoration; Building Water System Installation Services; Building Drainage System 
Installation Services; mechanical and Electrical Equipment Installation Engineering Contract; Wholesale Trade (except for approved 
goods) ; Merchandise Retail Trade (except for approved commodities); packaging and Decoration Design Services; Journalism; 
advertising; Corporate Image Planning Services.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ147
Shanghai Justevent Exhibition Services Co.,Ltd.
303 Le Works, No.87 Hengxi Road, Minhang District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Jia rui Shen mengze Wei liqiang

Tel 86-021-20922377 86-021-20922377 86-021-20922377

Mobile 86-13818680821 86-18502194430 86-15821716392

E-Mail ray.jia@justevent.com.cn rick.shen@justevent.com.cn sean.wei@justevent.com.cn

JUSTEVENT is an exhibition company that integrates planning, performance, public relations, creativity, and special 
decoration and construction. It also has rich resource systems and various large-scale event exhibition construction, planning,  and 
implementation experience in various cities across the country. 
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ149
CONSTRAN (GUANGZHOU) INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
Room 1005, no. 363, Longkou East road, Tianhe District, Guangzhou City, Guangdong Province

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Luo huiqiong Li weiqiong Wu xiaowen

Tel 86-020-87556232 86-020-87556232 86-020-87556232

Mobile 86-13501523938/86-13564942189 86-13660076521/86-13331935494 86-13926453318

E-Mail 2850521389@qq.com wqli@gy-cz.com lisa@gy-cz.com

The business scope of CONSTRAN Group includes cultural and creative activities such as the design and construction of 
domestic and foreign museums, science and technology museums, planning halls, theme pavilions, exhibition special stands 
displays, official constractor & events service, etc. , It is a one-stop service enterprise that integrates planning, design, digital 
intelligent presentation, system integration, construction, operation management, and brand promotion.which has rich planning, 
design experience and superb construction technology. Over the years, CONSTRAN has been adhering to the service concept of ""art 
expertise, excellence, knowledge and action"", committed to using art and technology to intelligently display, empower brand value, 
and provide high-quality, three-dimensional and comprehensive Services, create a valuable information publishing platform, industry 
services and resource sharing ecosystem, and strive to become the world's best intelligent display integrated service provider. The 
group has gathered a group of elite teams of professional planning, design, construction and project management with rich creative 
experience and teamwork spirit. It provides professional and comprehensive one-stop service for hundreds of government agencies 
and well-known enterprises every year. The project area provided by our customers for planning, design and construction is more 
than 1 million square meters. After years of development and progress, CONSTRAN has been certified by ISO9001 International 
Quality Management System Certification, ISO14001 International Environmental Management System Certification, OHSAS18001 
Occupational Health and Safety Management System, and was listed as the first-class engineering qualification of China Exhibition 
Association Units, Grade B qualification units for architectural decoration engineering design, Grade II units for professional 
contractors in building decoration engineering, and High-Tech Enterprises. CONSTRAN adheres to the road of professional, 
international, brand, and information development, adheres to cross-border development and personalized, high-quality  and high-
level service awareness, and proposes a “business exhibition theme” service concept, using Theme definition planning, design, 
deductive interpretation of the plan, thematic revolution, and promote the development of the industry. In the subsequent development 
and growth, the Group continuously deepened the new service model of “case zero carbon design, modular construction, and 
personalized service”. Through the use of technical innovation and the sublimation of artistic themes, it combined “low carbon, green, 
and environmental protection” The development thinking leads the industry reform, giving customers a comprehensive, personalized, 
professional and accurate “comprehensive solution”, to create worry-free personalized and quality services for customers. 
CONSTRAN is constantly innovating the development model and constantly improving the quality of self-service, which has created 
a mature, stable and determined brand value. Faced with new opportunities and new starting points, Gaoyi Chuangzhan responds to 
national strategic development and based on an international platform, will continue to carefully create cultural and creative industry 
service brand enterprises with high-quality, high-efficiency and high-demand international standards, and will continue to shoulder the 
leading industry The arduous mission of development and self-innovation integrates outstanding creative art and superb intelligent 
technology, making the exhibition design a timeless interpretation of customer style, interpretation of outstanding concepts and 
empowering brand value!

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ150
ISS-Vision Events(Shanghai)Co.,Ltd.
NO.45-47lane632,Yan'an Middle Road,Jing'an District,Shanghia

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Sun wenyi Yan mengchen Feng lijuan

Tel 86-021-62030383 86-021-62030383 86-021-62030383

Mobile 86-18621902925 86-18521392557 86-13143965637

E-Mail candysun@iss-vision.com tracyyan@iss-vision.com jessicfung@iss-vision.com

ISS-Vision, established in 2006, is a concept-driven experience design agency providing integrated, holistic services 
and solutions for events and exhibitions. ISS-Vision is headquartered in Hong Kong, with branches in Shanghai, Taipei and 
Macau. We believe “The Most Successful Event Is The One That Not Only Achieves Your Goals But Exceeds All Expectations.”. 
From concept to shop drawing, we design, produce and manage your exhibitions and conferences effectively and efficiently. From 
planning to execution, we are committed to excellence at every stage. We disrupt the law of the market by integrating state-of-the-
art technology with world-class service to achieve perfection.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ151
Noe Concept Design (Shanghai) co. Ltd.
Building Chunshenjiang Room 1504 Middle Zhejiang Rd. No.400, Shanghai, China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Jin xu Chen tinghui Ju rongkang

Tel 86-021-51696889 86-021-51696889 86-021-51696889

Mobile 86-13801717921 86-17717927790 86-13917427375

E-Mail operation@noechina.com project.int@noechina.com production.int@noechina.com

NOE Group has grown over the last 20 years as a golbal exhibitions, events and brand experience provider, helping companies 
enhace their brand. Our strength is our glocal approach, delevering a global servie through our network of local facilities. With relibility, 
creativity, and closeness, our international team will study your needs  and work with you to make your company stands out.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ152
Beijing Diaoyutai Conference and Exhibition Co., Ltd.
No.2, Fucheng Road, Haidian District, Beijing, P.R. China  100830

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Tong yilin Chen baichen Liu meng

Tel 86-010-58591372 86-010-58591372 86-010-58591372

Mobile 86-18910656037 86-18910656072 86-18910656079

E-Mail dythz_mice@163.com dythz_mice@163.com dythz_mice@163.com

Beijing Diaoyutai Conference and Exhibition Co., Ltd. certified by ISO9001 quality management system, dedicates to provide 
a full range of professional services for exhibitions and relevant side events.

We have been providing exhibition-related services to many well-known enterprises at home and abroad, involving the 
internet, new energy, transportation, banking, cultural communication and other fields. Also we provided designing and construction 
service for China National Exhibitions in Russia, Brazil, Egypt and other countries.

We focus on providing one-stop integrated solutions for exhibitions, including creative designing for the exhibition space, 
engineering supervision and management, on-site construction, equipment supplying, on-site service and other standardized 
services. As well as the side events of exhibitions, registration management, state-level reception, operation management and 
butler-style team supporting services in the exhibition city. 

We are ready to offer special exhibitions, customizing for exhibition space and articles, or articles displaying for regular 
exhibition space. Customized plan with brand culture and exhibition targets considered. Advanced methods of displaying and 
interacting used. Space design and graphic design blended. Green concepts contained. A space to experience and broadcast your 
brand built, with various means. 

Caring for you and walking besides you!
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ153
GUIYU GROUP
Rm.703, Soho.2, Lane 388, Zhongjiang Road, Shanghai, China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Serena Chen Chris Lee Kiko Hao

Tel 86-021-52686010 86-021-52686010 86-021-52686011

Mobile 86-13917102472 86-13601869260 86-15601788455

E-Mail Serenachen@guiyu-expo.com 65907786@qq.com kikohao@guiyu-expo.com

GUIYU GROUP focuses on booth design and construction for many years. In the view of different needs of the design, we 
integrate creativity, space decoration, interactive technology and graphic design , and provide comprehensive solutions for exhibition 
planning and design, exhibition construction and management of exhibition projects.

We have several professional design teams,in order to serve customers in various industries and work together to provide 
high-quality design and production services in various fields. With our professional skill and experience, we provide customers with 
comprehensive exhibition design and construction.

We have our own factory and have served many international well-known enterprises in various industries, and have won unanimous 
recognition from customers with perfect after-sales service, and established a good cooperative relationship with our customers.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ154
Zhongxin Bolian Exhibition Beijing Co., Ltd
Room 722, building B, Hongqiao National Convention and Exhibition Center, Qingpu District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Wu linjian Xia junjun Wu linjian

Tel 86-021-69798326 86-021-69798326 86-021-69798326

Mobile 86-13552958977 86-13162726811 86-13552958977

E-Mail wulinjian@zxblexpo.com alanwalker@zxblexpo.com wulinjian@zxblexpo.com

Since its establishment, zxlbolian Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd. has specialized in providing overall solutions for exhibitions, 
planning museums, museums, memorial halls, urban exhibition halls, cultural museums, libraries, science and technology museums, 
theme museums, enterprise and institution exhibition halls, etc. Over the years, after unremitting pursuit and practice, after the 
establishment of its headquarters in Beijing, zxlbolian has successively set up branches in Shanghai, Guangzhou, Chengdu and 
Wuhan, and won With a number of special qualifications, we have advanced the layout of yuancosmos exhibition, digital exhibition 
and exhibition hall to create online and offline collaborative development. After the practice of hundreds of large-scale projects, with a 
senior team composed of more than 70 professionals and rich technical and management experience, in order to provide better and 
efficient services, Zhongxin Bolian Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd. has set up a special service office in the Expo venue (722, building 
B, National Convention and Exhibition Center). The company adheres to the practical and steady business strategy, relies on the 
strategic advantages of talents, adheres to the business philosophy of “pursuing excellent quality”, and aims to provide customers with 
internationalization, artistry, process and efficiency Value added creative services. After years of development, zxlbolian Exhibition 
(Beijing) Co., Ltd. has become a “one-stop” and “diversified” exhibition comprehensive service-oriented enterprise integrating 
exhibition planning, investment invitation and exhibition organization, construction and construction, main venue service, conference 
organization, planning, planning, design, production, installation and R & D.
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Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ155
Sanda Exhibition Design CO.Ltd.
No.602 Tianxiang Gongshang Building No.30 Baoye North Street, Haizhu  District, Guangzhou, China

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

kelly miki Qin huajie

Tel 86-020-84352407 86-020-34144860 86-020-84352186

Mobile 86-13600498272 86-13433941020 86-13822257044

E-Mail kelly@zxsanda.com miki@zxsanda.com 2355482805@qq.com

Sanda Exhibition Design Co., Ltd, a professional company integrating designation service, booth designing and construction, 
with large-scale processing workshops respectively established in Guangzhou, Beijing and Shanghai, etc., is credited with a 
batch of high calibre designers and a huge team of professional construction workers offering the general customers with trans-
regional exhibition services. Sanda Exhibition Designing Engineering Co., Ltd has received recognition and reputation from the 
general customers for its innovative designing originality, various styles, reasonable price, exquisite manufacturing technique and 
technology and consummate service network.

At the very inception, Sanda pursued the organizational consciousness of harmonization and integration, giving full scope to 
the multi-win corporate culture which sets great store by the coordination between customers, shareholders and employees, and 
adhering to the operating principle that efforts must be made to strive for innovation and to offer the best quality products, and 
the eternal continuance of the business operations in a firm and steady manner. Whatever you order, whether the packed mode 
exhibition stands or exclusively made-to-order upholsters or decorations, is all available to you rendered by Sanda People who are 
equipped with first-rate designing and technological expertise and sincere willingness to provide the excellent service to you and to 
help you achieve your ideal goals.

“We’ll fulfill our promise by rendering the trustworthy quality and requite your satisfactory smiles with our cordial services!”

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ156
Jiangsu Daiwen Exhibition Co., Ltd.
No. 58 Gugao Road, Agricultural Products Processing Park, Taixing City, Taizhou City, Jiangsu Province

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Bao yibin Tao qiang Bao yibin

Tel 86-0523-87786988-129 86-0523-87786988-129 86-0523-87786988-129

Mobile 86-13801718832 86-13339037766 86-13801718832

E-Mail gary.bao@daiwenchina.com taoqiang@daiwenchina.com gary.bao@daiwenchina.com

Jiangsu Dawen Exhibition is a comprehensive exhibition service enterprise with many years of industry experience, the company 
as a highly innovative display and integration service provider in China. A comprehensive enterprise with core competencies such as 
“Innovation, Quality, Professionalism and Execution” to help customers gain competitive advantages in exhibition strategy, design, 
construction and operation, and to develop together with customers.
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SHANGHAI AGE EXHIBITION SERVICES CO., LTD
Room 1405, No. 2911, Zhongshan North Road, Putuo District, Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Yao zhen Song zhengyuan Shi yajun

Tel 86-021-80125378 86-021-60436778 86-021-80125378

Mobile 86-13917089696 86-13817967666 86-15800804498

E-Mail 732333625@qq.com 2741797839@qq.com 2120294451@qq.com

Founded in 2007 with a registered capital of 5million yuan, Shanghai AGE Exhibition Services CO., LTD provides services such 
as exhibition design and construction, exhibition hall designing, conference activities planning for many multinational companies, 
domestic top 500 enterprises and listed companies.

The company relies on international standards, 4A advertising designer management process and global one-stop service 
standards to provide customers with professional services. After more than ten years of dedication and unremitting efforts, 
AGE has won high praise and long-term trust from customers, and has many successful cases of booth construction. The 
company ranks among the forefront of the industry with top-notch design and high service concept, and has won the designated 
builder qualification of more than a dozen large-scale national exhibitions such as China International Import Expo and China 
International Consumer Products Expo, and has been selected into the long-term supplier list of many industry leading enterprises. 
AGE exhibition combines AR, VR, holographic projection, lighting matrix and other multimedia technologies and diversified 
services to the exhibition. The company has a production plant covering an area of 6000 square meters. There are sales 
department, design department, engineering department, supervision department, planning department and finance department. 
The exhibitors' businesses served include consumer goods, medical devices, scientific and technological communications, electric 
vehicles, automotive equipment, environmental protection, artificial intelligence, building materials and other industries. Since its 
establishment, the company has provided quality services to more than 100 listed companies and institutions.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ158
Beijing Mengtuo International Culture Media Co.,Ltd.
Room 518, Building Qingniangongshe, NO.102 Chaoyang North Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

King Nina Candy

Tel 86-010-56218508 86-010-56218508 86-010-56218508

Mobile 86-13521681359 86-13141421820 86-18601960531

E-Mail mengtuoguoji@163.com mengtuoguoji1@163.com mengtuoguoji@163.com

Mengtuo international was founded in 2011 with a registered capital of 20million. Located in Beijing CBD - Dingfuzhuang 
media industry corridor, it takes the meaning of alliance and development. Mengtuo branch companies in Shanghai, Guangzhou 
and Chengdu have been established successively. It is a comprehensive service organization focusing on large-scale exhibition 
planning and integrating conference, event planning, brand derivatives, simultaneous interpreting, cross interpretation and other 
businesses. Adhering to the tenet of customer satisfaction and innovation oriented, Mengtuo international continues to integrate 
and alliance diversified fields, and uses “Exhibition +” to promote one-stop exhibition services. Mengtuo international has passed 
ISO9001, ISO14001 dual system certification, AAA enterprise credit certification, the director unit of China Convention and Exhibition 
Construction Engineering Special Committee, and the first-class qualification of exhibition engineering of China Exhibition Hall 
Association. It adheres to the business philosophy of "strategic alliance, innovation and development", and strives to use up the 
resources and channels of beauty integration to strive to create a brand, display an image, and achieve the full program service 
expected by the market for cooperative enterprises. And will continue to seek partners and common development through alliance 
cooperation, innovation and development! Looking forward to becoming your next “ally”.
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Kingsmen Shanghai Co.,Ltd
RM 1501, Hui Tong Building, No. 569 Jin Ling Road (East),  Shanghai

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Amy You Zoey Gao Jason Zhang

Tel 86-021-53869000*211 86-021-53869000*253 86-021-53869000*107 

Mobile 86-13917843567 86-13651600015 86-13795246702 

E-Mail amyyou@kingsmen.com.cn zoeygao@kingsmen.com.cn jasonzhang@kingsmen.com.cn

Kingsmen was established in 1976, and listed on the Main board of Singapore in 2003. So far, it has 21 branches worldwide. 
Since entering China in 1997, we have successively set up 6 branches in Shanghai, Beijing, Hong Kong, Shenzhen, Macao and 
Taiwan. Over the past 46 years, Kingsmen has been forging ahead with determination and perseverance to provide innovative design, 
immersive experience and high-quality exhibition space for many brands over the world.

Special Booth Constructor No.                                                                                                       TJ160
Shanghai Landz Culture Communications CO., LTD.
5F, Haiwen Mansion NO.315 Hefei Rd.

Contacts No.1 Contacts No.2 Compliant Contact

Luo xianzhen Yin yin Zhang jian

Tel 021-53963737 021-53963737 021–53963422

Mobile 15221681921 13524159191 13801705625

E-Mail Elain.luo@landz.com.cn yinying@landz.com.cn george.zhang@landz.com.cn

Shanghai Landz Culture Communication Co., Ltd. is committed to enhancing brand influence for customers, assisting customers 
to display the best image, helping customers to continue creating value and achieve win-win goals.

“Integrated resources, excellent staff, professional service” stands
for the core of our company. “Openness and inclusion, embracing change” reveals our attitude.
Landz is headquartered in Huangpu Xintiandi, Shanghai. It has a history of 27 years. It has currently established many branches 

in Beijing, Guangzhou and other cities.
We have a manufacturing and process R&D center of nearly 20,000 square meters in Shanghai, and a production team of more 

than 300 professionals. 
We have obtained quality management system certification (GB/T 19001-2016/ISO 9001:2015) and environmental management 

system certification (GB/T 24001-2016/ISO 14001:2015). Our firm is the member of China Association of Exhibition Halls and 
has been active in almost all exhibitions and large-scale events, such as Shanghai World Expo, Canton Fair, major auto shows, 
photography exhibitions, animation exhibitions, beauty fairs, etc. 

The brand categories that Landz has serviced cover: luxury goods, alcohol, beauty, fast-moving, real estate, games, etc.


